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JUICE LIKE WOUNDS 


SEANAN McGUIRE 


TOR 



This is the story of three girls who went into the woods together, and 
the two girls who came out the other side. I tell you this so that you 
will know, even from the beginning, that to become overly attached is 
only to do yourself a profound and primeval harm. Stories are 
weapons, you see. All stories. Some are swords and some are 
cudgels, but all of them can hurt you, if you allow it. If you give them 
the space they need to twist and wriggle in your hands, becoming 
something other than friendly, becoming something other than tame. 
All stories are weapons, and children's stories are doubly so, for 
children have not yet learned how to be careful. 

Where there is a wood filled with monsters, there will be need for 
heroes; where there is need for heroes, there will be children who 
think their hands are perfectly shaped to hold a sword, that their 
throats are protected by the armor of their virtue, that the immortality 
every babe is born believing is theirs extends even to the dark 
places where serpents dwell. The places where shadows whisper 
lies to any ear willing to listen. And where there are children who 
know, without a doubt, that the monsters exist, and that there must 
be a quest in the fullness of time. 

Time is never as full as it seems when clutching the vessel, when 
measuring the drinking of it with our eyes. Time always runs out 
before anyone is ready, before every cup is full. 

Three girls who would be heroes; three girls with stars in their 
eyes and stories in their hearts, fatted like calves on tales of 
heroism, believing themselves invulnerable, immortal, imbued with 
the purity and purpose of all the heroes who had come before them; 
three girls too young to ask the essential question of what, precisely, 
had become of all those glorious heroes, if they were gone and the 
wood still stood, its deepest shadows still filled to bursting with 
monsters. When children see a story left unfinished, they tend not to 



ask what happened to leave it in that state: They rush, instead, to 
finish it. 

But we are getting ahead of ourselves. Three girls: Let us take a 
moment to meet them. 

The youngest of them was also the wildest, and had lived in the 
place they called the Market for as long as she could remember. For 
her, the Market was mother and father both, was comfort at the end 
of a hard day and laughter at the end of a soft one. She did not know 
how old she was, although the adults who moved around her said 
that she was no more than seven, all long gangling limbs and wild, 
uncontrolled motion. Her skin was pale beneath an ever-present 
shell of grime, and hair was long, brown, and often uncombed, 
making a home for twigs, leaves, and small brown feathers banded 
with black. The feathers grew from her scalp, although it could be 
difficult to tell just by looking at them, and they matched her owl
orange eyes, making her eventual nature clear for anyone to see. 
She had never been given a name by anyone with the authority to 
grant her one, and so had taken a name for herself, stealing it from 
the white-faced rabbit that watched her from the sky every night 
when the sun went down. "Moon," she called herself, and "Moon," 
the Market called her, and Moon she was. 

The eldest of them was also the bravest, and had come from the 
farthest away, tumbling through a series of doors, from world to 
world, looking for a place where she could be kept and comfortable. 
She would not speak of the world where her story started, nor who 
might have been waiting there for her return; as far as she was 
concerned, those people had passed into another tale as soon as 
she had opened a door that didn't exist in the side of a stone 
mountain, slipping through it without hesitation. Her skin was only a 
few shades paler than Moon's hair, and her own hair was black as 
molasses, which made the long silver-white feathers that tangled 
there all the more striking. More feathers lay flat and quiet against 
her shoulder blades, concealed by her clothing and disregarded, for 
she was young enough not to be concerned about taking to the 



skies. Or perhaps that was simply her swan's nature showing 
through even while she was still more than half a girl. Her name had 
been left behind, on the other side of one of her many doors, but the 
people of the Market called her "Mockery" with no cruelty in their 
hearts. If she was a cruel word, she was their cruel word. 

The last of them, and not the least of them, was also the most 
recently arrived, a girl who had, like Mockery, come stumbling 
through a door but who, unlike Mockery, would say precisely where 
she had come from, and that she intended to go back there when 
her time in the Market was done. Her door was still there, waiting for 
her to return, and she still knew her original name, had yet to trade it 
for any need or luxury or passing infatuation. She had hair the color 
of straw pressed flat into the mud, and eyes like river water, and she 
had no feathers of any sort, not tangled in her hair or growing from 
her skin, and so the wings that spread in her heart were as yet 
unknown, as they would have been in the land of her birth, where 
children never became birds, not even for the summer holidays. She 
called herself "Lundy," and the Market allowed it, for it was a name 
that had never belonged to her alone, but had always been the 
property of her family as a whole, and so could not be begged or 
bartered or traded away. Her proper name she kept tucked safe and 
close to her heart, where no one could see or steal it. 

They met each other in the Market, Mockery when she tumbled 
through her door and into Moon, and Lundy much the same. It was 
Moon who brought them together, Moon who felt rich in friends, so 
rich that she would have been a miser if she had kept them both to 
herself alone, Moon who feared, if only for a moment, that they 
would each care for the other better than they cared for her, leaving 
her behind in their joy at a new acquaintance. But she knew, after 
her time in the Market, that a fortune risked was better than a fortune 
hoarded, and so she brought them into each other's company and 
stepped back, waiting to see what would occur. 

As for Mockery and Lundy, they were unaware of how much it 
had cost Moon to bring them together. They circled one another, as 



anxious as two cats shaken from the same sack, and just as inclined 
to hissing and claws. They might never have been friends; it might 
have been only two girls who walked into the wood, not three, and 
then who knows how many would have come out the other side? 

But Lundy, who was still new to the idea of having friends, was 
also young enough to be malleable in her thinking, and to believe 
that the universe was an essentially kind place. Unfair, yes, and 
often cruel, but kind all the same. So after they had circled for some 
minutes, she stopped, and held out her hand, and said in a bright, 
clear voice, "I'm Lundy. Moon says you're her first friend, and I'm her 
second friend, and neither of us has lived here as long as she has, 
so I guess we could both use more friends. I have credit with Vincent 
who makes the pies, if you want lunch." 

Mockery looked at Lundy, and saw nothing of her name reflected 
in the other girl's open, honest face. She was bargaining in good 
faith. She might not have realized yet that not everyone would be, 
that the Market's rules about fair value and giving as good as you got 
were there for her protection, and not because someone had grown 
bored with a pen in their hand and settled to spinning structures that 
no one needed. She'd learn in time. Mockery had learned, and there 
had been people back in her first home place who would have sworn 
on a stack of holy books that she was incapable of learning. 

Well, those people were shearing their own sheep and minding 
their own babies now, and she was wild and free and living in a world 
of sunlight and magic and friends. Friends like Moon, who had seen 
a new good thing come into her life-Lundy-and had thought 
immediately to share. Mockery had won. She could afford to be 
magnanimous. 

"I like pies," she said. "And I was fishing this morning, so I have 
some crawfish we can trade to the lemonade stand for drinks." 

Both girls turned toward Moon, united for the first time-if not the 
last-in needing something from her. They were not yet friends, yet 
each was contributing something to the meal. For Moon to eat 
without contribution would not be fair value. 



Moon was the youngest of them, and as such, the Market set her 
the lowest prices possible. "I have some white stones I've been 
saving," she said. "I could trade for cookies, or for sugar candy." 

Mockery and Lundy smiled at her, and in an instant, the 
beginnings of a friendship were formed. 

Friendships are in many ways like rivers. They branch and fork, 
tributaries feeding into one another, and the river that is made when 
two come together is not the same as the one made when three 
combine. So between the three girls, there were four friendships, 
and each of them is relevant to the woods, why they went there, and 
why only one friendship came out the other side. 

Moon and Lundy together were steady and slow, a kind river 
meant for fishing and lazy summer afternoons. They tempered each 
other well, and the balance of their company meant that each made 
the other safer from her own worst impulses. 

Moon and Mockery, on the other hand, were a river filled with 
rapids and with sharp-jawed fish whose teeth could rip and tear. The 
edge of Mockery's tongue met the boldness with which Moon 
attacked the world around her, and they formed something 
dangerous and wild. 

Mockery and Lundy were an unpredictable combination, 
sometimes swift and sometimes slow, sometimes cruel and 
sometimes kind. They brought out the worst in one another, and 
thought nothing of it, for they dared each other to be braver and 
better than they were apart, and all in the name of impressing Moon, 
who clapped her hands and smiled for everything they did. 

When the three of them came together, they were a flood in 
waiting, a massive rushing tide that washed away whatever stood in 
its way. Together, they believed that they were heroes, chosen by the 
Market to be its new protectors, providing fair value simply through 
their presence. Why, if they could find a problem that had haunted 
the Market for long enough to be accepted as part of the way things 
were, they could defeat it, and then they would have paid their debts 



in advance for a hundred years or more! Since none of them came 
from a world where they would expect to live longer than a hundred 
years, this would mean a lifetime of indolence and good things, and 
no more effort expended than a single grand adventure! 

All children have such dreams, afternoons spent saving 
imaginary princesses from towers made of trees or piled stones, 
evenings spent fighting and vanquishing monsters too terrible to 
name. Children play at adventure; it's a part of childhood. And in 
most places, that is all it is, for there are few enough dangers left in 
the world that are simple enough to be defeated with the swing of a 
sword. 

Any two of them might have abandoned the idea of heroism as 
foolishness. But their triplicate friendship contained both the vicious 
danger of Mockery and Moon together, and the brutally concise 
rivalry of Lundy and Mockery. And so they spurred each other on, 
and refused to set the thought of grand adventure aside. 

Lundy, as the newest arrival among them, had taken to spending 
time with the Archivist, who was the oldest person in the Market, and 
who knew everything there was to know about everything worth 
knowing. The Archivist collected books, and she allowed Lundy to 
read them as long as she treated them gently and discussed what 
she had read with the Archivist afterward. It was a small price to pay 
for the delight of access to new books, and if it felt a little bit like 
homework, well, the more Lundy learned about living in the Market, 
the more she came to see homework as a sort of fair value given to 
her teachers. They gave her lessons, and she gave them proof that 
those lessons had not been wasted. 

Through the books, Lundy untangled the story of the Market one 
history and journal at a time, reading of harvests and homesteads, of 
failed attempts to circumvent the rules of fair value, and the costs the 
Market claimed from those who would abuse it. She learned, to her 
surprise, that there were people who found fair value to be unfair, 
who considered any system under which they could not somehow 
make themselves superior to the people around them to be out of 



balance and cruel. When first she encountered one of these 
accountings, she went to the Archivist, a sour taste in her mouth, 
half-convinced that she had done something wrong by interpreting 
the text so incorrectly. 

But the Archivist only looked at the book Lundy was holding, and 
made a small, unhappy shape with her lips, and said, "Ask, then, if 
you feel the need. I will answer your questions without charge, for it's 
all a part of discussing what you've read. You don't need to fear debt 
from someone else's misdeeds." 

Lundy took a deep breath. "Do people really leave the Market?" 
"Some leave the Market so profoundly that they leave the entire 

world," said the Archivist. "You must be more precise with your 
questions, even when they're being answered freely, Lundy. 
Specificity is the grace of barter." 

Lundy's thoughts were whirling like spring winds, dashing in all 
directions, impossible to corral or contain. She furrowed her brow, 
ducking her head as she tried to put them into order. Finally, she 
asked, "Do people really leave the Market because they can't fathom 
the idea of giving fair value to others?" 

"There are some people for whom the only fair value is their own 
dominance over everyone around them," said the Archivist. "They 
can't look at someone who is equal to themselves and see them 
clearly; they assume that for anyone else to be the same, they must 
be cheating, or that something must have been taken from the first 
and given to the second, for surely it can't have been earned. For 
them, a level stretch of ground is an unfair advantage given to others 
who don't deserve to be elevated to what they consider their rightful 
place. They believe themselves above the world, above the Market. 
They never understand what it can cost to care." 

"So they just ... leave?" 
"They are unwilling to pay the price of dealing fairly with their 

fellows, and so they go, but they came here for a reason, and have 
no other homes to return to, so they stay. Close, but not contained 
within the Market's boundaries. In the wilds, they can cost no one 



anything, and thus incur no debts, and think themselves protected 
from the consequences of their actions. And for some, this is true. 
The ones who seek solitude for reasons other than selfishness or 
disdain for their fellows can thrive in the wilderness. The ones who 
have bleaker soil in their souls, though ... they grow other crops." 

"Other crops?" 
"They are the makers of monsters, and their workshops are their 

own hearts. Given time enough, they become terrible things, takers 
of children and stealers of dreams. But they never don the feathers 
they so feared, and they sometimes grow enough in strength to steal 
things that were never meant to belong to them, and so they feel 
themselves acquitted." The sorrow on the Archivist's face was 
painful to behold. "Good children should not sport with monsters. 
There are always costs." 

Lundy nodded, and clutched her book tight, and that night as she 
lay with Moon and Mockery in the hollow formed by an old tree's 
roots, she whispered to them of monsters made from men, of thieves 
who had stolen pieces of the Market itself away. "If we take them 
back, it's not theft," she said. "It's ... it's a setting-right. Setting-right 
doesn't cost anything. Setting-right is the right thing to do. Setting
right is paying old debts, not making new ones." 

Moon and Mockery nodded. Whether she was right or not, she 
sounded right, and what she was saying matched what they already 
wanted to do; it was only natural that they would listen to her. 

"But where do we find a monster?" asked Moon. "I've been here 
my whole life, and I've never seen one. Only different kinds of 
people. No monsters." 

"Some of the other books talked about places I've never seen like 
they were everyday things," said Lundy. "Like they're places we 
should be going to play or gather fruit or fish or something, only they 
aren't part of the Market anymore. If we wanted to find a monster, I 
bet we could do it by going one of those places." 

"Then we should go to the one the books stopped mentioning the 
most recently," said Mockery abruptly. The other two turned to look at 



her. She didn't talk as much as Lundy, who liked to hear the sound of 
her own voice almost as much as she liked to hear music, or Moon, 
who always had questions when it was safe to ask them, and 
sometimes when it wasn't. But because she didn't talk as much, 
when she did speak, Moon and Lundy listened. 

"Why?" asked Moon. 
"Because wherever people could still go until not too long ago 

probably has the smallest monster in it," said Mockery. "I want to be 
a hero. I want to fight a monster. But that doesn't mean I want to be 
a fool, or to fill the belly of a monster. Not when we could be 
sensible, and be heroes, and come home on the other side of it, to 
all the good things we could ever ask the Market to provide." 

Lundy nodded gravely. "I'll read more tomorrow," she said, and 
indeed, when they woke the next morning, damp with dew and stiff 
from sleeping tangled in the old tree's roots, she went racing back to 
the Archivist's house, to spend the day reading as much and as 
quickly as she could. She read like there was suddenly a time limit 
on reading, like all the books were going to be snatched away at any 
instant, and the Archivist, who had seen generations of children 
wander into the Market's wonders, watched them grow and mature 
and become part of the strange system of barter and benign greed 
on which it ran, watched her but did not intercede. Children had their 
moments of passion, their fixations and their joys. Let this one live in 
her world of stories and dreams. She'd outgrow them soon enough. 

The Archivist did not make many mistakes. She'd had time 
enough to break the habit. But it meant that when she did make 
them, her first mistake would be the mistake itself, and her second 
would be failing to see it clearly. She believed in the illusion of her 
own omnipotence, and so her small failings were doubled. 

So it was that when Lundy came to her that afternoon and said, 
"This book talks about a pomegranate grove. I've never seen 
pomegranates for sale in the Market. They must be very valuable, 
and fallen fruit belongs to no one. We could eat for a week on one 
bushel, and everyone would still receive fair value for the harvest. 



How do I get there?" the Archivist did not do what she should have 
done, which was to wrench the book from Lundy's grasp, sit her 
down, and warn her of the dangers of dowsing for monsters. Instead, 
she folded her hands and said, gravely, "The pomegranate grove 
was lost before you came here, and we do not seek it any longer." 

There was much more she could have said, if she'd been asked, 
if Lundy had been willing to pay for her answers. She could have 
said that the pomegranate grove would be reclaimed in time, but that 
the cost to do so would be very high, for it was the home to a 
monster that had once been a girl named Zorah, who had fallen into 
the Market from Lundy's own world, who had been sweet enough to 
attract a door, but filled with a heart of venom and cruelty that had 
left her unable to trade fairly with her fellows. When her cruelty had 
grown too much to contain and she had fled to the dark places, she 
had found herself clad not in feathers but in a hard striped shell of 
chitin and pain. Good children who made bad bargains became 
birds. Bad children who cheated and deceived became their 
destroyers. 

She could have said so much more, and that knowledge would 
haunt her in the days to come. 

"But where is it?" pressed Lundy. 
"To the west," said the Archivist. "Now please, find another book 

to fall in fascination with, and do not go alone to the pomegranate 
grove. You are dear to me, and it would not give our friendship fair 
value." 

"I promise," said Lundy. 

And indeed, she didn't go alone, but finished her day's reading, 
slowly, so as not to alert the Archivist, then went to the wood where 
her greatest treasures were kept concealed and belted the knife she 
had purchased for the scaling and gutting of fish to her waist, where 
it hung with all the reassuring weight of a weapon disguised as a tool 
and thus deemed somehow safe for children. Then she went looking 
for Mockery and Moon. 



They were in the berry patch near the stream, Moon glutting 
herself on blackberries that she ate almost faster than she could pick 
them, Mockery harvesting with deliberation and care, picking only 
the ripest, visibly sweetest berries and placing them gingerly into her 
basket, so they would not bruise. A full basket of hand-harvested 
blackberries could be traded for dinner, or for a new blanket, as the 
winter was approaching and soon it would be cold. None of them 
had apprenticed to a profession, as yet; they lacked the resources or 
guidance to make goods that could be traded for a full season's 
shelter. 

One more reason to go hunting for monsters, one more reason to 
reclaim the pomegranate grove. That harvest would be enough to 
see them under strong roofs and protected by solid walls well before 
the snows came, and while the Market would never allow children to 
freeze, it also would not aid them if they didn't show how much they 
wanted shelter. It was a strange system, and not always kind, but 
doing what it could to meet the needs of many without failing the few. 

"We go west," said Lundy, and Mockery set her carefully collected 
basket of berries down, so that she could clasp her hands beneath 
her chin and look through her lashes at Lundy, framing her in black 
strands like spider's webs. 

"What's west?" asked Moon, and stuffed another handful of 
berries into her mouth, fingers stained purple with juice and sticky 
even to the eye. 

"The pomegranate grove," said Lundy. She kept her gaze on 
Mockery. If they were going to do this, Mockery would have to agree. 
Moon would go along with anything she wanted, but if Mockery 
laughed and asked if she thought they were really hunting for 
monsters, then they would pick berries, and fish in the stream, and 
build up their saleable goods against the coming winter. 

"You have a knife," said Mockery. "I have the spear I made for 
lake fishing last spring. Moon has her sling. If we can stop by the fruit 
traders so I can sell these berries, we can go now." 



They weren't going alone: None of them were. Lundy wasn't 
breaking her promise to the Archivist. So Lundy smiled and said, "Of 
course we can stop." 

They shouldn't have stopped. 
Barter was never particularly swift, and it became slower when 

either party showed even a hint of impatience, unless they were 
willing to accept any offer and stop the exchange at once. The fruit 
vendor behind the berry bales took her time sorting through the 
berries, finding three that had been squashed by the weight of the 
others, the girls waiting the whole time for her final verdict. Finally, 
she agreed to provide the secondhand blanket Mockery had been 
hoping for, as well as a basket of carrots and alliums that could be 
combined with the fish the girls netted for themselves to make a fine 
stew for dinner. All parties involved agreed that the trade was fair on 
both sides, and the girls left with their hard-earned gains as the sun 
was just beginning to sink in the corner of the sky. 

They could have gone back then, could have started their stew 
and set out again by daylight, but they were children in the clutches 
of a quest. That it was a quest they had chosen for themselves made 
it weigh no less. It had them now, and they felt compelled to 
complete it. So when they reached a large rock at the edge of the 
current Market grounds, they paused to hide their day's trading 
where it would not be accidentally found, using a stick to scratch a 
circle, a book, and a laughing mouth into the dirt beside it-Moon, 
Lundy, and Mockery. No one in the Market would knowingly steal 
from a child, and nothing they were leaving was likely to attract wild 
animals. Their possessions would be safe until their return. 

They walked west, the three girls: Lundy with her knife, Mockery 
with her spear, and Moon with her sling. And when the trees loomed 
before them like the walls of heaven, they exchanged a look but not 
a word, ducked their heads, and stepped into the darkness. 

The wood swallowed them without a sound, and all was silence, 
save for the distant screaming of the owls, the calling of the crickets, 



and the wind. 

The three girls walked a goodly distance into the darkness and 
silence of the wood. They had been living as wild things for some 
time, and they moved with calm assurance through the trees, their 
feet avoiding roots and gopher holes unseen, their heads bowing just 
before they would have met with branches. They walked and walked, 
until without warning, the trees fell away, and they had entered an 
open grove. 

The trees here were less densely packed, their branches 
spreading wide and open as the fronds of ferns. They bristled with 
twigs like thorns, drooping low under the weight of red round fruit 
that were nowhere so inviting as apples, being covered in leathery 
skin. 

The sky was more open here, moonlight pouring down through 
the open branches to paint the grass and the fruit already fallen 
there. It was an easy fortune, only waiting for someone to be clever 
enough to come along and claim it. Moon made a small sound of joy 
and dove for the nearest fruit, her hands outstretched. 

The movement came from the other side of the grove, too fast to 
be avoided, and Mockery lunged after Moon, her body slamming the 
other girl to the ground before the charging creature could strike her. 
The two rolled onto their backs, staring. Lundy drew her knife and 
clutched it close, eyes bulging from her head. 

The creature that dove for them out of the trees was a great 
wasp, easily as large as Lundy herself, with glossy diaphanous 
wings that beat and churned the air, holding the creature away from 
the ground. Its body was covered in a layer of metallic blue armor, 
bright and beautiful as sapphires, that darkened into purple as it 
moved along the great wasp's abdomen, ending in a blue-black 
stinger the length of Lundy's arm. The wasp twitched its antennae, 
eyes on Lu ndy. 

"So the old bitch sends children to kill me, after what she did, 
after what she did to me?" demanded the wasp, and its words were 



the most terrible thing of all, for they were bright and clear and 
sweet, the voice of a girl of eleven or twelve, and not the voice of a 
monster at all. 

"No one sent us," said Lundy, and her own voice shook with fear. 
"We came on our own, because you're not giving fair value! You're 
not using all this fruit, and we need it!" 

"You're a child, " countered the wasp. "You shouldn't be working to 
earn anything. Your needs should be met. Even fair bargains are 
unfair when enforced against someone who has no choice in the 
matter. Even kind cruelties are still cruel. No. This place is mine. Call 
it fair value for what she took from me, and go. I am the wasp queen, 
I am the monster she made of me, and I won't negotiate with you." 

She cried out then, as a hard sphere struck the base of her right 
wing and sent it bending inward, nearly knocking her from the air, 
and when she spun around, she saw that Moon was sitting up, sling 
in her hand, having used it to throw a pomegranate with more force 
than her arms could ever have managed. The wasp queen shrieked 
then, anger and betrayal and some small measure of sorrow, and 
dove for Moon. 

And we may leave them there, if you like. You know what 
happens; you know that three came and two left, and that the one 
who did not leave would never leave, not with her friends and not on 
her own. You know this story. You can go. You do not have to stay 
and see. 

But while we have the luxury of leaving, they did not; they were 
trapped by the cage of their own choices, prisoned by the moment 
they had made. The wasp queen dove like a striking snake, and 
there was barely time for Mockery to shove away from the ground 
and brace her spear in the soil at her feet, tip pointed upward, before 
the blow landed. 

The wasp queen screamed, hollow and shrill and agonized, as 
the spear punched through the chitin covering her torso. Mockery did 
not scream. Nor did she loosen her grasp on the spear, only sighed, 
small and sad and somehow resigned, and looked down at the 



stinger piercing her abdomen. The wasp queen screamed again, 
body pulsing as she drove more venom through herself and into the 
girl who held her impaled. Moon scrambled backward, unsure what 
else she could do. 

And Lundy, knife in her hand, dashed forward and cut the wasp 
queen's head clean from her body. It rolled some feet away and 
stopped in the loam, still beautiful, even now that it was dead. 

The wasp queen's form shook, collapsing as its wings stilled, and 
the weight of it drove Mockery to the ground, stinger still piercing her 
belly, just below her navel. There was no blood as yet; the seal it 
formed against her flesh was too tight and strong. 

"Mockery!" Moon finally cried, and tried to roll the body away. 
"No!" cried Lundy, but it was too late. 
The stingers of bees are barbed, and will pull the bee to pieces 

when removed. The stingers of wasps are smooth, and this one slid 
out of Mockery's body as easily as a needle slides out of leather. 
Blood followed, a great blackened gout of it, and Mockery, who had 
not made a sound since she was stung, began to shake and spasm, 
her eyes rolling up into her head. Lundy dropped to her knees and 
gathered Mockery in her arms, uncaring of the blood. 

"Mockery? Mockery, wake up. Mockery, say something." 
Mockery wheezed and tried to move her lips, but no sound came 

out, only a trickle of blood as thick and slow as pomegranate 
molasses. 

"Lundy, Mockery's hurt!" 
"I can see that," Lundy snapped, and pulled her shirt off, 

wrapping it as tightly as she could around Mockery's bleeding 
stomach. The fabric grew wet and dark, and the shaking and 
spasming continued, until finally the blood slowed and stopped, and 
Mockery stopped as well, and Lundy held a cooling object where 
once her friend had been. 

Moon, who had been in the Market longer than any of them, rose 
and began gathering pomegranates from the ground, pausing only a 
moment before she added the wasp queen's head to her haul. When 



Lundy looked at her with dull, disbelieving eyes, she said, "To barter 
for Mockery's funeral. We have to pay to bury her, or they'll leave her 
for the carrion birds." 

"She can't go to the vultures," said Lundy. "She always said she 
was going to be a swan." 

"You carry her, and I'll carry the fruit," said Moon. 
Lundy nodded, rising, not sure what else to say. She lifted 

Mockery, who seemed lighter now, lesser now, as if something 
essential and heavy had gone. 

Together, the two girls and the broken doll that had been their 
friend walked back into the wood, returning the way they had come. 
They did not speak. Their tongues were leaden in their mouths, all 
chatter stolen away with the girl who had loved it enough to take it 
for her name. 

The Archivist was horrified if not as surprised as she wanted to be 
when two bloodied children carrying the body of a third staggered 
down the path toward her home, their hands red with juice like 
wounds, their eyes red with weeping. She went to them, and she did 
what she could to console them, and she held Lundy tightly as the 
child cried, grieving with all the force of one who had never realized 
hurt could come so very close to home. 

Mockery was buried by the river that night, silver-white feathers 
still tangled in her hair. 

Lundy was gone the next morning, slipping back through her door 
without a word said, and of the four rivers three girls had made 
between them, all that remained was the trickling stream that was 
Moon, alone. 
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"I count that as the first time we surprised them," the Warden said 
whenever he was reminded of it. He was only a Scholar then. I was 
thirteen and nine months and he was thirteen and six. Surprised 
them was right. A gifted thirteen-year-old necromancer in the Library 
doesn't muster interest. Every thirteen-year-old necromancer in the 
Sixth House is gifted. Even the presence of really smart ones is just 
the system working as designed. But in the Sixth, any necromancer 
-thirteen or otherwise-who can solve a problem with their own 
prefrontal cortex and nothing else is going to rouse comment. 

He was wrong to say we, though. It was my shuck we were sitting 
in when it started. That's all. I remember we were already getting too 
big for it, and he couldn't sit up straight on the bed because his head 
kept grazing the ceiling of the shuck above. It was one meter by two 
meters and eighty centimeters high, one and a half bodies by 
Imperial mez, and he was already one meter sixty. He was going 
over his numbers and I was rereading a letter. I'll reproduce as much 
of the letter as I care to: 

To my dearest pals, 
Writing this from PRISON. You were right that massaging the alveolar 

walls using the intercostal would help, but too little too late. This one's my 
fault. I did pay attention to the diagrams BUT it took me a while to work out 
how to get the fluid into my pleural cavity and I may have made things 
worse. Sorry, Doc. Can't teach an old dog new tricks. I am practising daily 
so do not chide me. 

To cut a long story short, I didn't win the argument and I'm at Pro and 
Mia's and ALL my worst fears are realised. If their poor kids even breathe 
loudly they are taken out back and summarily beheaded. They play in 
whispers and go around on tiptoe. This is the opposite of what I want, as I 
desire noise. They all love me, which says less about my lovability and more 
about how little company they get this far out of Cypris. It's beautiful here on 
the mountain but the scenery is wasted on your old hag of a correspondent. 



Their eldest is about yours and C's age and brings me flowers. He is a 
blessed creature and the only one with aptitude. This means he is 
unfortunately a shortarse and his siblings are all bigger than him or just 
about except for the three-year-old. Very trag. 

Understandably I have adopted him as a younger brother and outwardly 
delight in all offerings, mostly roses or cups of tea. I do not have the heart to 
tell him that I wish he were bringing me anything else, maybe extramural 
magazines and cigarettes (THIS IS A JOKE). 

I can reproduce the letter because I've still got it. I kept all of 
them. He didn't need to. Palamedes remembered everything he ever 
saw. 

At some point he finished, and said, "One hundred and forty-one." 
And I said, "No. One hundred thirty-five." 

"Cam, that can't be possible. Where am I getting six extra points 
from?" 

When he passed me his module notes I found the problem fairly 
quickly. I'd familiarised myself with every restructure. I was already in 
the physical education stream and had no structures to think about. 
The Sixth House flowchart for swordsmen entering the Cohort is the 
one thing that never changes by committee, with no requirement for 
bloodline or promotion. Bloodline requirement in the Sixth would be a 
waste of time. Consanguinity tables get narrower year by year. I was 
born with four kids in my generation eligible to produce children with 
me. Palamedes had two. 

Some context for why I had time to play with. At that point, only 
two things counted within Swordsman's Spire. The first was 
competency, and it was the less important of the two. It's not like that 
now. The Warden was the first Master Warden to interfere with the 
Spire in half a myriad. It says nothing that back at twelve years old I 
was one of the best in the Sixth, though nobody knew it but me. 
They'd only know I was the best at fifteen. Even then they'd have no 
idea. 

The second thing, the more important one, was your genetic 
outreach potential. When I was a child all swordfighters got three unit 
categorisations, though if you're not Sixth you wouldn't be aware of 



them. Attractive and competent? You got put in the Alexandrites. 
They got Cohort recommendations for out-of-system deployment. 
Competent? Epeids, and general referral. Just attractive? The 
Nireids, who always got offworld reserves. There's a lot of waiting 
around in the reserves. Lots of sulky necromancers with nothing to 
do. Lots of soldiers who didn't make the cut, doing a single tour for 
their family or because they thought it would be fun. Add Sixth 
House soldiers at the peak of physical performance whose last exam 
was to memorise erotic poetry. They say it's a massacre. 

Don't think that it's not a big thing to get in the Nireids. It's a Sixth 
House honour. We don't care about swordplay, but we always care 
about diversifying the gene pool. 

The Warden used to joke about losing me to the Alexandrites. 
This was him flattering himself. If I hadn't been his cavalier, I would 
have worked in data. 

I said, "Here. You can't be a Fourth Ring moderand and do 
Telemetry simultaneously." 

"Oh, God, what? That didn't used to be the case. Is this the last 
reshuffle?" 

"Think so. They're moderated by the same examination board." 
"Yes, and? Who cares?" 
"Violates the new rubric on examiner conflict. I put you down for 

Telemetry, not Mods Four. You're six points down. Sorry, Scholar." 
He took off his glasses. He was hell on spectacles. He used to 

bend the arms back and forth until they sat diagonally on his face. 
He said, "That's six points I can't afford. She doesn't have time, 
Camilla." 

I was about to tell him that he'd have to drop Bone Morph 
Resonances, which would have led to an argument, but someone 
rapped on the shuck muffling. When we unlatched the curtain and 
peered out, we saw that it was Archivist Zeta, so we pulled the whole 
thing away immediately. Archivist Zeta didn't visit juvie dormitories. 

Describing Juno Zeta as she was then would be stupid, because 
it's the same Zeta as she is now. Very tall, age anywhere from forty 



to sixty. Brunette at the front, but iron grey at the end lengths of the 
hair, twisted up with black pins at the base of the skull. Round
cheeked and sweet-eyed . Voluble. Cheerful as a child. The Warden 
always said that this was a deeply sinister and inappropriate fagade 
for her brain, which should have required thermal paste to keep from 
overheating. 

She wasted no time, but handed a clipboard through to us. It had 
only one sheet of fresh blue flimsy pinned on it, still warm from the 
stamper. She said, "Scholar, you'll need to sign and thumbprint. 
Aspirant, you only need a signature. I'm taking you as my attache. 
Hurry up, both of you, I'm dying of excitement." 

The Warden was immediately entranced. 
"You got that through committee quickly," he remarked, and 

bloodied his thumb on the clipboard's thumb spike. "Is this a House 
record?" 

"I have been hanging around the Archaeology offices for more 
than an hour. I sleazed my way in past the secretaries," said the 
Archivist. Her dark eyes were sparkling. She was so excited that her 
cheeks were flushed . "I wasn't about to let anyone else steal it from 
my clutches. I had Caspar with me so that he could sign the damn 
thing the moment they gave me the stamp. He's owed me ever since 
I covered his invigilation last quarter when he was rewriting his 
footnotes. Anyway, I just about ran here, and I've had this on my 
calendar for the last five years, and I've got to be the first one 
through that door." 

I said, "Unsealing?" Educated guess, because it was a blue form. 
"Yes. I mean, it's a very sad story actually-Archeo tried to 

extend their warrant before Collections swooped in. The room in 
question's been closed for more than four hundred years. And it's 
true that the Archies haven't been able to do much with it. Master 
Scholar Marygold Shasta had it under her demesne and refused to 
pass it on because she wanted to examine it so much, but her eyes 
were bigger than her stomach-goodness knows she had enough to 
cover and couldn't do much in her last years; brilliant mind to the 



end, but that kind of granular psychometry exhausted her. But they 
said no to Archeo transferring the warrant now that she's been dead 
for ten years and the limitations have expired, because-oh, but for 
God's sake don't let me talk; if you haven't signed by now I'll go 
without you!" 

But we'd both signed, and put on our outer robes and 
palynostatic covers on our shoes so that we didn't mix up the 
thalergy prints on any dust. I remember that the hallways outside the 
dormitory were full that day. The dorm halls always were busy, 
because Library guests inevitably got led there to admire the old 
view screens. When I was ten we were put on duty roster to clean 
them, and my admiration for the old view screens died quick. The 
Warden and I had allergic reactions to the panel cleaner. He didn't 
ask for a duty swap because he wanted to "study his contact 
dermatitis." 

The hallways were full that day because there was something to 
look at other than space rock impacts or the scarps. A lot of children 
were spending their break watching the adepts do routine 
maintenance. I used to watch it myself. They attach umbilicals to 
skeleton servitors and send them outside the hatches. You can't do it 
when the wind's high off Dominicus, so it has to be when the 
temperature is dropping. The constructs are covered in brightly
coloured thermal paste. Sixth thermal paste is organic-thermalose, 
from rendered fat and plex-so adepts can manipulate it through the 
cord. The younger children like to watch them doing cleanup in the 
hope that the lines will get tangled and they all end up in a neon 
knot. That's Sixth House entertainment. The Warden said the whole 
cleaning system needed modernization, beginning with getting an 
expert out from the Ninth House. He never got far with that one in 
Oversight Body. 

Archivist Zeta was impatient getting through the crowd. She 
elbowed a seven-year-old aside and said, "As I was saying-the 
study was Scholar Shasta's-my old tutor wanted it, because his 
tutor's tutor had been a student of the man in question-passion 



project-we're meeting Caspar and the others there, and you've 
always said you wanted to be privy to an opening, and you've made 
Scholar so I don't see why you shouldn't. You too, Aspirant, you've 
passed the qualification. Oh-how's your father?" 

This wasn't to me. Palamedes said, "Enjoying parenting. Enjoying 
the parenting buyout, I should say. He's only doing dissertation 
supervision-and half a year of Immediate History, of course-but 
he's got his own projects on the go." 

"King Undying knows how he does it. Every time I say I'm going 
to apply for sabbatical, someone in my department dies with their 
affairs completely out of order. It's always necromancers who get all 
startled about dying. You'd think that they of anyone would have half 
a brain about their own mortality ... I told you we actually had to get 
in a spirit-talker to ask Carolus where he'd left his marking? I did? It 
was in the zip-up compartment of his documents bag. Anyway, do 
give your dad my regards. Camilla, I see yours all the time, so I won't 
ask after them and act like I'm surprised ... " 

I said, "Archivist, where are we going?" 
She clasped her hands together and said, "We're going 

downstairs-to the study of Doctor Sex!" 
The Warden looked at me. I looked at the Warden. I recall that we 

decided not to. 
Zeta explained, "Donald Sex-Doctor Donald Sex-you haven't 

heard of him? Long before your time. He was hallowed in the Copper 
Garden for his work on post-Resurrection psychometry. When he 
died the Emperor sent a letter of condolence; it used to be on a 
plinth by his coffin. We had to move it out of the light. Some people 
complained that he should have moved to the Mithraeum in the first 
instance, but for goodness' sake, God never met the man. In any 
case, he never finished his final project, which has reached 
mythological status in some quarters ... not just in our House, either. 
We didn't even open up his study for a Fifth ambassador two 
centuries back. He was hot on the trail of some theorem he'd codged 
up from Sex's miscellanea. In the end all he was allowed to do was 



go to the coffin and try to ask the ghost some questions, but Donald 
was too smart to come back ... Too right. I think you ought to leave a 
person well enough alone after they've been interred for more than a 
couple of decades. I get sick thinking about some idiot trying to 
wheedle insight on my apparatus criticus from my ghost long after 
I've forgotten what it was. But just think-Doctor Sex's study is ours!" 

We still decided not to. The Warden said, "It's just a study? I 
thought it would be a laboratory, at least." 

"No, that old thing was opened up when I was still a child. 
Incunabula still have their grubby mitts on it because it was in a very 
old wing of the Library. I've seen it. Horrid little grim place. His study 
was much more modern, apparently. Watch out-stairs down." 

There were a lot of stairs down. Doctor Donald Sex's sealed up 
study proved to be only one floor above the Library base. I was fine. 
The Warden was a little out of breath. Archivist Zeta's credentials got 
us through one of the auto-doors, and then it was just featureless 
corridors all the way to the study. The hallways were so narrow we 
walked in single file. This close to the base of the Library the walls 
were very thick. Tectonic rumbles from the volcano that the Emperor 
Undying raised from death during the Resurrection would still reach 
this place. When the Warden asked after it, Archivist Zeta merely 
said, "That's one of the reasons the Archies got to extend their 
warrant so long in the first place. Nobody wants the space, you see. I 
wouldn't exchange my lovely cool Ossuary office for this one ... Oh, 
good, everyone's here." 

The Archivist's four-scholar team were stationed at a door, 
waiting beneath a nameplate saying D. SEX. They looked as 
delighted at the prospect as their leader, and they all issued each 
other congratulatory handshakes. Nobody seemed surprised that the 
Warden and I were there. They knew who Palamedes Sextus was. 
One of them said, "They finished sweeping for wards. We're clear. 
Juno, do you want the honours?" and she said, "Do I," and she sliced 
the ARCHAEOLOGY DEPARTMENT tape seal, and she fitted the 
key with i n the lock. 



"Key fits, door responds-put that down on the record," said 
Archivist Zeta, and opened the door wide. 

Everyone filed in. It was a smaller space than a modern Library 
office, owing to the thick walls and the fact that each available wall 
was crammed high with bookshelves. Shadowy floor-to-ceiling rows 
of books cramped the already-tight space. The air in the room must 
have been suctioned at some point in the last four centuries during 
base maintenance, but it was still thick with dust. Somebody said, 
"Should still be wired. I'm turning on the light, Archivist," and an 
overhead bulb lit up the scene. 

Apart from bookshelves, the study had a solid desk-flimsy 
veneer to look like wood-big and old-fashioned, with an electronic 
keypad on top instead of a keyhole for the drawers. There were a 
few grey mounds that were probably a sofa and a couple of chairs, 
covered to keep off the dust. Archivist Zeta said, "Walking and 
breathing is fine. We're not masking up; leave thalergy signatures all 
you like. But we're not cleared to touch anything until we get this 
examination signed off." 

The Warden had stopped at the threshold. He had a look on his 
face I knew well. He said, "Archivist, did the Doctor keep 
observational bones?" 

"What? No; he did softs. Not much of a bone adept, apparently. 
Ty, any bones on the manifest?" 

"Inlay on some of the books and bookcases," said a team 
member. 

"Then I submit for record: two hand skeletons on the desk," said 
the Warden politely. 

This caused immediate consternation. Everyone moved forward 
to look. Six people crowding together, trying not to touch anything, 
was a lot to fit. I kept out of it, but I got a good initial examination. 

The Warden had been right. The desk wasn't cluttered by Sixth 
House standards, but it hadn't been tidied. Donald Sex had put his 
tools down one day and never returned to get things organised. 
There was a pile of flimsy documentation in a tin tray, and a heavy 



penholder, and a blotter for stamping. These had all been left at 
angles to each other. One of the drawers gaped open, empty except 
for a nest of crumpled tissue paper. On the blotter sat a jointed 
brown sphere, perfectly circular except for one long segment ready 
to snap in and join its brethren. In the light it looked a lot like wood. 
Beside the sphere and the penholder there were, as my 
necromancer had pointed out, two skeletonised hands. 

There was no trace of fat or muscle. The bones of the fingers, 
palms, and wrists were still intact down to the carpal segments, 
where they ended suddenly: to my eyes, unevenly. At least not 
cleanly. They were spread out on the desk, supplicating upwards to 
the ceiling, the palmar bones lying heavy. The ivory had a dull 
orange cast to it in the lamplight. 

The Archivist said, "Caspar, Ty, up front. Move to the back, 
please, everyone else. Put down on the record that we've found 
remains," and someone else was saying, "Someone check for more 
bone presence in the room." 

"Half these books are inlaid; good luck without gear." 
"If the room's been vacuumed, the remnant thalergy should've 

gone with it, surely?" 
"That's not always the case. It's not deep space exposure-" 
Archivist Zeta said, with an edged cheerfulness, "The King 

Undying resurrected us with eyeballs for a reason, children." 
I'd searched the room already. I hadn't seen any other bones, but 

as we didn't have clearance to look under the chair covers, it wasn't 
exactly a thorough sweep. The Warden made a cursory scan but 
kept staring at the hands, then the floor, and then the ceiling. I left 
him alone. The team were debating whether or not they were 
allowed to lift up the rug when the Archivist said, "That's enough. 
Make a note of no other immediately visible remains. Julia, 
psychometry on the hands, please." 

"What, me? Archivist, I'm not as good as you." 
"You're better than I am on organics, my child, and I want 

accuracy." 



The team member eased off their left-hand glove, shook their 
hand loose, and reached out to the left-hand set of bones. I wasn't 
close enough to see what bone was grasped between thumb and 
forefinger. It was something above the metacarpals. 

Eventually, they said, "Has anyone got any gel? This can't be 
right." 

The Archivist said, "Don't pass judgment. Tell me the reading." 
"It's two hundred years," said Julia. 
Another of them said, "Can't be. The room's been locked up for 

four hundred and sixty." 
"I'm really getting two hundred. I wish I had a conductive, but I 

didn't bring any." 
"Did the vacuum ... I don't know, impair the thalergy 

degradation?" 
Juno said, "That wouldn't have messed with the cortex 

measurement. Bone layers can obscure a reading, but we're talking 
single-digit discrepancies, not in the hundreds. This is why I can't 
stand bones; they're filthy beasts." 

The Warden said, "Here," and proffered a little tub of sensory gel 
from the breast pocket of his robes. He always was organised, even 
then. Archivist Zeta said approvingly, "Bless the boy," and the 
hapless Julia immediately applied the gel to thumb and forefinger. 
They grasped again, and after a moment, removed their fingers-the 
bone was shiny and whitish where they had touched it, as though 
cleaned from contact-and said: 

"I was right. What? Two hundred and ten, max." 
Everyone talked at once, except for the Warden, and except for 

me: 
"What's that, red form? I didn't bring a red form; did you?" 
"It's not the red form anymore. Incidental bones can file under the 

greens." 
"Incidental bones-" 
"No, it's back to red. Green flimsy uses more stamper ink." 



"This is ridiculous. It's going to turn out that he kept his nephew's 
unregistered bones on the desk, or something, and they weren't 
listed on the manifest: That's always how it ends up." 

"His nephew, born two hundred years after he died? Think for half 
a second, will you?" 

"This was so much nicer when you used the white form for 
everything and attached a coloured bit at the bottom when you 
handed it in," said one of the team, but someone else said, "Not for 
the admin staff, which I do understand." 

"Sod admin, honestly-" 
"Come on, that's not very-" 
Archivist Zeta said, "Shut up, you lot; this is not a Third House 

debutant party." And everyone shut up. 
In the resulting quiet she said, "Yes it's the red form. Yes, we'll 

need some villain from Archeo to sign off on this, so someone go 
fetch one. Please try not to get anyone who's doing work on ersatz 
Sixth burial: I don't want to see my lovely study come under a foreign 
power again. It's ours. We won it fair and square. I'll stay here to 
keep an eye out while you get the forms, and also a couple of hot 
drinks, please, because this will be a long one." 

Someone else said, "Juno, you don't have to be the one who 
stays," but the Archivist said bracingly: "Captain goes down with the 
shuttle, you know. Besides, I've got Palamedes and Camilla to keep 
me company. Bring a stack of red forms, please-no, I know you 
don't have to do them in triplicate, but I still don't know how to fill red 
out properly, and I'm sure to do something wrong." 

When the Collection team had cleared out of the study, leaving 
the door open, Archivist Zeta said, "You two don't really have to keep 
me company. It's not in breach of the release form if you go and do 
your prep., or take a dinner break." 

I didn't have to answer. The Warden said, "No. Cam and I want to 
stay. This is interesting. Archivist, may I have a look around?" 

"With my blessing," she said. "I'll finish off the initial report. You 
know not to touch anything, but be careful not to trip. This rug looks 



lethaL" 
The Archivist stationed herself in the doorway so that she could 

have somewhere to lean safely and write. The Warden, as I had 
expected, drew me into a corner. 

"Cam," he said, "this is seriously bizarre. The state of that desk 
bewilders me. Did you get a good look at those hands?" 

I said, "Yes. Wrist bones are uneven." 
"And there's a lot more material on the radius on the right. I'd say 

it snapped, but I need another look. Did you see the pins?" 
"Pins?" 
"The weight in the hands was at the palms, Cam. That's not a 

normal centre of gravity. The radius was pulling down to the capitate 
bone. I bet you my entire treat allowance that it's been pinned." 

His eyes were shining. I demurred from betting. I said, "The 
bones are discoloured." 

"Yes, I noticed that. Orange. Dyed?" 
I said, "It came off when touched." 
The Warden looked genuinely startled. "I didn't notice that. I was 

too busy looking at-well, let's investigate again, shall we?" 
We investigated again. I had started keeping a pocket torch a few 

years back. We crouched down at the end of the table-this close I 
could see that the rightmost radius was very jagged at the end, same 
as the ulna-and Palamedes shone the torch from one end of the 
bones. The gap between bones and desk wasn't significant, but the 
beam picked out a metal gleam in among the lumps. Even, round 
and regular, about the size of my thumbnail. The head of a pin. Clear 
evidence of construct pinning. 

When we straightened up, I said, "But that means ... " 
"Yes," said the Warden. "Let's get more evidence. What about 

that discolouration?" 
In the light of the torch beam, the discolouration on the finger 

bones was more pronounced. They were seriously orange, deeper in 
hue where there were divots in the bone. The greatest concentration 
was in the knuckles and creeks that ran between the palm bones. 



Where the bone had touched the desk, the veneer was also streaked 
with faint orange, like a reflection. The only place that was normal 
bone colour was where the team member called Julia had pinched 
the thumb phalange. It was still greasy with gel. 

I said, "Looks younger than two hundred." 
"Yes. Something retarded the oxidation process," said the 

Warden. He had on his thinking expression. 
"They said the room was deoxygenated." 
"That's a few hours at a time over centuries." 
"If the bones were pinned to hold together, stands to reason they 

would have been treated too." 
"They have." He flashed the torch to the very tips of the finger 

bones. In the light, they threw more shiny orange reflection than the 
rest of the phalanx extensions. "See those distals? They always get 
more coats, because they're fragile. What else do you notice about 
them?" 

The Warden loved to teach. Always did. I was an early 
experiment. I took the flashlight and braced myself against him so 
that I could lean down without touching the desk: He held my 
shoulders so that I could examine the distal fingertips. The beam 
picked out the gloss coating where they had once been given extra 
coats of preservative. But it wasn't evenly done. It was thinner at the 
tops, where the fingers pointed towards the ceiling, and there were 
dull patches like callouses where the sealant had worn down. Down 
the middle phalange, honeycomb patches in the bone had 
developed in spots. Didn't look like disease fragility. It looked like 
something had eaten through the bone. When I said that, he pulled 
me back up by the shoulders, and he stared at me. 

I said, "I need to start carrying around a microscope." 
"Yes, sure, but-'eaten through'? That's suggestive of ... " He 

shook my shoulders. "Cam, you've made a breakthrough. I was 
going about this the wrong way." 

"Have I?" 
"You're absolutely brilliant." 



"Great." 
"You are a genius." 
"Okay. Why?" 
"All will be revealed in time," he said, and took the flashlight from 

me again. "But we need an entry point. The door was sealed. But 
there had to have been another aperture if they suctioned it. .. " 

The Warden directed the torch beam directly above us. Neatly 
camouflaged in one of the ceiling tiles was a grille. It looked like an 
old-model air conditioning vent. He raised his voice and said, 
"Archivist!" 

"Yes?" 
"Is there a service tunnel above the room?" 
Archivist Zeta, to her credit, didn't blink, or ask why we wanted to 

know. "Hang on. I brought a map of this level, just in case. The 
Archie ones are rubbish and never show you anything." ("Of course 
you did," murmured the Warden.) "Come and have a look." 

We stepped out into the hallway with her. The map above the 
study showed an interconnected network of tunnels for air 
compressors and dryers. "Yes, right here," said the Archivist, tapping 
her finger on the map. "They put an accessway in a hundred years 
back when they started updating the basement. There's a door next 
to the stairs, but you'll need a maintenance code. Don't worry-I 
memorised all the codes beforehand." ("Of course you did," 
murmured the Warden.) "We just have to make sure it's safe to 
traverse." 

I said, "Is there atmosphere?" 
"Not always. We'd need to check the panel," she said, and the 

Warden said, "Right, because if I'm reading this map correctly, 
there's a connector exhaust outside the Library?" 

"Right on," said the Archivist. "Context for the questions now, 
please; I'm in charge here." 

The Warden said, "Archivist, we want access to the tunnel right 
above the study." 

"Do we?" 



"Yes," he said. "Because I am fairly sure that if we go there, we'll 
find more bones." 

Archivist Zeta looked at him, and her gaze took on a steely cast. 
"Palamedes," she said, "this will all go in the written report. I can't 

crack a maintenance door without filing it, and the review panel will 
want to know my reasons. You may be only thirteen, but you're 
wearing the Scholar's robe. I'm obliged to ask: Are you certain? 
Because if not, this is your reputation and mine on the line, despite 
your age." 

He didn't hesitate. "I'm certain." 
"Is this all above board and within regulations?" 
"Utterly." 
The steely look disappeared. "Right, then," said the Archivist 

cheerfully. "We'll have to be quick. Let's have a look on the panel. 
We may want to wear masks if it shows the air quality's bad. There 
won't be a hell of a lot of conductive thalergy or thanergy up there, 
so be judicious ... " 

But the maintenance panel light was green, and nobody needed 
masks. The door opened up to a ladder, and the ladder led to a small 
square room with a number of waist-high hatches leading from it. 
Archivist Zeta looked on the map to see which hatch corresponded 
to Donald Sex's study, flipped aside the safety latch, and tugged it 
open. A puff of stale air came out. 

"I can't do this one. Claustrophobia," said the Archivist. "There's 
only room for one in there, anyway." 

I said, "I'll go." 
The Warden said, "Cam," but I said, "It's dusty. You'll sneeze." 
"Genetic allergy. You're lucky you missed out on it," said the 

Archivist. 
The Warden didn't want me to, but in the end he agreed. I wasn't 

sure if he was nervous about me or if he just wanted to observe 
whatever was in the tunnel. He wasn't prone to anxiety when it came 
to the big things. It all came out in bursts over the little struggles. I 
went in headfirst, and the last thing I heard was Zeta say, 



"Remember, Aspirant, if you do discover anything, don't make 
contact if you can possibly avoid it." 

The tunnel was square and dark. I could have squatted and 
walked forward like that, but it was quicker to go on my elbows and 
knees. I'd told the Warden it was going to be dusty, but it wasn't. The 
air smelled like old pressure units and steel. The only light was from 
a green luminescent strip set into the corners, so I didn't have much 
visibility. 

Zeta had said that I had about forty meters to go, with one corner, 
to the grille over the top of the study. Once I rounded that corner, I 
saw what the Warden had wanted me to find. The light from the 
study below shone up through the bars of the grille. Set on the other 
side of the grille, facing towards me, was a skull. 

I spent some time contorting myself so that I could get the 
flashlight out of my pocket. When I flicked it on, I saw much more 
than a skull. There was a whole skeleton crumpled in the knees-and
elbows posture I'd had to adopt. The right arm had been wedged in 
the grille, tucked underneath the otherwise-collapsed skeleton. It 
was at an angle, so we never would have seen it from the room 
below. The wrist matched the right skeleton hand, the one with the 
ugly, ragged end. I cast my beam over the rest of the bones. 
Securing pins glittered in the shoulders and all down the vertebrae. I 
couldn't go further to make it out, but I was ninety percent certain 
that at the back of the skull there would be carved an identifying 
construct number and a list of dates of maintenance awled into the 
surface. 

I didn't see the number, but there was a perfectly round mark on 
the frontal bone. Like a sucker mark, or from a round cutter. It wasn't 
deep. In the flashlight beam it was gleaming white where the rest of 
the skull shone the same orange cast that the hands did, down on 
the desk below. 

I didn't have a measuring tape. (I always carried measuring tape 
after that.) Instead I did a basic assessment using my hands, testing 
the space between the bars of the grille. Then I began to wriggle 



those forty meters backwards, which wasn't hard, except for the 
corner. 

Once Palamedes and the Archivist pulled me out by the feet, I 
took the flashlight out of my mouth and turned it off. I said, "Skeleton 
servitor, missing its arms from below the olecranal point. Matches 
description of the bones on the desk." 

"We're going to need so many forms," said the Archivist. 
"That's not all," I said. 
Zeta exclaimed as I relayed everything I had seen to them, in 

detail. Palamedes was very still when I described the position of the 
arm, stuck in the grille. 

"Levering posture," he murmured. 
But when I described the white circle on the skeleton's forehead 

he went dead silent and put on his thinking face. The Archivist said, 
perplexed, "What in the River could have happened?" but the 
Warden said, "Can we go back down to the study, please?" 

"Of course-this mystery is going to take a team of adepts and 
plenty of time in the archives. The rest of our lot ought to be back 
with the new Sex form shortly, anyway," said the Archivist. 

The Warden and I again decided not to. 
The team hadn't returned to the study. Palamedes made a 

beeline for the desk. He looked up at the grille where the servitor 
skeleton lay in the tunnels above, then back at the desk. He said, 
"Cam, the grille-" 

I said, "Easily big enough for the arms to fit through." 
"But not the shoulders." 
His gaze fell upon the desk again. I thought he was looking at the 

penholder. The Warden was a fiend for stealing pens. But I'd 
misapprehended the angle. He wasn't looking at the penholder at all. 

When the Archivist's team came back, they had forms and two 
members of the Archaeology department with them. These were 
bewildered, then horrified. I think they had only half believed Data 
Collections' story. They went with Zeta to look at the desk as we 
hung back. 



"No, it was sealed," one of them said. "Sex was famously cagey 
about passcodes and keys. Shasta inherited the only key, and we 
never got clearance to cut another. Anyway, the door's on the central 
system. It opened today, and it opened four hundred and sixty years 
ago-when they went in to put slipcovers over the furniture and sign 
off on the manifest, a few days after the Doctor died. Apparently he 
wanted to be moved back into the study after he'd had his fall, but he 
was dead within days. That's it. This is really bizarre." 

"There's more, I'm afraid," said Zeta, and told them what we had 
found in the service tunnel. Everyone talked a lot. They pulled out 
more forms. 

"There goes my break-in theory," said one of the Collections 
team. "Damn. I love a heist." 

One of the Archaeology duo said to the Warden, "You didn't touch 
anything, did you?" He didn't know who the Warden was, not by sight 
anyway. 

"Not at all," said the Warden. "But I know what happened now." 
It took a few seconds for people to realise what he'd said. When 

they did, everyone turned to look at him and me. I said, "I don't." 
"Don't you, Cam?" said the Warden. 
I demurred, "Well, not the why." 
One of the Archaeology people said, "What is this? Student 

presentations?" and someone from the team shushed him, but 
another one from our team said, "Scholar Sextus, it'll be hell to pay if 
you've used psychometry," and the Warden said, "It's obvious, if you 
think." 

"Nobody likes a smug child, Scholar; pony up," said the Archivist. 
Palamedes took off his spectacles, cleaned them on the front of 

his robe, and said: 
"It was Doctor Sex himself, of course." 
In the puzzled silence that followed, he added, "Look. Add the 

different pieces together. Here are the hands of a servitor skeleton; 
the rest of it is up in the tunnel above. It's had two very interesting 
jobs, and those interesting jobs let us know how it got here. The last 



job it had was doing external maintenance. The job before that was 
common area maintenance-specifically the Copper Garden. That's 
how it met the Doctor-so to speak." 

He slid his glasses back on to his face. 
"Archivist Zeta, you told us that a Fifth scholar tried to call back 

the Doctor's spirit for research purposes, and didn't get anywhere. I 
think he did get somewhere, just not quite far enough. He must have 
created enough of a connection for the Doctor's ghost to establish 
itself as a revenant in its own body-but, of course, it couldn't get out 
of its copperwork. So it jumped across a thanergetic link to one of 
the cleaning servitors. Sixth bloodlines probably helped, presuming 
the corpus was a distant relative, although either way his success 
implies copper is more thanergetically permeable than we thought, 
which might have applications." 

No one asked him about the applications. He looked momentarily 
crestfallen, and then said, "Anyway, the Doctor takes himself down to 
his study-but the door's been mechanically sealed. So what does 
he do? Makes his way to external maintenance and brazenly goes 
out with the other servitors. The staff would have assumed that he 
was assigned there, and suited him up accordingly. When he didn't 
return, they never would have noticed, because he wasn't on the 
outside manifest in the first place. You'll find that a skeleton assigned 
for external maintenance went missing two hundred years ago, when 
you cross-check that. Once he got extra muras, the Doctor climbed 
around to an outside exhaust, and crawled through. The hatch would 
have been locked, but we never change the exhaust codes, so I bet 
he still knew what they were. The final hurdle was the grille. No way 
he'd fit through. But he only needed his hands, and the bars had 
space for those-Camilla checked-so he broke off the left, cleanly, 
and levered off the right, not so cleanly. I don't think I'd do a better 
job if I was trying to snap off my remaining hand with a grille." 

One of the Collections team found their voice and said, "Scholar 
Sextus, this is all conjecture. Unless you've used psychometry, in 
which case it's a breach." 



I was pleased they'd called him Scholar Sextus. He said crisply, 
"Nonsense. Using necromancy for everything makes you soft. I can 
prove all of it, and you can double-prove it with thanergy signatures 
once it's cleared the Oversight Body-which will be what, next 
year?" 

Zeta said, "Less of the sass, please. You can make jokes about 
the Oversight Body once you've served on it. How can you 
definitively show that the bones are from a cleaning servitor?" 

"They're pinned," I said. I started putting my weight on one foot, 
rolling my centre of gravity forward, then on the other. Helps me 
think. 

"Yes, Aspirant, but we pin skeletons for any number of reasons. 
You learnt anatomy on a pinned skeleton." 

The Warden said, "The only way into the study is through the 
door, or through the outside exhaust vent." One of the 
Archaeologists interrupted, "Or the accessway," but Palamedes said, 
"It hadn't been built at the time. This was two-hundred-plus years 
ago. So there's the door-which he couldn't breach, as there was 
only one key-and going through the outside-and the Library 
doesn't let you climb outside willy-nilly. Then look at the bones. They 
were covered in orange thermalose, and it degraded over time." 

I said, "You can't definitively say it's thermal paste." I said it 
before anyone else could say it. 

"No, but the fact that it's all over the skeleton is suggestive. That 
by itself would just be conjecture, I agree, if not for the umbilicus 
mark on the forehead. That plus the fact that there is literally no way 
into the study otherwise adds up to external-maintenance construct. 
Test the powder all you want." 

Someone else said, "The Copper Garden part is guesswork." 
"No," I said. "Examine the fingertips. There's light to medium acid 

damage." 
"For any heavy chemical job they would have gloved the servitor," 

added the Warden, looking at me warmly. "But there's one menial job 



where they wouldn't have bothered, and where the cleanser is acid, 
not bio-cleaning big breadths of copper." 

The first speaker said, "Come on," but another replied, a little 
unwillingly, "That adds up." 

The man called Caspar said, "All right, it's a cleaning servitor. But 
why Donald? Why would he have come back to his study? What was 
so important that he made himself a revenant, which does not 
exactly happen every day? Much more likely someone went full 
Ninth and puppeted the servitor to gain unauthorised access." 

"The Fifth researcher came to try to raise the Doctor around the 
time the skeleton was dated," said Palamedes simply. "If you prise 
open his copper coffin, I bet you'll find something to confirm my 
conclusion. In any case, the Doctor was the only one who could 
have opened that drawer." 

Everyone turned to look at the open drawer. The Warden added, 
"This office was locked up. They covered the furniture. The drawers 
would have been shut. And as you just said-the Doctor was cagey. 
Who else would have known his passcodes?" 

The tension in the room changed. They were looking at him with 
a different kind of suspicion: the terrible suspicion that he was right. 

Archivist Zeta burst out with, "But why? Revenants come back 
out of passion, Sextus! It must have been his final theory-his final 
project, but there's nothing that looks like that here." 

I said, "What was his final project about?" 
One of the Collections team said, "It was post-Resurrection 

thalergy fluctuations, wasn't it? Wasn't his crackpot theory that there 
was greater thalergy and thanergy saturation right after the 
Resu rrection?" 

"He was doing archaeological forensic thalergy," said someone 
else. "Destroying the Archeo budget grinding up paper." 

And another person said, "Lots of object requests." 
"I've got a theory," said the Warden, and this time, they looked at 

him the way they would have looked at a colleague. He said, "But it'll 
involve touching something-just the one thing. Isn't there provision 



to do that in the handbook, if I'm gloved, and it's in service of 
retrieving more important material? May I?" 

Archivist Zeta said, "You're pushing it," but the man called Caspar 
said, "It's a gamble, Scholar. Still-quick vote in favour? Show of 
hands?" 

The hands went up, at varying speeds. There was a brief 
argument between two of them regarding best practice and policy. 
But that's the Sixth. Their hands went up too in the end. And so, last 
of all, did Archivist Zeta's. I assume she felt she had to be extra 
careful. I raised my hand with her as her attache. 

"Thank you for the opportunity," said the Warden. 
They gave him thick plastic gloves, pure oil derivative, no organic 

material. He surprised me by not reaching for the bones. He reached 
past them to the sphere, and when he nodded at me, I held the 
flashlight beam to it. I had never seen wood close up before. Later 
on they would confirm that it was real. He weighed it between his 
gloved hands, and said quietly, "This must have been a bastard to 
solve. Thank you, Doctor." Then he put the tip of one gloved finger 
on the extended bar of wood, and pushed . 

The bar slid home, leaving a perfect and unbroken wooden 
sphere. There was a click. 

"He must only have worked out how to do it after his death," said 
the Warden. 

"That's so Sixth that I might be ill," said Zeta. "But why did he 
leave it with one move to go?" 

The click had heralded part of the top of the sphere coming loose. 
There was a seam in it now, like a lid. The Warden opened the lid, 
and he stared at something within, fragile and white. 

When the others saw what it was they immediately pulled us 
back. The Sixth House machine sprang to life. One of the 
Archaeologists shrieked. We got hustled outside, and half of them 
rushed off for barrier tape and a containment team with tweezers 
and a lithograph maker. They immediately turned off all the lights to 
avoid hurting the box's cargo. Everyone was slapping each other on 



the back. "Oh, thank God it's us," they kept saying. "If this had gone 
to the Repository they might have never opened it at aiL" Everyone 
was as pleased as though they had just been invited to a party. 
Archivist Zeta's Collections team kept hugging like they were back at 
their matriculation ceremonies. Everyone was happy, and talking 
over each other, and kept shaking my hand and the Warden's, even 
if they had already shaken them twice. 

At some point they remembered that the Warden and I were 
thirteen. We got sent off late to dinner hour with a note of apology 
while they started preparations. I was pretty hungry. The Warden 
was too busy scribbling on a piece of flimsy and it was a pain getting 
him to eat. By the time we were finished the dining hall was 
abandoned except for the wait staff and the servitors on dish duty. 

Archivist Zeta showed up when I was done and the Warden was 
mostly done. "Well, you were bang on right," she said. "We bagged 
up the hallway skeleton, and found an ancient AWOL tag on it from 
two hundred years ago. It went missing from-guess-Copper 
Garden duty. Worse, the committee gave us on-the-spot permission 
to exhume Doctor Sex-they do move quick when you use the R 
word-and would you believe it? His finger bones were worn down! 
He'd tried to open that thing from the inside. Ghoulish. Sex was one 
intense revenant." 

The Warden said, "That's been nagging at me. If he was that 
intense, why did he stop at the last leg? Why not open the box all the 
way?" 

The Archivist fiddled with one of the hairpins at the back of her 
bun, eyes distant. Then she said, "His study had been sealed. He 
knew that the Archies might not get to him for years and years and 
years. What's inside that sphere is paper ... real, delicate paper ... 
and even if he didn't know precisely what it was, he may have had a 
good idea. Opening the sphere would have meant exposing it to the 
elements. He preferred to defer the satisfaction of solving the puzzle 
fully so that someone in the future could benefit from his final 
deduction." 



"That's conjecture," said the Warden. 
"Oh, entirely," said Zeta. "But it's what I hope to God I'd do in his 

position. Maybe the last burst of spirit energy left him after he 
destroyed part of his host body, and he was just too exhausted to 
continue. Who knows?" 

We all fell silent for a moment. Then the Warden said, more 
brightly: "Any hope of extracurricular points, if I do a Scholar's 
report? I've got the right to submit one." 

"You'll have to submit it to the committee. I won't pull strings. 
They might give you one point, considering," said the Archivist. 

"One?" 
"Greedy! I would have been overjoyed to receive a full extra 

grade point when I was your age," said the Archivist. "What is your 
ambition, Palamedes? Wait-don't tell me. I don't want to know, and 
I won't let myself influence you. Don't expire in a fit of hubris." 

"I don't think I should take that from someone who made Scholar 
at fifteen," he said. 

Archivist Zeta reached forward and, in a rare moment of affection, 
ruffled his hair. "Like mother, like son, eh?" she said. 

"Dad likes to say so," admitted Palamedes. 
"Tell the man Juno Zeta never scared the local wildlife as you just 

did-or at least, I waited a whole seven years longer. You're going to 
have to present this to the Oversight Body, you know, you poor 
young fool. The biscuits they've been serving in the break are really 
awful. Good luck-and I'd like that report within six study days, 
please. You know where my pigeonhole is." 

When she had safely left, we looked at each other. Then we gave 
each other a ringing high five. 

"A whole extra bloody grade point," he said. "God, we're good. 
Cam, you're brilliant. The greatest future cavalier. My favourite 
second cousin in a very wide field that you nonetheless dominate." 

"Palamedes," I began. 
"Yes, Camilla?" he said. 
I looked at him. He looked at me. 



We burst out laughing. We laughed so hard that every time one 
of us stopped, the other one started us going again, just with a look, 
to the point where we were in real physical pain. The kitchen staff 
kicked us out, but the Warden was still wheezing

"Doctor Sex!" 

* * * 

They took the paper in the puzzle box away from the Warden before 
he could see the full page. But the Warden remembers everything he 
ever read. He only saw a scrap of it, and that would have been more 
than enough. Over the years, he always maintained it was a love 
letter. 

He should know. He wrote a lot of them, and never got any back. 

Darling girl, 
Tomorrow you will become a Lyctor and finally go where I can't follow. I 

want you to keep this letter when you are far away and think of me and want 
me and can't have me, and know that no matter how far you travel, nor how 
long the years feel, the one thing that never stays entombed is 

I don't have a copy any more. He and I burned the transcript to 
keep from getting caught with it. He didn't need one anyway. Nor did 
I. Palamedes remembers everything: That was his problem. 

I always remember him. That's mine. 
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It was just a day-labor gig. Really, the only reason I'd signed on was 
because, for insurance reasons, hiring on meant getting fitted for a 
brand-new pair of lace-up Red Wing boots. It was new policy that 
summer. Some punk from a few months before had come back and 
sued the owners for how his right foot had gotten caught up under 
the tread of a little ditch witch. He'd argued he was going to have a 
game foot the rest of his life, and that would impact future 
employment, happiness, his dreams of being a kicker for the 
Broncos-everything, to the tune of a few hundred thousand dollars. 

Before anyone else could ease what they considered their least 
important foot in the way of any of the equipment, it was new boots 
all around-composite toes, ankle support-and all you had to do to 
lace those boots on was sign papers that, since your feet were now 
protected, you and you alone would be legally liable for them. 

After this story, I'd asked if there was a similar reason for the 
helmets we all had to wear, and the back braces, and the gloves, but 
instead of an answer I got a cuff on the shoulder and a push away 
into the day's work, which was cleaning out a creek bed. 

We were north of Boulder that day, on the slant up to Longmont. 
And I have no clue why this creek bed was getting our attention. It 
felt like busy work, really. As near as I could tell, every waterway for 
miles in every direction was clogged with trash from the flood three 
years before. Maybe the water had been backing up in a way that 
was threatening to swamp Diagonal Highway, I don't know. It was a 
job. There were eleven of us clocking in every morning round about 
lunch, clocking out just before dark. 

Three days into it, we'd found a car door, a Styrofoam head we 
guessed had once held a wig, and a whole waterlogged library. 
Seriously, like somebody upstream had seen the flood coming and 



plopped down on their back porch with a pile of books, Frisbeed 
them out into the water one by one. 

We were piling the junk on heavy-duty trash tarps a truck with a 
crane could lift out later. It wasn't easy work, but it was good work. 
Good enough. 

Forty yards upstream from us was the real crew, using heavy 
equipment to haul up the heavy sludge, roll up the dead brush, pull 
down whatever trees had been undercut by the water, were about to 
fall over, turn the whole area into a swamp. 

I was working alongside Burned Dan when I felt his stillness, 
followed where he was looking: upstream, the big dozer was chained 
to a monster willow, pulling it down, away from the creek, which 
wasn't the way it wanted to go. But, by slow degrees, and with a lot 
of shaking and jerking, it went. 

We were all watching by the time it finally whooshed down. 
Burned Dan shook his head in wonder, rubbed his bandanna 

across his face-not a pocket-bandanna or old man's handkerchief, 
but the bandanna he wore like a train robber, since his leathery skin 
didn't take to the sun so much anymore. Between his long sleeves 
and wide hat, gloves and bandannas, he was pretty safe from getting 
burned again, I figured. 

"Bet that root pan stinks," the Reverend said to us all. 
I don't think he was really a reverend, but it's not like I was the 

high school football star I'd taken to claiming either. We all gave 
each other a lot of latitude. That's how it goes with day laboring. 
You're always your best self, just down on your luck a bit, only here 
for a week, maybe two, until your real thing comes through. 

"Thirty more minutes and quit," Jake boomed out when he saw us 
admiring the pulled-over willow. He was our crew's ramrod. You 
could tell from how straight his back was, from the stick up his ass. 

We bent to it, dredging and scraping, splashing and coughing, 
making a path from the creek to the afternoon's blue tarp. 

Once a silver flash bulleted past my right Red Wing, but I didn't 
say "trout" to anyone, kept that fish secret, if it had even been real. 



Thirty minutes later, that five o'clock whistle blowing a couple 
hours late, my uncle's unregistered Buick fell into its usual routine of 
refusing to start, and I was the only one still parked in the pullout. I 
sloped back down to the creek to splash my face, consider my life, 
and all the decisions I'd made to get me to this point. 

Burned Dan was standing there with his back to the water. He 
was looking out across Diagonal Highway. But I didn't think he was 
really seeing it. 

"You good?" I asked him. 
He finally checked back in to the world, dragged his dark eyes 

around to me. 
"Chessup," he said. It's my last name, what everybody'd taken to 

calling me, like they were all playing coach to the football player I'd 
never been. 

"Got to get a battery," I explained, nodding downstream to the 
dozer. 

My idea was to haul it over to the Buick, jump it to life, then leave 
the car idling, get the battery back in place. No harm, no foul. 

Burned Dan shrugged like what was stopping me, then. 
I trudged on down there. The dozer was still chained to the tree it 

had felled, the chain long enough that the crown of the tree wouldn't 
crash down on whoever'd been throttling the dozer up. I touched the 
chain and it was tight enough it sung, and I imagined jumping up 
onto it, walking its length like I was still in high school, was never 
going to fall. 

That was ten-years-ago Chessup, though. 
This Chessup, he crawled awkwardly up onto the dozer, looking 

for the battery tray, then cussed and spit when he needed a wrench 
to loosen the strap across the battery's middle. It's usually just a 
wing nut, easy to crank off with your fingers, but maybe equipment 
left overnight gets looted. 

When there were no tools on the tractor, I walked the length of 
the chain down to the tree, where one of the little runabouts was 



parked. Digging through its clatter of tools, though, I started to feel ... 
I guess you could call it "not alone"? 

I turned slow, expected Burned Dan to be watching me from the 
tree's gnarled root pan. For all I knew he slept rough out here, was 
saving money that way. He smelled like he was living outdoors, 
anyway. Either that or a cemetery. 

It wasn't Burned Dan watching me, but I was right about the 
dead: there was a pale white skull locked in the tangle of roots and 
dirt that hadn't seen sunlight for ... since this tree was a baby, right? 

I fell back, pushed farther away with my heels. 
The skull just stared, kept staring, its jaw loose below it, just 

connected on one side. 
Once my eyes adjusted and my heart fluttered down some, 

made out the rest of the skeleton, woven in and out of the wood. 
"Hey there," I said to the dead man, or woman, or whatever. 
It stared back at me, its mouth locked in a decades-long scream. 
I sat up higher, looking for Burned Dan. 
When he was nowhere, I approached the root pan. It was taller 

than me by half. This tree had been standing for ... a hundred 
years? At least. Meaning this skeleton was older than that by a little 
bit. 

A dollar sign ka-chinged distantly in my head, and when I 
centered on it the slot machine of my hopes opened, clattering 
possibility down into my throat. 

What would someone pay for an old-ass skeleton like this, right? 
From the Wild West, the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, 
whenever? Sure, I could tell Jake, and he could call in the state, the 
university, the historians. But, more to the point I could feel myself 
coming to, what would a pawnbroker in Denver pay a scrub like me 
for this skeleton? Three hundred? More? 

I forgot about the battery. 
Forty minutes later, using a denim jacket that had been covering 

the torn seat in the dozer, I'd bagged up probably eighty percent of 
the skeleton, having to work each bone out from the wood that had 



claimed it. There were some finger bones lost, some toes, and I can't 
imagine I got much of the wrist, but it's not like pawnbrokers have 
anatomy books under the counter for these kinds of transactions. 
Anyway, it was the skull that would really matter. Touching it had 
made me aware of the bone beneath the skin of my own cheek. 

I was just tying the sun-bleached sleeves of the jacket over the 
bundle when a shadow fell across me. 

"What you got there?" Burned Dan asked, stepping past me to 
inspect the dark raw dirt in this root pan. 

"Rocks," I told him, tying the jacket tighter, kind of trying to hide it 
with my shadow. "My uncle's new wife-she wants like a border for 
their tomatoes, I don't know." 

"Rocks," Burned Dan repeated, rubbing his hand over the 
crumbling dirt of the root pan he was right up against now, then 
turning, to see the creek from this angle. Then, moving his head 
slow, he panned over to where the dozer was parked. "The water 
used to run over there," he said like a fact, then nodded to himself, 
added, "Bet it did, I mean." 

I looked with him, shrugged. 
"Sure, why not," I said, standing with my winning lotto ticket, my 

rattly paycheck. 
"Battery in there?" Burning Dan asked, meaning pretty much he 

knew it wasn't, and, like I had to, I imagined slinging the jacket 
forward, its weight knocking him senseless. But the next thing after 
that would be me holding his head underwater, then burying him 
upstream, where we'd already cleaned everything out. 

I didn't try to swing the bundle. 
"I'll split it with you," I offered. 
He eased over and I held the sleeves of the jacket apart so he 

could see the bones. 
He didn't touch, just looked. Then, curiously, he looked past me, 

to the mountains, like seeing an old jumbled skeleton made him 
suddenly have to get an exact read on his position. 

"Almost dark," he said. 



"Little bit more," I said about the part of the sun still showing. 
"Soon enough," he told me, still clocking the postcard foothills 

over Boulder. 
I shrugged, didn't need to get involved in an argument this stupid. 
"Bad luck to steal from the dead," he said, finally coming back to 

me. 
"This isn't 'from,'" I explained. "This is the dead." 
He chuckled, could appreciate that. 
"Trade," he said. "My next check for them." For the bones. 
I looked down to them. 
We'd been working the same hours, so I knew he was talking 

about two hundred dollars tomorrow. Or, two hundred if he actually 
showed up to sign the check over. 

"They're all broken up anyway," he said about my stolen bones. 
"How do I know you show up tomorrow?" I said back. 
"And this too," he said, unhitching his belt and whipping it out 

from its loops. He worked the buckle off. It was turquoise set in dull 
silver. "Fifty dollars there," he said. "Easy." 

I turned the buckle over, imagining all the backsplash pee I was 
probably touching. 

"How'd you get aiL .. ?" I said, motioning to the up and down of 
him, his scars, his burns. 

"That's not for trade," he said, his voice a register more serious. 
When I shrugged like you do when negotiating, still fake-looking 

at the buckle like I was some buckle expert, he said, like it was no 
big deal, "Or I just take them, leave you with nothing." 

I kept looking at the buckle, my heart beating in my throat now. 
My temples. 

Burned Dan was at least thirty years older than me, a kind of rode 
hard, put-away-smoking thirty years. 

Could he still take me? 
"Let's not get aiL .. " I said, dropping the bag between us. "What, 

you some amateur archaeologist or something?" 
"Something," he said back. 



"And I'll help get your car started," he added, throwing his chin 
over my shoulder, to the dead Buick. "Can't say no to that." 

He was right. 
"Deal," I told him, telling myself this was good, that my uncle 

would kick my ass if I took his car to Denver anyway. 
Burned Dan knew how to peel the strap off the dozer's battery 

without a wrench-all it took was fingers as strong as his-and, after 
working the clamps off the terminals, no wrench again, he hefted the 
battery out like it was nothing, carried it by his leg up to my Buick. 

It had just turned over and caught when gravel crunched behind 
us. Beside me, Burned Dan's eyes crinkled up in frustration. 

"Hands, hands," the highway patrolman now behind us said
ordered. 

We kept our hands in sight. 
"We need to take this second battery off," I said, as clearly as 

possible. "This alternator's jinky, can't push charge to two at once." 
"Back away, back away," the officer said, stepping between us 

and the engine's ungainly, soon-to-overheat lope. 
We let him have his room , saw that his pistol was out, kind of 

ramping the three of us up into a completely different space. The 
pistol was pointed down, sure, but it was ready to flick up the instant 
either of our heels caught on a rock. 

"Shit," Burned Dan said. 
"I need to see your face," the officer said to him. 
"No you don't," Burned Dan said. "Trust me." 
"Now!" the officer said, the pistol coming up. 
"We're not stealing the battery," I heard myself saying. "We're just 

-we're borrowing it. We were going to return it, honest." 
Adding "honest" is the way to convince people, yeah. 
Day-laborer Chessup reporting for duty. 
Moving slow and reluctant, Burned Dan peeled the blue 

bandanna down from his face, his eyes holding the officer's for the 
whole reveal. 



I felt bad about it, like I was peeping through a window of a 
hospital, but I sort of wanted to see, too. 

Burned Dan's face was ... it was destroyed. Burned, yeah, but 
worse than just burned. I wasn't sure what had happened to his 
mouth, but it looked to have involved the butt end of a two-by-four, 
and Dan not being able to protect his face with his hands anymore. 
For, like, ten minutes of that two-by-four coming down. 

"Shit," the officer said. 
"Like he said," Burned Dan said, nodding to the Buick, "we're 

trying to get this coupe started." 
The officer squinted his eyes about "coupe"-me too-then 

looked slow from the battery to us, and finally to the equipment in 
deep shadow now, down at the creek. 

"He with y'all?" he said. 
Burned Dan's eyes narrowed and his left hand shot out to my 

chest, like keeping me there. I looked past him down the slope, 
thought at first it was the Reverend, come back for the gross 
thermos he could never keep track of. But this wasn't a man at all. 

The skeleton was walking like ... it was like Claymation, which 
made it all worse, since Claymation's supposed to be stop-motion, 
fake. But the motion now, it wasn't stopping. With each ungainly 
step, the skeleton was gaining flesh somehow. 

"The shade," Burned Dan hissed through his bandanna. "It's 
already night down there, isn't it?" "Sir, sir!" the officer said to the 
coming-together skeleton, his pistol angled down onto it now, his 
head shaking no about what his eyes were seeing. 

"He can't hear you," Burned Dan said. "Ears are about the last to 
form, when you've been down that long." 

"'He'?" I had to say. 
"Julian," Burned Dan said, like that was the least important part of 

what was happening here. "He's this old ... forget it, kid." 
The officer's pistol boomed right beside us, a stab of flame 

lurching out into the gathering darkness, and I actually felt the 



pressure from the sound wave. It left me in my own quiet, slow
motion place. 

First, the shot hit the skeleton, "Julian," in the left shoulder, and 
blew right through, not slowing his approach even a little. 

Second, Burned Dan's hand whipped up for the pistol, took it 
away from this cop, tossed it behind the Buick easy as anything. His 
other hand slashed forward, took the cop by the front of his uniform 
shirt, and threw him headfirst into his own windshield. 

Third, Burned Dan looked to me, pulling the bandanna off his 
face so my deaf self could read his over-enunciating lips: Run. 

I made the word out because I was watching so close, yeah, but 
it was because I was watching so close that I saw his teeth 
sharpening, lengthening, the enamel thrusting up from his gums 
more yellowy, like ivory. It made my stomach go queasy, my face 
cold, my thoughts kind of flattening down into an unbroken line. My 
body knew what to do, though: I fell back into the hood of the cop car 
alongside the bloody cop, and when I looked up again, Burned Dan 
was gone, so instead of running I cast around for where he could 
have got off to. 

Julian too, I guess. Down the slope, he stopped and set his bone 
feet, waiting, his claw hands opening and closing, the new tendons 
there flexing for the first time. And then the flurry of motion way off to 
the left became Burned Dan, rushing through the brush for a sneak 
attack. Except Julian was watching him the whole way. Burned Dan 
gathered speed all the same, running faster than I would have given 
him credit for, and when he barreled into Julian, driving him back, 
where they came down was in the shallows of the creek. 

Burned Dan drew his hand back to come at Julian's face, and it 
wasn't a fist anymore, like I'd been expecting. His hand wasn't 
closed but open, because he had claws at the end of his fingers now. 

If Julian had more flesh, those claws might have done some 
actual damage. Julian's claws did what they were supposed to, 
though. After Burned Dan's slashing drove his face down hard 
enough to have broken a horse's neck, Julian snapped his head 



back up, the one eye that was formed nearly glittering with joy, it 
looked like. 

His right hand came up into Burned Dan's gut, then splashed out 
his back, fingers extended in what I took to be the most extreme 
pleasure. 

It didn't stop there, either. He kept going up, and up, his unholy, 
barely-there thigh muscles launching both of them from the water. 
When they came down on the bank, Burned Dan slamming into it 
with all of his back, I felt that impact twenty yards away, through the 
thick sales of my new Red Wings. 

"Shit," I said. 
It was the only word I could muster. 
The cop groaning behind me pulled me away from the fight. He 

was extracting himself from the windshield bit by cut bit. When he 
was free enough, he fell forward beside me and managed to stay 
standing. 

"Wh-wh-" he said, about what was going on down on the bank: 
Julian slinging Burned Dan around by the jaw, trying to drive his face 
into a tree, or maybe just get that jaw loose. 

"You tell me," I said. 
The cop took a stumbling step ahead-I guess this is what duty 

looks like?-pawing at his holster for the pistol he must not 
remember having lost. 

"Hey, hey," I said, reaching for him. 
He was past taking advice. 
I shook my head, already hating having to do this, but I lunged in 

right behind him, hooked my right arm around his throat in a sleeper 
hold. I'd never actually tried it on anybody, had only seen it on TV, 
but after about forty seconds, he slumped down, must have come up 
watching the same shows I did. 

I lowered down to the ground with him, didn't want him any more 
hurt than he already was, charges being charges and all. Which is to 
say: I was still considering the future, yeah. That we both might be 
getting some of that action. 



I blew the cop's thick, nonregulation hair from my lips and looked 
over his head down to the creek. 

Burned Dan, whatever he was, should have been able to knock a 
skeleton down, I was pretty sure, but that wasn't what was 
happening. He was down now, half in, half out of the shallows. Julian 
stood over him, leaned back and scream-roared. I'd never heard 
anything like it-he'd been saving it for decades, trapped under that 
tree. 

Too, I guess he didn't have a tongue yet, so couldn't really pull off 
any sound but a scream. 

Not that he needed words for what he was doing to Burned Dan 
now. 

He was squatted over him, had his knees in the mud to either 
side of Burned Dan's ribs. It was so he could take either side of 
Burned Dan's head in his hands and slam it back into a rock harder 
and harder, never mind Burned Dan's hands around Julian's wrist, 
trying to keep this from happening. 

"No, no," I said, standing. 
I was supposed to be running, should be a mile away in the ditch 

by now, screw the Buick. But I couldn't shake the feel of Burned 
Dan's hand on my chest, keeping me safe. Keeping me out of this. 

The cop moaned, rolled over, threw up. 
"Stay," I said down to him, stepping over him, shaking my head 

about how stupid what I was about to do was. But it's not like I'd ever 
done anything actually smart, right? And it's not like I could really 
and truly outrun whatever Julian was, either. If I was going down, it 
wasn't going to be running away. 

I yanked the dozer's big battery up from my fender where Burned 
Dan had balanced it-it was even heavier than I'd thought it would 
be-and worked my way down to the killing thing that was 
happening, kind of slinging the battery ahead with my hip, my arms 
burning from the weight. 

Julian never heard me. Ears are the last to form, right? 



I raised the battery over my head, which was really a matter of 
swinging it as high as I could and then ducking fast under it, my arms 
as straight as I could get them, so my legs could do the lifting. I was 
still wearing my safety belt, yeah. 

"Look out," I said to Burned Dan, even though he was way past 
hearing anything, and then I brought that battery down into the back 
of Julian's nearly naked skull. 

The blunt plastic corner went satisfyingly deep, and the weight 
slammed Julian down into the mud right by Burned Dan, and then, 
like I hadn't even thought to hope for, the battery acid cooked out, 
sizzling into Julian's head, sending up little threads of sick smoke. 

If he could come back from just being a skeleton, though, then ... 
well. 

No way would this last. 
"Dan?" I said. "Dan?" 
Nothing. 
I clenched my jaw because this was stupid-now was the time to 

run, these were exactly the kinds of decisions keeping me where I 
was. But ... you can't always do the right thing, can you? 

It's an excuse, yeah, but it's the only one I've got. 
I came around Julian, lowered myself to my knees beside Burned 

Dan, and held my wrist over his mouth like in the movies, tried to 
claw it open with my dull fingernails. It was the only thing I could 
think of, and the only thing I had, really. 

But then-nothing. Just scratches, no blood dripping down. Not 
because the fishbelly part of my wrist was thick or callused, but 
because my nails had been worn down to dirty nubs from all the 
shovel work, all the bucket carrying, all the rocks I'd had to pry out of 
the mud with my fingers. 

And now Julian was writhing, was coming back. 
I looked around for a rock, a sharp piece of metal, a shovel or 

pole one of us had strategically left behind, to collect later. Any other 
time, there would have been fifty sharp things within spitting distance 
to open my wrist on accidentally, but right then, everything around 



me was dull, useless, leaving me only one option: I stuck my tongue 
out and slammed the heel of my hand up into my chin. 

The blood came instantly, in a hot gush, filling my mouth, nearly 
frothing it was so eager to spurt out. 

I leaned over Burned Dan, drained as much of me into his mouth 
as I could. 

Almost instantly, his eyes opened, and then his hand clamped 
onto the back of my head, pulled me down into a bloody kiss, his 
wrecked mouth drinking, sucking, until I had to pull away, tongue 
last. It was that or become a human raisin. 

Burned Dan sat up panting, licking my blood from his lips, his 
eyes flashing with danger, with hunger. 

"What are you?" I said with a really distinct, spattery lisp. 
"Pissed," he said, and looked over to Julian, Julian's hand 

reaching up for the battery crashed into his skull but his fingers 
finding no easy grip, his new skin sizzling away in the battery juice. 

Burned Dan stood in his broken way, not all his joints working 
right, too many of his bones broken, and drove the heel of his boot 
down into the battery, forcing it all the way through Julian's skull, the 
leading edge probably in the back of Julian's throat, prompting a gag 
reflex if one had even formed yet. 

"Five minutes," he said about Julian, and cased the place, 
grimacing about the work yet to come. 

One minute later, using a battery he'd had to work up from the 
backhoe, the dozer fired up with a column of black smoke that tasted 
exactly like victory. 

Two minutes later, the dozer's thick shiny blade was positioned 
over Julian. 

The next three minutes were a monster getting slammed and cut 
into pieces by heavy equipment, then mashed with the treads, then 
mashed again, until it was hard to tell where the ground stopped and 
he started. 

Burned Dan killed the engine, came down to inspect the damage. 




I held my hand away from my mouth where I'd had it cupped, let 
the pooled blood drip away. He tracked that waste down into the dirt 
and watched me wipe my hand on the leg of my pants, then was 
watching my pants in a way that made the raw nerves on the 
exposed part of my tongue try to crawl back into my tongue. 

"That'll keep him down?" I asked, leaning over to spit red. 
"I wish," he said, and scooped Julian up in his arms, having to 

hold him close to keep his pieces and parts from spilling through. I 
followed them down to the part of the creek we'd already cleaned up, 
where nobody would be going again for ... I wasn't sure. For 
forever? Burned Dan swished back into the tall grass, past where 
high water might carve a new cutbank, and stopped by a tree, 
nodded up to it. "Get a switch," he said to me. "That one." 

I worked a thick green branch off from the main branch. It 
snapped off at the base, like the bulge there was made especially for 
me to break it. 

Thirty feet back from the creek, Burned Dan used his hands to 
scratch a makeshift grave, not even a foot deep. 

"Want me to get a shovel?" I said to him, talking still painful. 
"It's enough," he said back about the hole that was hardly a hole 

at all. Still, he laid Julian down into it. He was already coming back 
together, his arms and legs and torso writhing into place. 

"How can he-?" I asked, stopping when my mouth filled with 
more blood. 

I caught it in my hand, went to sling it away, but Burned Dan was 
suddenly there stopping me. He brought my palm to his mouth. His 
tongue was rough like cat's, and his eyes closed when he 
swallowed. 

"Don't worry about what he can do," Burned Dan said, and held 
his hand out for the switch. "He's about to be beyond all that again." 

I handed him the snapped-off branch, didn't understand. 
"Willow grows like this," he said, "from cuttings, not from seeds," 

and then jammed the butt of the branch down through what was left 
of Julian's chest, into the loamy earth under his back. 



Instantly, Julian's writhing stopped, all his limbs going slack. 
"A wooden stake ... " I said in wonder. 
Burned Dan chuckled, stood, kicked dirt over Julian. 
I got down on my knees, scooped dirt onto him as well, packing it 

down and in. 
"Not too tight," Burned Dan said. "Roots need to breathe." 
I patted softer, turned it more into smoothing. 
"Reverend were here, he could say a couple words," I said, each 

syllable a stab in my mouth. 
"I got a couple for him," Burned Dan said. 
I stood, lost my footing, and he caught me by the arm, hauled me 

up, his grip like iron, like I couldn't fall if I wanted to. He wouldn't let 
me. 

We inspected Julian's make-do grave. 
"Second time's charm," Burned Dan said. 
"Think that's third time," I told him. 
"You want to do this again?" he said. 
"Second time's charm," I repeated. 
The sapling-that's what it was now-stood up maybe three feet, 

its few leaves catching the breeze. 
"This'll keep him for sure?" I asked. 
"Until some idiot forgets where he's buried," Burned Dan said with 

another halfway grin, "lets some work crew pull this tree down." 
"In a hundred years," I added. 
Burned Dan clamped his big hand on my shoulder and turned me 

away from all this. 
"Your coupe's still running up there," he said. "How much gas you 

got in the tank?" 
"Enough," I said. Maybe that was true. "And, nobody says 'coupe' 

anymore, you know that, right?" 
"Sedan?" Burned Dan tried. 
"P.O.S.," I said, hitting each front letter of Piece of Shit for him. 

"Join this century, man." 



"This century," Burned Dan said, dismissing the idea as too 
fleeting to be of any actual substance. 

"You still coming in tomorrow?" I asked. 
"Owe somebody a check," he said with a shrug that made a dull 

pop in his shoulder. He grimaced from it, rubbed it in with his hand, 
and then dropped his right hand fast to hold his jeans up, his belt 
being who knew where. 

"We can talk about whose check it is and isn't," I told him, "I 
mean, it's not like-" 

I felt the hole expanding in and through my chest before I actually 
heard the sound, filling my head to bursting. 

The cop was standing in his official police stance, a curl of smoke 
twisting up from the barrel of his pistol, his face glittering with 
windshield glass. 

I looked down to my chest, already pumping blood. 
"You-" I heard Burned Dan say, and before I even fell, I'm pretty 

sure, the cop was down, and then Burned Dan was over me, his 
destroyed face trying to see all of mine at once. 

"Kid, kid," he was saying from the other end of a forever tunnel. 
"You're a-you're a ... " I said up to him, reaching for the sharp 

teeth he'd done such a good job of keeping hidden all these weeks. 
"Yeah, yeah," he said back, his big hand behind my head. "You've 

got to-if you want me to, if you want to live and not die, you've got 
to ask. Can you hear me?" 

"Thought that was ... thought that was houses," I said. "Homes." 
"This is your house," he said, tapping my collarbone, my body. 
"Does it hurt?" I asked. 
"Every fucking day," he said, and he was right, Burned Dan 

wouldn't lie to me, wouldn't have lied to me, which is why, decades 
later, Boulder finally tall enough to hide the foothills from this same 
creek, I finally lay Dan to rest where I first met him. 

The tree I get the switch from is maybe thirty feet tall now. 
I kneel to lace my right boot up tight and take a slow reading of 

the dips and swells of the grassland all around, promise myself to 



never forget this place. 
It's a lie, but so is everything, right? 
I switch knees for the other boot. 
One of the old ad campaigns said a Red Wing will last forever, if 

you let it. 
I'll see about that. 
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I bought a slim Edwardian terrace with the money Mum left me. It 
declared itself a house of dead things right away. Old houses can't 
help doing that. The years accumulate inside them, dense as tree 
rings. On move-in day, I found a stain darkening the floorboards of 
the master bedroom - grim expulsions that had soaked through the 
carpet and underlay - while, downstairs, the handyman extracted a 
rotting seagull from the flue. 

I buried the sad little creature in the frozen soil of my garden. I 
even made a cross out of two bits of cardboard and marked the date: 
the second of November. 

It rose from the grave a day later, flying through the guest 
bedroom window and landing smack on the floor. I tried driving the 
gull out but you forget how big those fuckers are. In the end, I 
slammed the window shut and locked the door to trap it inside. 

A few uneasy days passed. I drank a cup of tea in the garden and 
wondered if I had the heart to bash my first houseguest over the 
head with a poker. Wrapped in one of Mum's lumpy cardigans, I toed 
the shallow grave I'd dug between the snowdrops. My thumb still 
bore blisters from the trowel's handle, the earth had been so solid. 

A stray tabby watched from the roof of my shed. I cluck-clucked 
my tongue - hello, puss-puss - and stretched my fingers, and he 
deigned to extend his chin for a scratch. The warmth of another 
living thing: how long since I'd felt that? 

Since Mum. Months ago. 

* * * 

Have you ever lived on your own, after living almost forty years with 
someone else? It's eerie. It's like sitting alone in your own head for 
the first time. The free hours stretch on forever when you don't have 



someone else to worry over, and you wonder what you could 
possibly fill them with. What are your interests, your hobbies? You 
hardly know yourself. I brought someone back to the house one 
night - a man, because I didn't dare deviate from the familiar - and 
when he asked how to make me come, I couldn't say. I'd forgotten 
what I liked. 

Who was I? 
After he'd let himself out, I sat on the dishevelled bed and didn't 

move for hours. I couldn't comprehend this body as me, mine. It had 
always been a thing, a vehicle to get from one chore to another, one 
neurologist appointment to the next. I pinched the flab of my thigh 
but it barely hurt. Lifeless meat. 

** * 

In the garden, the tabby had had enough. He mooched off, taking his 
warmth with him. I finished my tea and watched the gull throw itself 
repeatedly against the upstairs window. Its feathers left oily 
impressions on the inside of the glass. 

Bash, bash, crunch. 
Why did I have to pick a fossil to live in? I bit my lip, knowing why: 

a new build wouldn't suit. Too pristine, too impersonal. I'd craved a 
broken house. 

My new neighbours unlocked their patio door. The guy tutted, 
said something about hammering, hammering for days on end. He 
was talking about that bloody bird. I darted inside before he collared 
me, setting my mug on the counter and grabbing a pair of old rubber 
gloves. I took the stairs at a run before I lost my nerve. 

Bash, bash, crunch. 
I turned the lovely cast-iron key in the lock and stepped into the 

guest bedroom. The gull was tottering about on the floor, one wing 
set at a sickening angle. Soil smeared the walls. Spreading my 
hands, I tried to herd the creature into a corner. The webbing of its 
feet had rotted away, leaving spiny toes that snagged easily in the 



floorboards. Silent and pathetic, it stumbled. I seized the chance to 
scoop up its bony little body. 

All right, shh, you're all right. 
I was grateful for the rubber gloves. Up close I saw and smelt the 

unmistakable signs of decay. Joints held together by skin. Eyeless. 
Tongueless. So fragile it might crumble to dust in my hands. A dead 
thing, indeed. 

Its legs paddled uselessly, exhausted yet too scared to stop. 
I did that. I caused that fear. 
Okay, I whispered, keeping hold of it. Shh, you're all right. My 

vision swam with guilty tears. I thought I felt its heart going like the 
clappers but it was just the pulse in my own fingers. 

** * 

You think you're a kind person, you know? You grow up hearing 
people, strangers, say aren't you a nice girl? You drop your change 
into collection boxes for RICE, say hello to the homeless; you hold 
doors open for the elderly. It's kindness at arm's length, but still, you 
tell yourself you are kind. Slowly, time and circumstance erode your 
conviction: you hope you are kind. You're impatient with your mum 
when her mind starts to go. She fumbles with buttons, eating 
utensils, her knitting, and it's irritating because you know she's better 
than this - she was whip-smart not five years earlier, beating you at 
Countdown. And it's unfair, too, because you've only just started to 
catch glimpses of what your relationship could become. Lines have 
been crossed, such as the first swear word that doesn't earn you a 
smack; the first dirty joke. The first time sharing a bottle of wine and 
talking frankly about sex. You have to yank her out of someone's 
way in the supermarket because she's staring into space again, 
blocking the vegetable aisle, and though she soon forgets, you 
replay it over and over in your head, more violent each time until you 
expect to see bruises on her arm where there are none. 

Did I pull her so hard she stumbled? 



Did she grow as pitiful, as frightened, as this bird when I locked 
her bedroom door to stop her wandering out at night? If she fretted, if 
she tried the door or the window or ever cried out in wordless 
confusion, I didn't hear her. 

I didn't want to. 
There was no use apologising for something she couldn't 

remember so I atoned by painting her nails. I seemed to paint her 
nails every day. In the few rudderless minutes between one layer of 
varnish and the next, I used to say, Mum? You okay? 

What I really needed to ask is: Mum, am I kind? Am I kind 
anymore? 

* * * 

I brought the dead bird up to my bowed forehead. I'm sorry I locked 
you in, I murmured. With the gull tucked safely under one arm, I 
opened the window. Frigid sea air rushed in and the gull launched 
itself out. It didn't go far; just to the end of the garden. The house 
was clingy that way. 

The gull returned with a beakful of twigs and installed himself in 
the utility room sink. On laundry day, the little sod liked to hop down 
and steal my socks. I appreciated the company, however dubious 
the smell. I hung tree-shaped air fresheners in there and hoped that 
would be the worst of it, but he turned out to be a harbinger. 

A Marley, as I called him. 

** * 

My new home needed caring for. Every old and rare thing does, no 
matter how well made. 

You'd think Mum never died, the way I worked. I black-leaded the 
fireplaces, had the fanlight restored, and Brasso'd the doorknobs 
and hinges. I buffed woodwork in tight spirals the same way I'd 
rubbed lotion on Mum after a bath, and I scrubbed those stained 
floorboards in the master bedroom over and over until my hands 



cramped as if I'd been holding her down during one of her fits; and 
still the stain endured, and the brass dulled, forcing me to start over. 

I was being unfair. Mum never asked to become a to-do list. 
At least handling Marley prompted me to finally wash Mum's 

cardigan, although when I pulled it out of the dryer, it didn't smell 
right anymore. I hadn't thought to save a bottle of her perfume. 
Meanwhile, the musk of my failed one-night stand refused to go 
away. I lay in bed thinking, Cheap aerosol and beer - what a 
miserable haunting. My laugh turned to a wet snort and suddenly I 
was crying. 

That's another thing about living alone: there's only a house to 
comfort you. The creak of wood contracting in the cold, the bang of 
old pipes in the wall, the secret sounds you only hear when you're 
awake in the early hours, soggy with grief. 

You realise you know your new house about as well as you know 
yourself. 

So, I dried my face and listened. More than one hundred years 
jostled within the house's walls, confined and airless as a bell jar. 
Early morning frost glittered on the window pane behind my vanity, 
washing the room in a beryl haze while the night's last, weak 
shadows played tricks: the notches in the base of the bedroom door 
seemed like creeping fingers, eldritch and extra-knuckled, reaching 
up through the gap. 

I turned my reading lamp on. It was no trick. 
The fingers scraped down the wood, leaving trails of something 

black. Whatever owned those fingers pounded on the door, spraying 
splinters across the bed, and when the door didn't give, a thick, 
angry boiling sound started up on the landing. Like a child, I threw 
the covers over my head. Worse; so much worse. My mind was all 
too eager to invent what I couldn't see. 

* * * 

In the sober light of day, the scratches on the door looked terrible. 

That's what truly unnerved me. If it could mark the house, it could 




mark me. 
Whenever I was scared about Mum, information had been a 

comfort. Prognosis. Treatment plans. Cause of death. Facts gave me 
a sense of control. I rang the estate agent far from the house, where 
reception was better; from the city's memorial garden, actually. I 
visited every Sunday. It didn't matter that Mum's ashes were 
scattered in the harbour so there was nothing of her there. You feel 
like a shitty daughter if you can't find time to stare at a stone marker 
once a week. Anyway, the woman who took the call introduced 
herself as Annika, covering compassionate leave for the guy I'd 
always dealt with. His mum had passed away too, she sighed, and I 
felt a stab of sympathy. 

Annika took a steadying breath - she was nervous, a temp; 
perhaps she felt she'd crossed some professional line, divulging her 
colleague's loss. She asked how she could help. I asked who'd died 
in the house. Besides the previous owner, Claire Dockett, of course; 
when I made my offer, I was told in the interest of full disclosure that 
she'd collapsed in the master bedroom. My bedroom. 

Sordid murders? She laughed brightly. We'd have to tell you 
something like that before now. 

Oh, yeah, I said - I turned my back on Mum's stone marker, 
surprised to find myself smiling. Annika's laughter spilled out so 
naturally only to be tucked away again. Sunny patches glowing then 
quickly fading on an overcast day - Sorry. Yeah, no, I knew that. I'm 
just interested in the history, really. 

Why, have you seen something? A conspiratorial chuckle. The 
distant zip-zip of a mouse wheel. 

The exorcist is due next week, I joked - then gulped, because 
maybe an exorcism was something I should seriously consider. I 
mentioned the staining in the master bedroom to cover the awkward 
pause and she made a sound of sympathetic disgust before finding 
the relevant file. As it turned out, Claire Dockett had inherited the 
house from her cousins, the Bryants, who'd done plenty of living 
during their time there: three generations had had sex, given birth, 



slept, sickened and died in the house over a span of ninety years. 
Annika found a record of one child, Charlie Bryant, who fell to his 
death from the landing in 1967. As she read the newspaper clipping 
aloud, I pictured the claret-and-grey tiles in the hallway. A perfect 
match for blood and brain matter. Apparently, the police had 
suspected his aunt, a spinster who'd been obliged to hang around as 
companion, nurse and nanny to the family. That part sounded 
uncomfortably familiar. 

I thought you said no sordid murders. 
Annika laughed. The aunt was never charged. 
Uh-huh ... She didn't die there too, did she? 
No. It says here that she relocated to Eastbourne. 
I rubbed my face and said, Thanks. That's really helpful. 
Except it wasn't. I trudged home, hands deep in my pockets and 

my chin tucked into my scarf, with more questions than before; and 
as long as the haunting continued, there was no chance of sleep. 
Zombie birds, I could deal with - Marley, with his penchant for 
socks, had made himself quite the lovable pest since I chucked him 
out of the window - but the entity that resided on the landing was 
different. I didn't dare take pills. Every time my eyelids grew heavy, 
the banging would start, once so hard a hairline crack snaked down 
the door like lightning. 

I tried to communicate with it. All those insipid daytime-TV ghost 
hunts I'd watched with Mum had shown me how to make a spirit 
board. Marley 'helped' by pecking the pen nib as it ran across the 
card, to my great amusement. However, the upside-down tumbler 
remained motionless. My Dictaphone recorded nothing but static, 
broken by my own breathing. 

I believed it was the ghost of little Charlie Bryant, the boy who'd 
fallen from the landing. I was wrong; his manner of haunting would 
be quite different. Nevertheless, despite my exhaustion, I took 
special care every morning to greet him by name, and to hop across 
the hallway floor, hoping not to land, by chance, where his head had. 

As if I could possibly know that yet. 



* * * 

They say a child's laughter is a beautiful thing. Well, see how 
beautiful you find it the first time you hear a giggle outside your 
bedroom door at three in the morning. You try listening to the patter 
of little feet followed by the startled cry and crack below, so like the 
dry pop of Mum's wrist when she took that fall. I'd finally learnt to 
bear the assault on my bedroom door, and now I had giggle, shriek, 
smash, on repeat every fucking night. Can't you give it a rest? I 
yelled, whipping open the bedroom door just as a waist-high blur 
dashed past. 

I thought I could stop him at first. I risked the long-fingered ghost 
on the landing for him, kneeling, arms wide, braced to catch him as if 
he were mine. He ran through me for two weeks before I realised it 
made no difference: he was an echo, destined to perish as the 
original had done in 1967. I bought ear plugs on the way home that 
day - and a bottle of wine, after a moment's hesitation. Something 
to knock me out, I said to the guy at the till, which earned me a 
smirk. The last time I'd bought myself alcohol, I'd had to show 10. It 
depressed me a bit that he didn't even need to look twice to clock my 
age. 

Standing on my doorstep, key rasping in the lock - I remember it 
was a cold, damp December afternoon; gaudy Christmas lights 
shimmered and bled across the wet pavements and the canvas bag 
holding my bottle of wine pulled seductively at my fingers - I heard 
someone call my name. 

Fiona? Fiona Parkman? 
I turned, door cracked open. Uh-huh? 
A woman stood by the front gate, cradling a cardboard box. She 

smiled apologetically with only one side of her mouth. She said her 
name was Annika, she worked at the estate agent's? Oh, hi, I said. It 
had been a while since our phone call. I told her to come in out of the 
rain and stepped aside to give her room. There followed lots of: 
Miserable today, isn't it? And: Got much shopping left to do? Safe 



small talk. The blood-and-brain-matter hallway glistened with wet 
tracks. She apologised . It's fine, it's fine, I flapped. Tea? Are you 
here long enough for tea? A stand-in question for: Why on earth 
have you dropped by? Did I miss a letter or phone call warning me of 
a follow-up visit? After almost two months of living on my own, I'd got 
rather used to it - funny how quickly your initial drive for cleanliness 
tapers off once you realise no one's watching - and I found myself 
kicking junk out of her path, moving stuff from one surface to 
another. She hovered, uncertain where to sit. Sorry, sorry, I laughed. 
Just sit anywhere. I'll put the kettle on. 

Fill the kettle, flick the switch. And breathe. 
Annika was very pretty. She was younger than me by ten years 

and plump, whereas I was all straight edges. Sharp corners. Her 
perfume - a sophisticated floral chypre - made me feel horribly 
gauche. As the tea brewed, I peered at myself in the back of a 
spoon, cursing the mauve circles under my eyes. In the distorted 
reflection I spotted Marley lying in the laundry basket, moulting sticky 
feathers everywhere. He was almost bald. Oi, get out of it, I hissed, 
disentangling him from a bra strap and returning him to his sink 
where he belonged. To the rest of the house, I sent a silent warning: 
Don't you dare show me up. 

I handed Annika her tea and she took the mug with a smile, 
telling me how great the house looked, how well I was taking care of 
it. She was lying through her teeth - the sitting room was a bloody 
state. I hadn't hoovered or swept out the grate in a while and I'd 
flung clean jumpers over the armchair instead of folding them; and 
those were only the bits she could see. I hadn't bothered to finish 
pulling up the utility room's linoleum so it was pitted with ugly holes, 
and then there was the avocado bathroom suite ... I'd grown used to 
that though, almost fond, the same slow way you resign yourself to 
your own artlessness. 

I cleared my throat. 
So, um. I wasn't expecting you. Was there something you needed 

me to sign? 



She flushed pink and set her mug down. The cardboard box was 
on the floor. No, she said, everything's fine. It's just that we had to 
clear the house after Mrs Dockett died, you know, and there's no 
next-of-kin so it's just hanging around in our store cupboard ... She 
leaned forwards to gently touch the box's contents - the movement 
drew my gaze down, past her cleavage to her feet. Her cotton socks 
peeked out from below her trouser hems. 

There are some really personal things in here, she said. No one's 
had the heart to shred any of it yet. 

Flustered by my expression, she tried to explain: You said you 
were interested in the history - I waved it off with cries of no, it's 
fine, it's great! And once I got over the discomfort of going through a 
deceased woman's stuff in her own home, I was genuinely moved by 
what I found. Shopping lists and housekeeping receipts; pocket
sized crossword puzzles; TV guides with certain programmes, 
presumably favourites, circled in blue biro; pamphlets from the local 
church; and postcards from Eastbourne. 

The time flew by as we pointed things out to one another. 
Phrases that caught our attention, marginalia from a bygone era. 
When Mum passed, I missed out on this ritual - this meandering, 
sentimental sort-out. She'd settled her affairs and cleared everything 
out herself years ago while she still had a few marbles left, thinking 
to spare me the trouble. I appreciated the thought but would have 
welcomed trouble, when the time came; I'd have welcomed having 
something - anything - to do during the pre-funeral limbo other 
than needlessly cleaning our empty house. She'd lived there since 
her own childhood, and it was as bare as if she'd never lived at all. 

Maybe that's why I'd become so messy lately. The need to leave 
a mark. To take up space, unapologetically. 

Thank you for this, I said, wiping my eyes. Really. And then, in a 
mad fit of daring, I took a deep breath and said, It's five o'clock 
somewhere. Do you fancy a glass of wine? 

* * 



The following morning found me with my bum on the coarse doormat 
and my feet out on the patio, tossing bits of mackerel to the tabby. 
He folded himself up and ate quietly, licking the stone clean and 
leaving dark little crescents behind. Hello, puss-puss, I called to him, 
rubbing my fingers like I had more food. He came forward and head
butted my ankle. Daft cat, I teased, scratching the base of his tail. 
Where do you live, then? In reply, he stepped right over the 
threshold, bold as you like. 

The taxi had picked Annika up shortly before midnight. We'd 
finished the bottle between us, the drink loosening our tongues. 

I knew now that she was twenty-seven and had started a BA in 
History and Anthropology at the university only to drop out when her 
immigration status became unclear. By the time her visa was 
reissued, her interest had soured. She barely knew what she wanted 
to do in life, working here and there in various administrative roles, 
covering maternity leave and so on. The estate agent had just given 
her notice, so she'd be adrift again next week. I don't know if she 
was technically allowed to remove Claire Dockett's papers from the 
premises, and I never asked. But if she was worried about the 
precariousness of her life, like I would be in her shoes, she masked it 
brilliantly. I told her about Mum and the little office job I'd taken. A 
three-month contract with the possibility of a permanent offer. She 
pushed for more, for my heartwood. What did you do before? Tell me 
about Fiona Parkman. What sort of person is she? Foggy with wine, 
I admitted that I ... I actually studied nursing. Which was what led me 
to believe I could care for Mum. 

So why didn't I go back to that? Difficult to answer. I'd thought, I'd 
hoped, that all I'd need to be a good nurse was kindness. I didn't 
know if I had any left. Let's be honest, I hadn't had much to start 
with . Sometimes I imagined my heart as a hard, brown pit; the 
sixpence you break your teeth on at Christmas, only not as lucky. 

Did I say this aloud? Did I make an idiot of myself? Was I overly 
familiar after my third glass - a press of the knee, a teasing kick? 
Like the bruises on Mum's arm, if I went over the scene again and 



again in my head, I could eventually trick myself into believing an 
alternate version. I could picture myself leading her upstairs to bed. 

Suddenly, I heard yowling from the hallway. The tabby had 
pounced on Marley. (I was terrified all last night that Annika would 
hear him. So, she'd asked with her one-sided smirk, are there any 
ghosts here? I'd hardly known what to say.) I sprang up, knees 
cracking, and rushed over to separate them. Leave him alone, I 
snapped at the cat, shoo! And Marley, falling to pieces with each 
passing day, limped into the sitting room, trailing grave-dirt. 

I watched him go, struck by how doddery he seemed all of a 
sudden. He'd lost his vim and, wrapped up with Annika, I'd hardly 
noticed it last night. Could dead things die? I hoped not. He'd been a 
constant presence from the day I moved in, a mud-hook in a shifting 
tide. 

The hallway tiles felt chilly against my bare feet, cold and hard as 
packed snow. The wine had summoned no sleep last night. Charlie 
had been at it again, and the elongated hand, too, reaching and 
scraping and tearing for me. My bedroom door actually bulged 
inwards, yielding to some uncanny pressure; and out on the landing 
the boy's cycle grew frenzied, the laughter short, the fall sure, as if 
his ghost was consciously flinging itself through the railing to escape 
whatever else lurked out there with him. I curled my toes and 
shivered at the thought of the impact. 

* * 
That Sunday, I skipped the memorial garden and browsed the charity 
shops instead, looking for a rug. I brought a faded oval rose
patterned one home (along with a few daffodil bulbs for the garden) 
and placed it in the hallway. Luckily, I'm not one for looks because 
the colours clashed something awful. I visited the memorial garden 
the following week but by then the damage was done; the spell 
broken. Guilt dogged my heels for a while. It's only a stone marker, I 
told myself. She can't expect me to stare at it every week. She'd feel 



sorry for Charlie too, and do what she could to provide a cosier floor, 
a softer landing - or at least the illusion of one. 

** * 

Claire Dockett had lived in my house since the early noughties. The 
stain in my bedroom marked where she'd lain, seeping, until the 
neighbours missed her, and was still livid as the day she died. Odd, 
then, that it took her so long to pay me a visit. I'd replaced the 
linoleum in the utility room; the garden had thawed. Her snowdrops 
had wilted, supplanted by my daffs, by the time she shuffled into the 
sitting room in late February. 

She sat on the sofa with a groan, in a spot I'd never used and 
now never would. The tabby, curled up asleep on my feet, hissed. I 
poked him quiet with my toes. The Doors were playing on the 
turntable. Mum always hated them. Keeping my eye on Claire, I 
stretched out and lowered the volume. 

Hello, I said. 
She tilted her head, cataracts shining. I heard her mumble 

something. Mum had mumbled a lot, too. Like kindness, patience 
was never one of my virtues. Once, I lost my temper trying to make 
sense of her slurred speech. I never forgave myself for the things I 
spat in frustration. I recalled the memory now, with Claire, as a 
reminder to hold my tongue. 

But Claire didn't want conversation. She'd been alone much 
longer than I, and liked to haunt her home the same way in which 
she'd lived: unassumingly, with handicrafts and a cup of hot malt. 
Something placid playing on the radio. Not quite Jim Morrison 
perhaps, but we managed. I noticed her hands plucking at her shawl, 
pining for an occupation, so I gave her Mum's knitting needles. God 
knows I hadn't used them. She clacked away quite happily with 
those once or twice a week, at peace with her own mind. That was 
her lesson to impart, I think. How to sit back and enjoy life's little 
comforts and indulgences. Warm pyjamas at the end of a long day. A 
square of chocolate after dinner. A completed puzzle. The gradual 



I 

reclaiming of agency that builds to bigger things like lunch away from 
your desk, a solo day-trip, and searching for nearby nursing 
vacancies. Even the tabby graduated from my feet to my lap. 
suppose you deserve a name if you're planning to stick around, I 
muttered. When he kneaded my thighs with his pin-needle claws, I 
cried with relief at the pain. 

I was moved most of all by the sense that Claire was giving me 
back the evenings I'd lost with Mum - the two of us together, alone. 
A second chance at making that elusive transition from mother-and
daughter to ... I don't know. Friends? Companions? A shot at 
knowing her as something besides a mother, anyway. 

* * * 

Hey, I said to Claire one weekend, these must be yours. 

I'd found a few old Polaroids in her box of things. I liked to go 
through it occasionally, lying on my belly flipping through snaps, my 
new log-burner warming my feet; winter was reluctant to loosen its 
hold, that spring. She turned her head towards my voice. Here's you 
on holiday, I said, flipping the photograph over. Someone had written 
the date on the back. 1974, Eastbourne, I said - Remember that? 
There had been a postcard too, I was sure ... I rifled deeper until I 
found it. The front boasted a garish painting of the prom with white 
buildings on the right and sea on the left, and tourists eating ice 
cream at the railings. Every peep of skin was ivory; everyone wore 
bright block colours. On the flipside was a brisk salutation, a thank
you-for-coming-to-stay, an anecdote. Just enough to fill the space 
provided without sacrificing neatness. 

Signed, Aunt Patricia. 
If this postcard was referencing the same holiday in the 

Polaroids, that placed it seven years after Charlie's death. I wagged 
the postcard, deep in thought. The dates made sense, the address 
was right - this must be the spinster Annika told me about, the one 
accused of murdering Charlie. So, a young Claire had kept in touch 



with her disgraced aunt, had she? I wondered what the Bryants had 
thought about that. 

Do you miss her? I asked Claire gently. Patricia? 
Claire never usually reacted to anything. This time, her nostrils 

flared. The clacking of needles stopped. The house darkened. 
Pressure, as if I was sinking into deep water. 

From the corner of my eye, I saw a body hit the hallway rug. 
It was only eight o'clock. Charlie never, ever fell before three. For 

the first time, I was close enough to hear his mewl of pain, like a half
crushed fox on the roadside, waiting to die. 

I forced myself to stare ahead. Don't turn; you don't want to see a 
dead child; you can't help him. Resentment rolled over me like thick, 
cloying fog. A shadow moved on the stairs. I heard a scraping of 
untrimmed fingernails along the wall. A drone like slowed-down 
static. The ghost from the landing, invoked by a name: Patricia. I 
glanced just long enough to see her coming - don't look at the boy; 
don't look at the halo of grey mush; don't feel bad that the rug does 
nothing, a rug wasn't there the first time - and when I turned back 
to the sofa, Claire was gone. 

It angered me, sitting there, scared to move in my own house. 
Charlie and Claire were harmless. They were caught on a loop. In 
time, they would wear out like cassette tape. But this aunt, refusing 
to rest, to let go her grudge, scoring my door and floorboards and 
exacerbating a hundred lonely nights ... My house of dead things 
might have been a home if not for her. 

Patricia, I said through gritted teeth, you are not welcome here. 
Leave me alone. 

Fiona? 
I said leave me alone! 
Fiona? Are you okay? 
A metallic clatter. The letterbox! I jumped up to check the window. 

Annika was at the door. When she saw my face through the glass, 
her concern faded to relief. She held up a bottle of wine. Are you 
free? 



I pulled the curtains shut and stormed through the hallway to let 
her in, sparing no attention for the boy or the shadow or the marks in 
the wallpaper. They're not there; they don't exist. Go away, Patricia, I 
muttered under my breath. Just go away. 

When I threw open the door, Annika frowned at the look on my 
face. 

Is it a bad time? 
I inhaled the evening air. Petrol fumes; an idling engine. Gently 

frying oil from the chippy across the road. Car doors slamming; 
laughter. The chirp of a distant traffic light crossing. It was all so 
normal. I held my breath. My heart jerked. Nothing stirred behind me. 

Fiona? I heard you shouting ... 
Clutching the front of my jumper, I told her I'd fallen asleep in the 

armchair - asleep at eight on a Saturday night! I had a nightmare 
so it serves me right, I said, laughing. 

If you're tired, I can come back another time. 
No! I reached for her hand; could she feel my pulse racing? No, 

I'm awake now. A bit of company is just what I need. I didn't tell her I 
was afraid to be alone. I'd felt such dark resentment before and had 
thought myself free of it, but now it simmered within reach and the 
only thing keeping it at bay was - Annika. Annika no longer waiting 
primly for me to pour the drinks, but following me into the kitchen and 
lounging against the counter, talking about her day. Annika showing 
me a picture of her new nephew on her phone. Annika rolling a joint 
with that sideways smile. 

Can you believe it's been almost five months since you moved 
in? I thought we should celebrate. 

Jesus, Annika, I haven't smoked since school. 
Come on, old timer. She slapped my shoulder. I'll show you how 

the kids do things nowadays. 
Fuck you, I'm not that old. 
The cat without a name watched as we got drunk, then 

mortifyingly high. Like, lead-weights-strapped-to-our-limbs high. We 



forgot our names and where our bodies ended. We didn't make it to 
the bed. 

** * 

At three in the morning, we were still tangled on the sitting room 
floor. Time for giggle, shriek, smash. 

Fiona? What the ruck was that? 

* * 
There comes a time when you have to confess what haunts you. You 
have to peel back the plaster and show your bare bones to someone 
- your copper piping and weight-bearing walls, the stains in your 
floorboards and the dead birds in your chimney - and you have to 
trust that they won't scream. When Annika heard Charlie fall for the 
first time, when she crawled out from under me and saw him 
crumpled upon the rug, I knew I couldn't hide my ghosts anymore. 
She nursed a black coffee while I went to the utility room to fetch 
what remained of Marley, my Marley; he lay twitching in his nest, the 
air fresheners brown and crisp with age twirling like cot mobiles, and 
she got a good look at him before he disintegrated in my hands. I 
sobbed as we reburied his ashes deep in the pliant spring soil. 

Annika stayed to meet Claire that evening, and we were still 
smoking on the patio when Charlie fell again later that night. She 
was not squeamish. She went inside immediately to sit with him, 
wrapped in one of my sofa throws. I hesitated, not wanting to get too 
close - when Mum fell, I hadn't been quick enough to catch her; 
every second she lay there, her wrist broken, must have been torture 
- but Annika pulled me down with her. She talked the ghost through 
his last terrified moments the way I'd coaxed Mum to her feet. 
doubt Charlie heard her, his death having been set in stone a long, 
long time ago, but I loved her for trying. 

I 



She kissed him as he faded till tomorrow. With blood on her 
cheek, she asked me, Is that all? With a smile so pitying it hurt. 
These were nothing, I longed to tell her. Is that all? Oh, if only. 

There's one more, I said. 
Who? 
I shook my head. I couldn't stomach it. Annika had seen enough 

tonight, more than enough. Patricia meant something too raw even 
for me. 

They're just ghosts, Fiona. 
You don't understand ... 
Cast them out. This is your house now. 

* * * 

Monday dawned, bringing real life with it. Annika left for work: an 
eight-hour shift in the Natural History Museum cafs. I didn't ask her 
to call in sick to stay with me. She loved that job, though it killed her 
feet, and as good as she'd been with Marley, Claire and Charlie, she 
must have been glad to disappear for a while into a world where the 
biggest concern was whether they had enough clean cups. My 
permanent offer from the office had never materialised so I had 
nowhere to be; I watched her go from the doorstep, and when the 
beat of her loafers on the pavement faded, I turned to look up the 
dark, shifting stairs. 

Did you hear that? This is my house. 
The darkness that was Patricia, impervious to the sunlight 

streaming in through the front door, slyly retreated. I watched her 
slink all the way up into the loft hatch. So that's where she'd rooted 
herself like a snail, her shell's nub: at the highest point of the house. 
I brushed my brow, tucking my hair behind my ear. I had to face her, 
or this place would never be mine. 

I grasped the bannister and hauled myself up, fighting the 
pressure pushing me down. Static blocked my ears, my skin fizzled. 
The stairs grew feverishly hot underfoot. Finally, I stood beneath the 
hatch. There was a cord to pull on, but the ladder was rusted and 



refused to extend. I cleared my vanity - chucking the mirror on my 
bed and disturbing the cat; Sorry, Puss - and dragged it onto the 
landing. It took my weight, just, though I had to brace one foot upon 
the railing in order to pull the ladder down. It was a rickety thing, that 
railing. A cheap replacement for the one Charlie fell through over fifty 
years ago. It didn't take much to imagine it breaking, or for my 
sweaty sole to slip ... I'd install another, I promised the house as I 
climbed the ladder. I'd install a hardwood railing, strong as bone. 

I'd never been in the loft before. When you have barely enough 
stuff to fill the rooms you use day to day, there's no need for one. 
Mine had a proper floor and a grubby dormer window overlooking 
the back. Annika had warned me about the junk left up here, boxes 
and furniture the estate agent hadn't bothered to clear, but I hadn't 
expected to see a bedframe and nightstand. This was a garret. 
Houses like mine had employed maids once, and this was where 
they must have slept. This was where Patricia had slept, hidden out 
of the way as if she were staff, not family. 

She slid alongside me suddenly, a gelid creature. I grabbed a 
beam to steady myself. The wood was worn smooth as skin. 

How can you be here? I asked. You left. 
Deaths, she told me, aren't the only things that accumulate in old 

houses. Did you never question why the boy replays his end yet the 
crone does not? Quiet moments impress themselves upon a house 
as well as hideous ones. So do years passed in solitude, years in 
which you're expected to come running like a dog when the bell 
chimes. You survive on the goodwill of family who resent having to 
keep you, and the charge you're told you're meant to love often spits 
in your face, calls you names. 

Oh, the names Mum called me... 
Did you push him? 
Patricia was formless but I sensed her grin, too wide, too sharp. 

Of course. The little shit had it coming. Why the shocked face - you 
think you did any better? 



Cast her out, Annika had urged, but you can't cast out a part of 
yourself. I tipped my head back and let tears trickle out the corners 
of my eyes. The beams met above my head like a vaulted ceiling. 

* * * 

There was a moment, I breathed. There was a moment when the 
last scrap of Mum was gone and we could do nothing but wait. I sat 
beside her for days. No sleep, only coffee - too much coffee. Mum 
had always been proud. Self-sufficient. She would have hated this. 
She would have said you wouldn't put a dog through it. It would be 
kinder if ... 

I asked her. I stroked her hand and actually asked my mum if she 
wanted me to end it. 

I've gone over that moment so many times. It's a scab I have to 
pick. In most versions, she doesn't respond; she's barely conscious. 
In others, she gives my finger a little squeeze. There's a cushion 
behind me, or on the foot of the bed, or propping her head up. 
Wherever I find it, I crush it to me like a ratty teddy. Sometimes it's 
corduroy. No, she deserves better - it's pleated satin, or mink. 
Lately, it's been embroidered with roses. Only once did I imagine 
pressing it onto her face, only for a second before my mind jerked 
away, disgusted with itself. But that's the image that stays, the 
phosphene that dances on the inside of my eyelids. And like the 
quiet moments and the hideous moments, given enough time, it 
might as well be real. 

** * 

I begged, asked, demanded that she leave, but Patricia wouldn't be 
banished so easily. The small hours were her most spiteful, once she 
knew my secret. She taunted me, almost drove me mad. After a few 
years, I learned to withstand her barbs. Annika re-applied for 
university and we cleared out the loft to make room for her studies; 



only when Patricia's room was no longer hers did the pain finally 
begin to fade. 

So did Claire. Losing her stung as much as losing Marley, but 
even the good times must be forgotten in the end. 

I plotted flowerbeds in the garden with sticks and twine, filling my 
hands with the smell of rich loam. I chose begonias, busy Lizzies 
and cosmos. In summer, my house of dead things burst with life. In 
between weeding and watering, I would sit back on my haunches to 
let the sun warm my face and imagine a split in the hard pit of my 
heart; a green shoot. 

Were we kind? To the house, to each other, to ourselves? We 
tried. Annika and I listened out for Charlie every night. It was the 
least we could do before he left us forever. I don't know how you 
slept through it, Annika would sigh. You must have been a monster. 

Tonight, after the crack, I let out the breath I was holding. Slowly, 
the secret sounds returned. I frowned: they'd changed. My new 
nurse's uniform hanging up on the back of the door rustled with 
starch; by my feet, Puss groomed himself and purred; beside me, 
Annika breathed; in the guest bedroom, her sister, brother-in-law and 
nephew, come to stay the fortnight, turned in their sleep. 

I'd never known my house so content. 
Do you hear that, Annika? I whispered. 
She lifted her head, dozy with sleep. Hear what? 
I smiled and stroked her lovely cheek. I think they're finally gone. 
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I. 

When I was a child, there were kelp forests that stretched for miles, 
a whole underwater world to get lost in. By the time I was older and 
had children of my own, these were gone, a vast array of undersea 
creatures snatched away along with them. All of it vanished almost 
before anyone paid heed. Or rather, no, some did, but only a few, 
and by the time more did it was too late: the remaining members of 
each species were not numerous enough to propagate. The last few 
were tagged and tracked and then, when they died, stuffed and 
preserved. 

Now I am very old. My hands are liver spotted, palsied. My sons 
left me decades ago to pursue their own lives. My wife acquired a 
cancer, one of the less friendly ones, and quickly spun her way off 
this mortal coil. 

Now every kind of forest is nearly gone, not just those 
underwater. Without trees, the remaining air is slowly turning toxic. 
This is the world we have now. 

* * 
Things changed for me once I clearly saw the state of the world. 

I saw the kelp forests die, the creatures that depended on them 
expiring in turn. I was witness, by video feed, to the slow desolation 
of complex marine life. 

This was only one concrete manifestation of many larger 
problems: a growing carbon footprint, a rapidly spreading hole in the 
ozone layer, climbing temperatures, rising sea levels, millions of 
deaths in developing countries from famine and flood and disease. 



Crops failed. The companies that had genetically engineered 
them solicited government funds to investigate why their proprietary 
crops now refused to reproduce. They spent billions in public money, 
their CEOs receiving huge bonuses, and learned nothing. 

It was almost too much to think about. 
And so, mostly, we didn't. 
But those who did largely thought in terms of what profit could be 

squeezed out. How could global collapse be monetized? How much 
money was there to be made by injecting sulfate aerosols into the 
stratosphere for the purpose of so-called climate restoration? Did 
such injection really work? No, not exactly: the sulfate did not remain 
airborne as long as hoped, and there were too many side effects, 
such as dramatic increases in asthma wherever particles reached 
the ground, unprecedented pulmonary failure, and lung cancer. In 
addition, the climate was not restored . Then the question became 
how much more money can be made by carrying on injecting 
aerosols before people realize that it doesn't do any good? 

* * 
Now people are developing solar-powered machines to try to renew 
the air in a way that trees once did naturally. One of my two sons is 
involved in this. Will it work? When I ask him, he shrugs his 
shoulders. Yes, probably, he says, but he does not imagine that it will 
work fast enough. It is likely that millions will die gasping before 
conditions equalize and, slowly, begin to reverse. Doesn't that worry 
you? I ask. Yes, he claims, of course. But I will be among those 
closest to the machines. I am sure to have air to breathe. 

But what about all the others who will not? I ask. 
He shrugs. 
He is a horrible boy. A monster. 

* * 



My other son is also a horrible boy. He has cast his lot in with those 
who have decided to flee the planet altogether. They are building 
vessels as massive as cities that circle in the exosphere. They will 
be self-sufficient, he tells me, with solar sails that unfurl for miles, 
powered by the rays of the sun and, eventually, once they are 
traveling to exoplanets likely to support life, by distant stars. 

But how many people can they possibly hold? I ask. How many 
vessels will you need to accommodate everyone? 

At first he looks confused. Everybody? But nobody ever intended 
that! 

How many for just one country's worth, then? A small one, say 
Luxembourg? 

He laughs. We can't even manage a city, he says. There are 
three ships, he explains. They hold twenty thousand people each, 
the majority of passengers cryogenically preserved in storage. So, 
sixty thousand in all. 

So for every person chosen, 200,000 people will die. 
He purses his lips, calculating. Closer to 220,000, he corrects. 
How will you choose? 
Choose? he says. Dad, they're already chosen. The very, very 

wealthy have purchased passage. Everyone else will stay here and 
die. 

What about you? I ask. You're not wealthy. 
I have needed and uncommon skills. I'm necessary, which is 

even better. The very, very wealthy, he amends, and those who have 
made themselves necessary to them. 

In other words, those who have sold their souls to the devil. 

** * 

How can you make a choice like that? Decide that you are the 
solitary individual among hundreds of thousands who deserves to 
live? Or not even deserves: simply gets to. Wasn't it such choices 
that got us into this mess in the first place? 



There is of course the small consolation that my son will be 
surrounded by the privileged and wealthy. In other words, by 
sociopaths. He may well survive but, with any luck, he will be 
miserable. 

Though he is, no doubt, a sociopath himself. 

* * * 

At what point, seeing how little is being done-seeing how little 
changes even when people do notice the world is dying, seeing how 
little changes no matter which political party brandishes its 
readymade moral indignation and seizes power, seeing the way that 
corporations who have taken on the rights of people continue to do 
as they please-do you decide to take matters into your own hands? 

And when you do decide to do so, what can you possibly do? 

* * 
I have not sold my soul to the devil. I used to think that there was just 
a simple either/or: either sell your soul or wait to wither away and 
die. But I have come to realize there is a third possibility: to become 
the devil himself. Do that, and all sold souls shall belong to you. 

II. 

I have not spoken about who I was in life, what my profession was. I 
was a researcher, someone trained to take incipient genetic material 
and carefully snip and graft it so as to ensure that a child would be 
born with, say, eyes one color rather than another: blue eyes rather 
than brown or brown rather than blue-though, to be frank, it was 
always blue eyes that were wanted. My wife and I chose not to 
manipulate the genetic code of the embryos that would become our 
children precisely because of what my profession was. We were 
worried that in the process of establishing certain visible traits we 
would create invisible changes and flaws that would render our 



children monstrous. As it turns out, we needn't have worried: my 
sons became monstrous all on their own. 

When my wife was afflicted with cancer, I put my skills to work in 
a different way. Perhaps, I told myself, there is a way to manipulate 
her cells rather than simply trying to kill them off with chemicals or 
radiation, a way to reshape them back to health. Her cancer was not 
the sort that people ever survive: a mucosal melanoma deep within 
her body that had already begun to leak its way into her organs. She 
knew that there was no chance for her, and thus she volunteered to 
be my test subject. 

* * 
I transferred some of her cancerous cells into petri dishes and grew 
them. I experimented with different means of chemically aided 
reconfiguration, combined with snipping and grafting. At first, this 
either killed everything off or the cancerous cells thrived, but then 
one day I hit upon a process that did neither. Instead, it changed the 
cells, made them something quite different in composition from what 
they had originally been but yet apparently healthy and cancer-free. 

I tried to share this discovery with my wife but, though still alive, 
she was no longer responsive, no longer aware. And so, I shared it 
with her the only way I knew how: I injected a miniscule amount of 
the solution that had successfully transformed the cells into her body. 

* * 
The beginning of the world, I believe, must have been a marvelous 
place, every being transient and fluid, each mode of life rapidly 
changing form from one generation to the next. As time went on, 
genetic safeguards formed, keeping creatures from being able to 
reproduce indiscriminately. But in those early halcyon days, the 
coding was written more lightly into our bodies, was more readily 
mutable. The solution I had developed, I knew, was something that 
could take us back a little closer to the beginning of the world. 



* * * 

As the solution began to affect her, I watched my dying wife change. 
Her skin shifted color and began to fleck with something that it took 
some time for me to realize were rudimentary scales. Her eyes 
opened and I saw how they had filmed over. And then, abruptly, her 
transformation seemed to stabilize. She choked, and then she died. I 
buried her and sunk into my grief. 

* * * 

That was twenty years ago. Once I crawled out of my grief, I 
tendered my notice and retreated here to continue to refine and 
develop my solution in privacy. I experimented with animals at first: 
rats, since I could breed them so quickly. It took twelve years before I 
had calibrated the solution sufficiently for a transformed rat to stay 
indefinitely alive. Its skin changed, its coat falling out to be replaced 
by a mucosal layer. Its muscles knotted and it became deformed in a 
way that, as I became accustomed to it, struck me as not entirely 
displeasing to the eye. 

Through these experiments I realized I needed very little of the 
solution to transform a body. Less than a drop was more than 
enough, and even with a lesser amount the transformation merely 
took place more slowly and in a more orderly fashion. The resultant 
rats were a new species, rat-like in some ways but not in others. Like 
tardigrades, they were extremely resistant to heat and cold, could 
render themselves dormant if there was a lack of food and water. 
They could, I discovered, remain inert and motionless for days, 
returning to life only once food and water were available again. I had 
evolved a creature that could survive in our dying world. 

* * * 

Soon I made the decision to put one of these transformed rats into a 

cage with a normal rat. The transformed rat had not been aggressive 

with me, and I hoped it might remain so even when confronted with a 




member of its former species. But expectation was not enough. I 
needed to see what a new rat would actually do, as a step toward 
understanding what would happen if I were to release it into the wild. 

And so I gently placed the new rat into one side of a cage with a 
removable and perforated plexiglass wall down its middle. Into the 
other side I placed a normal rat. 

At first the pair merely sniffed at each other through the 
plexiglass. The normal rat kept moving toward the plexiglass and 
then turning away, as if it were both drawn to the new rat and afraid 
of it. The new rat stayed near the plexiglass, attentive but relaxed. Its 
behavior did not strike me as threatening. And yet when I removed 
the plexiglass wall, the new rat darted forward faster than I realized it 
was capable of moving. The other rat tried to escape, but the new rat 
was too fast for it. In an instant, it had pinned the normal rat to the 
floor of the cage and had bitten the nape of its neck. 

I began to lift the lid to separate the two rats, but in the few 
seconds it took me to undo the latches, the new rat had already let 
go. It moved unconcernedly back to its own side of the cage. And so, 
instead of removing it, I simply slid the plexiglass wall back into 
place. 

I examined the normal rat, which seemed shaken but more or 
less all right. The bite was superficial. It had broken the skin and 
drawn a little blood, but did not seem to have damaged the normal 
rat permanently. 

I fed both rats and left for the night. When I returned the next 
morning, I discovered that there was not just one transformed rat, 
but two. 

Which was how I discovered that my solution was more like a 
contagion, that it could be spread from creature to creature without 
my intervention. 

I had always been cautious about how I worked with my test 
subjects, but after that incident I became even more so. A simple 
bite, I realized, even a lick or a sneeze, might be sufficient to pass 



the solution along to me. I would be transformed, would become 
something other than human. 

I was not ready for this. And so, after making careful notes, I 
incinerated my new rats, scrubbed down my laboratory, and rebuilt it 
to minimize the chance of the solution spreading. And then, wearing 
hazard suits, we began over, with a vengeance. 

III. 

I experimented with rats until I had learned everything there was to 
learn from them. Then I tried with a dog, a mongrel I caught by 
feeding it hamburger. The solution transformed it, its snout 
shortening, its whiskers thickening into flexible spines, its fur being 
replaced by a feathery down. It was at once similar to and different 
from a dog. When I placed a normal dog in its presence, it did the 
same thing the new rat had done: it pounced upon it and held it 
down long enough to puncture its skin with its teeth. The way it went 
about this made me feel that, on some level, it knew what it was 
doing. That it was deliberately making another member of its own 
kind. 

* * * 

I will not bother to enumerate all the creatures I transformed. I still 
have most of them; I keep them largely dormant and inert in their 
cages, waiting for the moment when I will release them. For surely 
that moment will come-it is our only hope for saving most species
but it hasn't yet. Though it will soon. 

But let me mention my most recent experiment, the one which 
involved my daughter. 

* * 
I have not indicated I had a daughter, but this is simply out of long 
habit, not from an intent to deceive. My daughter had been with me, 
participating in my research, from the beginning. Of my children, she 



was the only one who desired to follow in my footsteps. She had 
been there beside me when I had first developed the formula, and it 
had been she who had encouraged me to inject it into her dying 
mother. She was the only other one to know about the fruits of my 
research. I have not mentioned her because, initially, realizing the 
risks of such illegal research, we decided to hide the fact that she 
was involved. After her mother's death, she worked with me, but 
secretly. Indeed, we staged a death for her, not telling even my sons 
the truth. Even now her brothers have no idea she is alive. 

For several years I had known I would eventually need to move 
on to a human subject. At first, I thought the subject would be me 
and that my daughter would continue our research alone, but then 
we discovered that she had inherited a susceptibility for the cancer 
that had taken my wife and that, indeed, the cancer had already 
begun to make its home within her. This necessitated a change of 
plans. 

* * 
I strapped her to a chair. I asked her again if she was sure, and 
again she claimed she was. For a long time I stared at her, and then 
I asked her to open her mouth and stick out her tongue. I placed a 
droplet of the solution on the tip of it, and then I stepped back and 
awaited her transformation. 

It was not as quick as it had been with the other creatures. It 
happened over the course of three days. At first, for the sake of our 
research, she reported what she was experiencing, what she was 
feeling. A day and a half in, she suddenly faltered and ceased to 
speak. Her hair fell out in the first few hours. Like her mother, she 
grew scales over her skin, and her fingers became blunter and 
webbed. The structure of her head changed, each of her eyes 
drifting an inch or two toward the sides. And then she began to gasp, 
and three thin slits on either side of her neck arched open to reveal a 
set of deep-red fluted gills within. She slapped her throat, gasped 
again. 



"You need water?" I asked. 
She nodded, desperately. 
At first I reached out to untie her bonds, but seeing how she fell 

still when my gloved hands approached and remembering what the 
new rat had done to the normal rat, I had second thoughts. Instead I 
grabbed her chair by its back and, without releasing her, dragged it 
along behind me, pulling her toward the laboratory's exit. 

I had to slit the protective seal wider to get her through. She was 
gasping now and choking, and had started to move slower and 
slower. Had I not seen how my previous animal subjects had 
responded I would have believed she was dying, but I knew she was 
not dying. Rather, deprived of what she needed, she was going 
dormant. 

The legs of the chair squeaked against the floor as I dragged it 
down the hall. Inside the hazard suit, the air felt clammy and my 
body grew slick with sweat. By the time I made it down the hall and 
into the bathroom, her body resembled a corpse. For a brief instant I 
wondered if I hadn't misjudged, if her body was not as resilient as a 
dog's or a rat's. And then I upended her chair and dumped her into 
the clawfoot tub. 

Her head struck the side of the tub on the way down, but she did 
not seem to notice. She lay face down, neck awkwardly bent, head 
against the porcelain. She was still strapped to the chair, its legs and 
hers jutting well past the tub's lip. She was not moving. 

I turned on the shower and directed it to wash over her. Still she 
did not move. I placed the stopper in the drain and watched the 
water lap against her cheek, slowly rising to cover her face. 

A moment later her gills flexed open and closed, then open again. 
Her eyelid fluttered open to stare at the porcelain floor of the tub. I 
reached down and with my gloves began to softly rub my daughter's 
back, to soothe her, upon which her eye began to dart about. 

What happened next happened so rapidly that I have a hard time 
being sure exactly of what occurred. There was a great upsurge of 
water and I was thrown back and to the floor. I struggled to get up. I 



saw my daughter, standing in the filled tub, the water from the 
showerhead pattering on her back and shoulders as she shook off 
the remains of the rope and bits of broken chair. I scrambled 
backward toward the exit, but before I could reach it she caught me 
by the foot and, almost effortlessly, dragged me back to the tub. 

She wrapped me in her arms and held me, staring at me through 
the faceplate of my hazard suit. 

"Father," she managed. Something had changed in her throat and 
mouth, and the word came out more as a burbling hiss, a wet ghostly 
spew of air. I tried to respond but she held me too tightly for me to 
draw breath. 

And then, as if I were light as a baby, she hefted me in her arms 
and rapidly reversed me so I was facing away from her. I felt 
pressure on the back of my neck, but it was not until I felt that 
pressure increase and heard the fabric tear that I realized her mouth 
was there, that she had bitten her way through. I stiffened as I felt 
her newly sharp teeth tighten against my flesh, but before they broke 
the skin, the pressure slackened and she drew her face back. 

"That is to let you know that I could do it and you could not stop 
me," she whispered. 

"Please don't," I said. 
"Why?" she said. 
And so, not knowing what else to do, I told her what my plans 

were, why I hoped to remain human for at least a little longer. She 
listened, and in the end she smiled, though her smile was so unlike 
my daughter's that I found nothing reassuring in it at all. And then 
she let me go. 

IV. 

I built my daughter a tank, something more comfortable and 
capacious than the tub, but not as large as might have been ideal for 
her. But she and I both agreed I should not waste too much time, 
that I needed to return to my plans. 



This all occurred seventeen years after my wife's death. In the 
three years since then and now I have cared for my daughter and 
have grown to understand our relationship in a different way. She is 
even less human now. Most of what was once important to her no 
longer is. She has continued to change and now when she speaks it 
is only with the greatest effort and reluctance. She is eager, I know, 
for the moment when I will announce that my work is done and will 
take us both to the ocean, where I will allow her to bite me and say 
goodbye to my humanity. 

I did one other thing before returning to my plans, though I kept 
this from my daughter. Late one night I went to my wife's grave and 
dug her body up. I was hoping I had been wrong about her, that what 
I had taken for death was the dormancy I had found in my other test 
subjects, but either she had been too far gone with the cancer or that 
early solution had been too unstable. She was dead. And she had 
been so long enough that it was impossible to tell if there had been a 
moment when she awoke in the ground to recognize she had been 
buried alive. No, she was dead, and I am nearly certain she was 
already dead when I first buried her. 

So I buried her again and got to work on my plans. 

* * * 

I have spent the last several years purchasing the ionizers meant to 
distribute sulfur into the atmosphere. Since the method had proven 
ineffectual in slowing climate change, they were cheaply bought, 
affordable even for the likes of me. These ionizers now contain not 
only sulfur but also my solution, and for surety's sake I have had the 
balloons supporting the ionizers brought closer to the ground. 

Soon they will begin to spray into the troposphere. Particles of the 
solution will drift slowly to earth, find their way into a few bodies and 
then, from there, spread everywhere. Everything will change. 
Everyone will change. Those former humans who manage to make it 
to the water will thrive. The rest, deprived of water to breathe, will 
simply grow dormant and shut down. They will litter the ground like 



the fallen statues of a lost civilization. Then we can decide what to 
do with them, perhaps based on what we can determine about what 
they were in their previous lives, back when they were still human. 
Those who are deserving we will drag to the water, revive, and 
welcome among us. The others we will torment and, perhaps, 
destroy. 

* * 
And what of our retreat to the oceans itself? Considering their 
current lack of underwater vegetation will there be enough food for 
us? Or will our bodies go into a suspended state, becoming 
dormant? Will we float there, unmoving except for the tides, for 
years, for decades, for centuries, even millennia, until one day we 
brush against a leafy strand, the beginnings of a renewed undersea 
forest, and our eyes will open? 

Soon we will find out, all of us, whether you want to or not. I told 
you I had become the devil. And now that the earth is nearly 
destroyed, it is time for humanity's reign to end and for the devil's 
reign to begin. 
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Perfect. Everything had to be perfect. The living room couch's 
relation to our centrally framed wedding picture. The entertainment 
center's arrangement of rimmed diplomas, captured memories, and 
diverse snow globes. The half-filled kitchen trashcan, scant dishes in 
the sink, and a bathroom between cleanings made for a homely 
smell, one that said we did when we "could," and that "could" came 
less often than we'd liked. 

If things weren't perfect, I'd lose her again. 
The water I poured to ease down the Xanax sloshed out of the 

cup, onto the counter, and dribbled cold onto my socks. I hated 
medication, but Resurrection, Inc. advised against the electronic 
limbic treatments that usually eliminated my attacks all together. 
They'd prescribed me a short-acting sedative to take "as needed" 
until things at home resembled normal. Despite warnings of the 
medication's addictive properties, I found myself taking more and 
more lately. 

My arm muscles were trembling tuning forks as I twisted off the 
medicine cap and popped a pill. Then I counted. 

Onetwothree, onetwothree, one, two, three, one ... two .. .three. 
My heart slowed to its background pace. Thoughts reformed from 
fragmented worries. 

And then, a voice: "It took me long enough." 
I straightened, banged my head on the edge of the pantry door, 

and saw stars. One pair amongst them shone bright. One I'd feared 
I'd never see again. 

A white woman stood under the dining room lights. I had spent 
the morning agonizing on this first moment, formulating the perfect 



greeting and gestures and phrases fitting for our happily ever after. 
Now my dead wife was here, and I stood clutching my head, my 
mouth leaking water. What's more, I was unprepared to hide the 
shock. She looked like a distant relative of the wild-haired prisoner 
from the donor pictures. She looked nothing like my wife. 

Except for the eyes. 
She spread her arms. "I'm white, Darius. Only in America." The 

voice was wrong; Theresa's had been lower. "lan'lI have a field day 
with this." 

"Life lasts a lifetime, our love lasts forever." The rehearsed phrase 
had sounded a lot better in front of the mirror that morning. 

She laughed. My skin went down a size. This wasn't going well. I 
turned to busy my hands with another glass of water. 

"I've missed the shit out of you," she said, suddenly beside me. 
Her mouth fell over mine. The lips were thin. Her taste was sweet, 
different than what I was used to; I had kissed the same pair of lips 
for almost a decade. 

I pulled away and touched her face. The skin was rough and pink 
beneath the makeup, where Theresa's had been smooth umber. 

"Do you see me?" she asked. "I see you." 
"You have her eyes," I said. "Your eyes, I mean." 
Long and thin with sunken cheeks, she had the face of a woman 

who had been through a few things, but a long time ago. This new 
face was without menace or malevolence-Resurrection, Inc. had 
gone through great lengths to reverse decades of incarceration-yet 
somehow darker in its whiteness than Theresa's had ever been. Life
etched shadows lingered like erased pencil markings. 

Whether I knew it then or not, her body had its own memories. 

Nine years before Resurrection 
My first panic attack came the same day I met my wife. As Ian 

Cole's car pulled up to New York Presbyterian Hospital, a hand
perhaps God's-gripped my heart as I gripped the door handle. 
What if my body couldn't take this round of chemo? What if a clot 



formed in the line and went straight to my brain? Every muscle in my 
body twitched to run. 

"Bruh," Ian said, his hand on my shoulder. "Your forehead shiny 
as hell right now. You good? Should I call Jerry?" 

"I'm fine," I said as I opened the door. He and Jerry Brown, old 
college roommates turned business partners, helped me through 
treatments the best they knew how. Ian made sure I made my 
appointments, and that life still had laughter. Jerry the Christian 
visited to pray over me. He continued silently even after I told him to 
stop, and I resented him for it. The last thing I wanted was help from 
Jerry the Psychiatrist. "See you in two?" 

I was out before he could answer. In the hospital lobby, I busied 
my hands under the sanitizer dispenser. The bubbles popped red; 
my own fingernails had drawn blood. I wiped them clean and hurried 
to the oncology floor. 

In months I went from being a young computer engineer with a 
budding 401 (k), stock options for three different tech start-ups, my 
own business, and a vibrant online dating profile to a shadow of a 
man voluntarily pumping poison into his veins. The chemo had eaten 
everything else-my hair, my energy, my digestive system, my hope, 
and my faith-why not feed it this new sensation, too? I willed myself 
to the treatment chair; the toxins mixed with my blood while I was still 
on the verge of breakdown. It ate at me-all of me-and I found 
sleep. 

I dreamed chemo-torn dreams, my weathered mind left to 
reconstruct splinters of cognition . I was back in my childhood 
bedroom, only my twin-sized mattress had become a deathbed. My 
legs dangled over the edge; my feet scritch-scratched, scritch
scratched against the wood as I trembled from the drugs. 

My dead mother tended to me. Bits of blackened flesh dropped 
from the rotting hole in her neck into my tea. She somehow saw my 
fear with her cold eyes, and began to sing. The whites of her spinal 
cord were visible through the shreds of her throat. More bits fell into 
the cup. 



And then, I felt God's hand on mine. I tried to pull away. Didn't He 
know we were done? 

My dreams broke under His touch. I looked down, curious to see 
the Hand of God. Thin, spotted skin stretched pale over straining 
knuckles. The slender fingers were strangely delicate. My laughter 
came out as a painful cough. God was Black. God was Woman. 

I looked up, ready, and saw not God, but instead someone 
broken like me. Her eyes and mouth were tight lines under a domed 
head capped with a purple polka dot scarf. Dark patches stained 
mahogany skin that lay lazy over her skull. Orange lines shuttled 
treatment from hanging bags into her swollen arm. She wasn't the 
most beautiful thing I'd ever seen. 

She woke some time later to me watching her. After a brief, 
orienting smile, she sat up and pulled her hand into her lap. 

"You're not going to get weird on me, now are you?" She spoke 
slowly, as if parts of her were still dreaming. 

"You were holding my hand," I said. 
"I always find the smart ones." She pointed to herself. "Theresa, 

ovarian cancer. What you got?" 
"Uh, Darius. Lymphoma. I've got three more sessions." 
She nodded, closed her eyes, and laid her head back against her 

seat. I thought sleep had reclaimed her when she spoke again. 
"Same, more or less. See you Thursday?" 

No, I didn't think so. The sessions had taken their toll. Even with 
them, my chances were slim. The quick flick of a knife across my 
wrist would offer a much cleaner death. A lot could happen before 
Thursday. 

But I didn't tell her that. "Yes. Definitely," I said. 
And I did. That Thursday and many times after. 
That was the worst of the chemo, and in some ways the best. 

Remission, like our relationship, had its expected highs and lows. I 
often thought of chemotherapy as a kind of first death. The 
hopelessness, the fear, the exhaustion, spiraling down to a forfeit 
that finally ushered us into a second life of recovery and relationship. 



We had found love in poison. We had found life in death. 

* * 
We sat facing each other on the living room couch, Theresa's right 
foot tucked underneath her. She'd spent the last hour retelling what 
she remembered of how we first met. Resurrection, Inc. had 
adamantly stressed the importance of these drills to further cement 
her memories. I relived many of them as she did, only correcting 
small details, (the year was off by one, for example) and filling in a 
few blanks. Besides the occasional confirmatory eye contact, her 
gaze was off interrogating the past. In her words I saw Theresa's 
original face, so detailed in its color that focusing on the woman now 
in front of me was physically jolting. Her new white skin competed 
with memory, pushing out the brown, the imperfect blemishes, the 
resilience within the pain of cancer that had initially called my spirit to 
hers. I fought for hold. My heart thrashed against my chest and 
lungs. The walls breathed out and shrank in like the tide. 

Theresa touched my hand. I calmed in her eyes. 
Thank God for the eyes. 
"This is hard," she said. "I know." 
"They offered to let me remember you this way." I pulled out my 

remnant card. "I still can." 
"I want you to remember me like I remember me." 
I reached over to brush away an intrusive strand of hair and 

found myself trying to curl it with the tip of my finger. Theresa placed 
her hand over mine. Her face flushed in a way that wouldn't have 
been possible before. 

"I hate it, too," she said. "They tried-Lord knows they tried-but 
the curls wouldn't hold. I looked like a weeping willow. Not cute. 
Brain transplant? Piece of cake. Trans-racial hair? Who do you think 
we are? Miracle workers?" 

We shared a laugh. It felt good. 
"I almost broke up with you when we were both out of the woods," 

Theresa said, still smiling. 



"Yeah?" This was news to me. I considered telling her to save the 
story for another time. Her brain was still unraveling itself. How 
would I know if the memory was correctly linked? Instead, I said, 
"Why?" 

"We met dying. It didn't seem like a smart foundation. You never 
thought of it that way?" 

I hadn't. In the weeks before meeting her, my nights were spent 
in a bathroom reeking of vomit, a chef's knife hovering over my wrist, 
waiting for the courage to end it all, to take back control. After 
Theresa, when I touched the handle I could think only of seeing 
Thursday. The chemo had saved my body, but Theresa had saved 
my life. 

The doorbell rang. Thank God. "That's the food," I said. 
"I'll get it," Theresa said, rising. "I need to stretch my legs every 

few minutes anyway." When she saw my expression, she added. "I 
have to keep the neurons firing." 

"You got to sleep, though, don't you?" 
"Didn't they tell you? I don't sleep." 
"Really?" 
"Joking, babe," she threw over her shoulder. Her hair went the 

opposite direction whenever she moved. It was distracting. "Sleep's 
the easy part. That's where all the magic happens. At least, that's 
what they told me." 

I admired Resurrection's work. In remission, fitness had become 
as much a priority to Theresa as maintaining her monthly doctor 
visits. Despite the company's assurances, I'd expected the worst 
from her donor body. Years of incarceration doesn't look good on 
anybody. But a month of training both mind and body between neural 
implantation and family presentation had given her toned legs with 
little blemish and buttocks that sat high atop her thighs. She even 
had the same rim of belly fat she called "love handles" and I called 
"sexy." Nearly caught up in the illusion, I fully realized the magnitude 
of what Resurrection had accomplished. They'd cheated the grave. 
Fear grazed my heart. 



I went to clear the dining room chairs and table of the clutter I'd 
artificially planted, and began to set for dinner. When I came back 
out of the kitchen with our guest plates, I frowned. Theresa was 
sitting in the wrong place. I saw the problem and plucked a piece of 
mail that had fallen in the seat directly across from her. The correct 
seat. 

"If I remember this right, this smell is a good smell," she said as 
she pulled out cartons of food from a brown bag. 

"Sorry for the mess," I said, waving the piece of mail. "You can sit 
here." 

"I'm fine, it's not a problem. Champignon makes catfish?" 
"They do now, yes." I sat, then stood. My fingers twitched against 

my thigh. "You sure you don't want to switch? Facing the kitchen 
means you see all the dirty dishes and that means bad mood 
bears ... remember.?" 

"Of course I remember. The kitchen's clean, though. So no 
worries, right?" 

"Right. Sure. It's just ... you sit here, and I sit there. You know 
what? Nevermind, it's not important." 

Theresa rose. "Trade with me," she said. 
"Really, it's fine." 
"I'm serious. Looking into the kitchen is depressing. Reminds me 

that I need to learn to cook all over again." 
My thumb nail picked at my pinky knuckle. Had I already taken 

my allotted pill for today? Yes, earlier. Before she came. 
I smiled. "Perfect. Let's eat." 

** * 

"Where did I propose?" I asked. We lay in bed, continuing the talks 
that were supposed to be like exercise for a resettling brain. 

"Under a willow tree in ... Marcus Garvey ... ?" 
"Central Park. It's okay." 
"Shit, yes, Central. You were such a hopeless romantic. Didn't 

you say you wanted us to be buried under that tree?" 



"I was high on love. What can I say? Okay, next question. First 
kiss?" 

But Theresa was staring off to the side, her smile barely hanging 
on. Her eyes darted within their sockets; her mouth grew thin. 

"Theresa." 
"Hmm?" 
"You looked ... distracted. You okay?" 
"Yeah, I was just thinking about something." 
"No voices?" 
She smiled. "No voices." 
Soft vibrations through the sheets. Theresa frowned, reached 

under her pillow, and pulled out her phone. She stared at the screen 
for what seemed like a long time. 

"Everything good?" Resurrection, Inc. had issued her a private, 
restricted line for her probationary transition period. 

"Yeah. Just a reminder of my next appointment." She slid the 
phone back under the pillow. "What else you got?" 

"What was it like?" 
"What was what like?" 
"Dying." 
"Ah, that," she said. Her expression went serious. Her lips 

scrunched up towards her nose. The arrangement nipped at a corner 
of my mind until I recognized it as a pirated version of the old 
Theresa's thinking face. She probably didn't even notice she was 
doing it; her muscles simply weren't all yet in sync with the neural 
networks controlling them. I imagined thoughts wandering her brain, 
bumping into things like someone taking a midnight trip to the 
bathroom in a new home. 

"Please," Theresa said. She'd stopped me from pushing the right 
corner of her mouth just a little bit higher, where it should be. "Be 
patient with me." 

I tucked my hand away. "What was it like?" I said. 
"Remember when we went bungee jumping in Ecuador? It's like 

that, but slower. A lot slower. I went down and down and down until I 



couldn't go down anymore. Then I was coming back up." 
"Immediately?" 
"No. Not immediately. There was some time. A couple hours, 

maybe?" 
"A week. It took a whole week to get you back in a body." 
"Wow. I mean, I had to be somewhere, right?" 
"Yeah," I said. "Somewhere." 

* * 
Her staring eyes bled over my dreams, drowning them. I rose to 
consciousness. The night was soundless and dark. Theresa's gaze 
was so much a part of my past, from moments of love to rage to lust, 
that I felt it even in sleep. 

Thank God for the eyes. I thanked Him who no longer existed for 
me, as I had thanked Him when I first knew-really knew-Theresa 
was coming home. Sometimes it was just easier to have someone to 
thank. 

Thank God for the eyes. 
I should have sat up to share this moment with her, whatever this 

moment was. I should have asked if she was all right. I should have 
found out why the hell she was watching me in the middle of the 
night. 

Instead, I pushed my face into the pillows to recapture sleep 
before it scurried too far away. 

Thank God for the eyes. 
Seven years before Resurrection 
"It's blasphemy," Theresa said. She rolled up the plastic from our 

new coffee maker, shoved it in the trashcan, and snatched the 
Resurrection, Inc. pamphlet from my hand. We'd just moved in 
together in the Upper West Side. 

"What's the harm in meeting with them? See what they're all 
about?" 

"I already know what they're all about. It says so right here. 'Be 
the master of your fate. Be the Captain of your souL' God is the 



captain of my souL" 
"I'll make an appointment," I said. "Just a consult. And if you don't 

like it, we don't have to do it. At aiL" 
She leaned against the kitchen counter and sighed, long and 

heavy, as her eyes scanned the sheet of paper. I saw my chance. 
"I don't want to lose you," I said. "I don't want to lose us." 
Resurrection, Inc. was located on the twelfth floor of a downtown 

office building. A tall, thin man with a pin-striped suit, wavy black 
hair, and a metallic smile greeted us outside the elevator. Theresa 
burst into laughter when she saw him. 

"Ian?" she said, wiping her eyes. "You run this?" 
"I'll take that as a compliment. You were really going to leave all 

the explaining to me, huh, Darius?" 
"I thought you were out today?" I said. 
"I cleared my schedule. Did D tell you he helped invent this tech?" 
"'Helped invent' is a big stretch," I said. 
"No." Theresa's laughter had come and gone like a mid-summer's 

rain. "I had no idea, actually. You told me you were part of a tech 
start-up." 

"I was," I said. "Neurotech. Always good to see you, Ian. You 
mind putting on your business face and showing us around?" 

Resurrection's office was a smaller version of the psychiatry 
suites I had come to know well. Books lined the shelves. The walls 
popped with color. Besides the corner computer hooked up to a long, 
silver-and-black robotic arm with eager fingers, it felt more like 
visiting someone's home. Theresa looked around as if the place 
smelled foul. 

Ian served us green tea as an assistant fitted us with helmets 
covered with electrodes connected to the computer. 

"How is this better than the brain transplants?" I asked after Ian 
had explained their service. It had been very hard to take lan's idea 
of neuro transplants seriously back when we were managing 
Continuum. Jerry, lan, and I had built the life-saving ELT clinic from 
scratch. When I got cancer and Jerry got saved, Ian partnered with a 



couple of angel investors desperate to see if wealth could turn into 
immortality. Resurrection was born. Even then I had paid little 
attention to the details. Now, there was something about potentially 
being on the receiving end that riled the curiosity. 

"A brain transplant is only the riskiest procedure known to 
medicine. There's a fifty percent chance of rejection . Fifty percent. 
That's flipping a coin to see whether or not your new body attacks 
your brain." 

"There's been some success," I said. 
"In Japan, yes. But no one knows the long-term outcome. And 

you only have one copy of your brain. If something-anything-goes 
wrong, lights out. In a perfect world, the outcome would technically, 
maybe be better. But we live in the real world. You have your 
remnant card?" 

I did. I hesitated, sent Theresa a nervous smile, and took out my 
keychain. The blue-and-red striped piece of metal looked like a 
dogtag. My ticket into the ELT clinics, it was on me at all times. Ian 
slipped it into one of the computer's sockets. 

"And when's the last time you had ELT?" 
"A week ago." 
"Long enough," Ian said. "Pick up the can." 
"What's ELT?" Theresa said. 
"Electronic limbic treatment," Ian said, fully ignoring my targeted 

annoyance. "Continuum was the first to do it, I might add. We 
created, others stylized." 

"So you're also a customer?" Theresa said. "What's next, you're 
going to tell me you're a robot?" 

"We 11-" 
"Shut up, Ian." I turned to Theresa. "Look, honey, I didn't want 

you to freak out. But we-they-do good work. Remember how bad I 
was?" 

"Just go on and pick up the damn thing," Theresa said. 
I concentrated. Nothing happened. 



"You're getting ahead of me," Ian said. "Pick it up with your hand. 
Like you normally would." 

I did . The metal was warm. I placed it back. 
Ian clacked away at the computer. "Do it again." 
I did. The sliver of movement out of the corner of my eye could 

have been my imagination, but I knew it wasn't. 
"I don't need the read-out to tell me your mind's running," Ian 

said. "Talk to me." 
"I was just thinking. When I code, I can make a program on one 

computer and then use it on any other. They all share the same 
basic language. Our brains aren't like that. They're all different." 

"Ah. But when I look at this can, I see red. You see red." 
"My red may be different from your red." 
"Does it matter, though, if we both agree it's red? In a sense, we 

don't talk to each other, our interpreters do. They take our complex 
network of unique electrical signals and turn them into a common 
result. If I thought of the word 'fruit' and stimulated the same firing 
pattern in your brain without the interpreter, you might think of the 
word 'meat.' Or it might not even be a word at all. You might see a 
certain color, or smell a certain smell. 

"The remnant card stores your neural connections. Resurrection 
stores your interpreter. Together, it's like packaging a novel with a 
universal translator." Ian turned the computer screen towards me. 
Thousands of lines connected dots in a virtual plane that took the 
crude shape of a brain. "See, here's a snapshot of you lifting the can. 
Here's a snapshot of the sensory input and output at that time. And 
here's the intersection of those two. The Interpreter." 

Lines of code in an unfamiliar language scrolled the screen for 
five seconds before stopping. 

"Unimpressive now, but it'll grow," Ian said. 
"What happens to the donor?" 
"All neural networks-memories, knowledge, Interpreter, 

everything-are erased. Once a wipe has been made on a 
consenting candidate, they are considered legally dead." 



"'Consenting,'" I said. "Is that real consent or prison consent?" 
"We actually have a hefty waiting list. I've spoken to each donor 

myself. Many feel this is their chance at redemption. And, of course, 
their families get a comfortable sum of money and criminal records 
are erased." 

"I have schizophrenia," Theresa said. I had almost forgotten she 
was there. "Well controlled; I haven't had a flare-up in years. Would 
that mess with any of this?" 

"Good point," I said. She was engaging, which was encouraging. 
"We probably don't want any of the schizophrenic donors, especially 
from prison. Should we edit it out, you think? Could be a dangerous 
window." 

"All our donors are serving life sentences, yes. And likely for 
violent crimes. But those with psychiatric issues are more likely to be 
victims of violence, not perpetrators, even in this population. That 
said, yes, we'd remove any identifiable brain diseases for both 
parties so as not to interfere with compatibility matching." 

"Does anything stay behind?" Theresa asked. "After the wipe?" 
"No," Ian said, a little too quickly. I sensed Theresa didn't believe 

him. As the interpreter's lines of codes rolled across the screen, I 
realized I didn't either. 

"Go," Theresa said. "It's Thursday night. Jerry and Ian won't know 
what to do without you." 

"You remember Thursday nights?" 
"Don't change the subject. Get out of this apartment. You need it." 
My wife had seen a missed call from Ian on my phone. He was 

most likely at Jerry's in Brooklyn, watching the Giants game. 
"You sure?" I asked again. Thursday night drinks and football had 

been a pivotal tradition in getting me through the pre-Theresa chemo 
days. But I hadn't seen them since before Theresa died. They'd have 
questions I wasn't quite ready to answer. 

"It's hot outside," Theresa said. She went to the kitchen and 
pulled out a can of cherry-flavored seltzer. "Drink plenty of water and 
walk slow." 



"What am I? Eighty?" But it was hot. I grabbed the can. "What will 
you do?" 

"I'll get out. Maybe I'll find a 'Was Black, Now White' Meet-Up 
group. Joking, babe. I'll probably pick up some wine for when you 
get home, so save some room." 

"Avoid that stuck-up place on Columbus. That lady puts you in a 
bad mood. Remember?" 

"I can handle it. Now go. Give the boys my love." 
I took the crosstown bus to the 4 train to North Brooklyn and 

picked up a six-pack of Heinekens on the walk over to Jerry's third
floor condo. He lived in a studio with his three-year-old cat. 

A tall man twice my width opened Jerry's door. We both paused. 
"My man Ian," I said. "It's been a while." My memory-lane 

sessions with Theresa had set my mind on seeing the Ian from 
college, back when he'd been a buck-fifty after dinner. He could eat 
anything without gaining a pound. Jerry and I called him the "black 
hole." When the fantasy world of college melted away, we realized 
Ian was an alcoholic. Our journey to his sobriety led to us all 
becoming business partners. Off the poison, he gained what seemed 
like a hundred pounds in a year. 

"You look like a new man!" Ian said. He slapped my outstretched 
hand away and brought me in for a hug. 

"I feel like one." 
I looked around. Jerry was a lot like my wife; they both couldn't 

stand a static environment. While Theresa never went more than a 
year without the itch to move, Jerry changed his condo's skin like 
one changes clothes. Freshly painted red walls were decked with 
yellow-framed photos and his existential artwork that had found 
enough gallery homes to justify leaving his psychiatry practice. 

"A new boyfriend?" I said, touching the wood of a hanging picture 
of Jerry and another man. 

"Who knows?" Ian said. 
"Old boyfriend," Jerry said. Unlike lan, he often approached 

unnoticed. A full head shorter than me, his small frame moved 



around a room without making a sound. He wore a homemade blue
and-white Giants jersey with a red-highlighted depiction of himself 
catching a football in the end-zone. "You've probably met him. He 
goes to our church." 

"Your church," I said. Jerry had first come to Shiloh Church by my 
invitation. I never admitted that, at the time, I thought his love for 
men was pulling him to hell, and he never admitted that he only 
started going out of spite. In the end, God surprised us both. 
Homosexuality wasn't the biggest threat to faith, after all. Cancer 
was. 

As I sat on the couch centering the living room under a yellow 
chandelier, I ran my hands over the smooth fabric. Black bodies 
twirled over each other in a dance against the background of a fiery 
sunset that lit the length of the couch. Two fluff pillows made up the 
sun's golden eyes. 

"I know this piece," I said. "Yours, right?" 
"Yes, it is," Jerry said. 
"You never cease to amaze." 
Jerry handed me a beer. "Neither do you." 
"Theresa's home, right?" Ian asked. Resurrection had gained 

notoriety shortly after that first introduction tour; Ian hadn't blinked at 
the opportunity to sell and retire young. Working had never been his 
long-term plan. He remained on the company's board but was more 
than happy spending his time traveling the world. "You got a 
picture?" 

"I do, actually," I said. I pulled out my phone. We'd snapped 
selfies her first night when neither of us knew quite what else to do. 

Ian swiped his thumb one way then the other, and frowned. He 
looked up, back down at the picture, then back up at me. "You know 
this is a white woman, right?" 

"Really?" I said. "She's not albino?" 
"They couldn't find a sister? I would have found you a sister." 
"You hadn't heard? The state only allows white donors. Keeps 

black bodies in prison." 



"You're shitting me." 
"I am shitting you, actually," I said. "Though I wouldn't be 

surprised. Resurrection said it's all about compatibility. Brain 
compatibility." 

"Who the hell told you that?" Ian imitated a balancing scale with 
his hands. "Black brain here. Black brain there. How doesn't that add 
up?" 

"It's not about black or white. It's about the wiring." 
"So, you're saying Theresa has more of a white brain than a 

black brain?" 
Jerry raised his hand. "Excuse me, I'm sorry, but what is a white 

brain?" 
"Ask Theresa," Ian said. 
"Bottom line: whoever this woman is-was-her brain had just 

enough in common with Theresa's for this to work," I said. 
"Question," Ian said. "Would you let Theresa-this new Theresa 

-say 'nigga'?" 
"She doesn't say it anyway." 
"Right, right. But what if she did?" When I didn't answer, Ian took 

a step back to talk to both of us, his solid cheeks rising in a grin. 
"This is going to revolutionize the way white people justify using the 
n-word. 'Well, my white friend who used to be black says it, so ... '" 

"A fitting legacy for you," Jerry said. 
"Fuck you." 
"Mm hmm. Who cares about white people using a word they 

invented, anyway? It's just distraction from the real problem." 
"What's the real problem?" I said. 
"Nothing, D." He took my empty can and stood. "I was just 

talking." 
"No. Speak your mind." 
Jerry looked to Ian, who held up his hands. "I'm not in this." 
"Really?" Jerry and I said together. 
"I sold the company. Remember?" 



"Whatever." Jerry turned back to me. "Theresa ... she's dead. 
Dead, Darius. You don't get to come back from that." 

"It's no different from you hooking up a computer to someone's 
brain to make the crazy go away," I said. "It's science." 

"It's an abomination, that's what it is. They made a copy of her. A 
copy. There's a Theresa lying dead somewhere. Just because we 
didn't have a funeral doesn't make that less true. How do you even 
know the transfer worked? These prisoners, they're resilient people. 
You think some simple brain-wipe could get rid of all of them? How 
would you ever know she's just not acting like your wife?" 

"I'd know." 
Jerry didn't seem to hear me. He was pacing across his condo. 

He pointed to my phone. "That's not Theresa. That's a computer 
program that acts like Theresa." 

"Too far, bro," Ian said. "Too far." 
"It's time to update your beliefs." I stepped forward. "Dead isn't 

dead anymore, Jerry." 
"You can tell yourself that. But when you go home and look in her 

eyes, there'll be no soul there. I know it and you know it." 
I turned to leave. Ian urged Jerry to come after me, but I knew he 

wouldn't. Jerry and I would be good, we always were. Best friends 
knew when and where to walk away. 

"Hey, D!" Ian called when I was halfway to the elevator. His 
breath was already heavy from the short distance he'd sprinted. 
"Jerry's being an ass." 

"I know," I said. I nodded to the beer he'd been nursing all night. 
"You good?" 

"What? This? ELT keeps me in check. This is just my sweet 
tooth. Don't worry about me." He squeezed my shoulder. "How are 
you, bro?" 

"Good. It's tough without neurotech." Just the mention of ELT had 
me craving the service. The anxiety melted away so easy. My finger 
outlined the remnant card through my pocket. "But the Xanax works. 
When I need it." 



"It's probably for the best," Ian said. "You don't want to be 
confused when Theresa is confused. How is Theresa? Is she 
adjusting okay?" 

"Yeah," I said. "It's like she never left." 
"I'm here if you need help with anything. I still have some 

connections. Keep me updated. We're rooting for you two." 

* * 
Theresa was in the shower when I got home. Jerry's ridiculous 
notion of trained, desperate inmates echoed loud enough to nearly 
push me into the bathroom. I needed to see her. Those eyes would 
calm me. I resisted. 

I changed into shorts and a t-shirt and sat on the edge of the bed. 
A flash of light caught my eye. Theresa's phone lit with a notification 
from the bedside table. My fingernails bit my palms. My teeth ground 
until it hurt. 

"Fuck you, Jerry. You goddamn asshole." 
I snatched up the phone; she had a text message. From who? I 

tried my name as the password and, when that failed, considered my 
name plus my birthday digits, then stopped. Too many attempts and 
the system would wipe itself. I began to put the phone back when I 
noticed what had been beneath it. A hardcover book sported a 
female prisoner with both hands reaching from behind bars under 
the title: The Crisis of Women in the U.S. Prison System. 

I touched the cover, wondered, and went back to the shower 
door. Faint whispers coated the sound of falling water. I waited, and 
listened, trying to make sense of it. Was that weeping? 

The water trickled off; any other sounds died with it. Curtains 
opening. The flap of loose cloth. I imagined her drying off. The door 
opened. Theresa started. 

"Jesus, Darius!" She turned to wipe the tears with her towel. "Are 
you trying to win the Creepster Award?" 

"What happened?" I said. 



"You scared the shit out of me, that's what happened." She 
pushed past and sat on the bed . 

"You were crying. I heard it." 
Theresa mouthed a curse. "It's nothing, babe. Really. I don't want 

you to worry. Look, I got wine. We can playa game, watch a movie, 
quiz each other, whatever you like." 

"Talk to me first." 
She dried her hair in silence and stared at an old picture of us on 

the dresser. She bit her lip as her eyes welled. "I went to the Wine & 
Spirit store." 

I couldn't help but smile a little. Was that all? The blonde middle
aged manager there had always been cold to us, as if we'd 
accidentally wandered into her high-class establishment while 
looking for a corner store to buy lottery scratch-off tickets. "That 
woman'lI mess up a wet dream on a good day. What did she say to 
you?" 

Theresa shook her head. Her face leaked tears. "That's the thing. 
She was nice. Nice! Showed me the new wines they just got from 
Italy and everything. As if I belonged there. She never tr-treated me 
like-like that when I was ... " She broke into sobs. 

I pulled her close. She smelled fresh, like she always did out of 
the shower, but in a different way. "She's an asshole, babe. Fuck 
her." 

"It's not just that. It's everything. I haven't even been back to the 
school to see my kids." 

"We can go tomorrow, then," I said. "Get your job back. You'll 
teach. I'll code. It'll be like you never left." 

"Don't you get it? I can't ever go back. Those girls looked up to 
me. Now all I'd be telling them is they can grow up to be a white 
woman!" She shook her head as she turned to look at our picture. "I 
never knew you hated my skin." 

"What? Theresa, I-I didn't have a choice. I swear. It was either 
this or ... I just wanted you back." 



"I'm sorry. You're right." Theresa fingered my collar. "I'm scared, 
is all. I keep thinking you'll fallout of love with me-this new me
and send me back." 

"Theresa, I would never. We have our second chance. That's all 
that matters." 

She searched my eyes with hers. What lived behind those whites, 
now streaked with red? 

I kissed her to drive the thoughts away, to stop my lips from 
asking about the phone or the book or when she would start being 
my Theresa again. When she kissed back, our mouths filled with salt 
and pain and fear. 

We moved slow. Both of us were strangers to Theresa's skin. I'd 
married her mind; the rest of her was something else. Our bodies 
didn't mesh like they once had. I rammed her nose with my forehead 
as I positioned on top of her. She expelled me from inside her when 
she tried to squeeze me with her muscles. She burst into an 
infectious giggle in the middle of a kiss. I rolled to her side, laughing. 

"We're like teenagers," she said. Moonlight through the window lit 
her face. "Old, stiff teenagers." 

"You're going to love what I got, girl," I joked as I slapped her ass. 
"You ain't never had-" 

At first I thought I had slipped off the edge of the bed and was 
laughing even as the back of my head hit the wall, sparking stars. 

Laughter died. Theresa knelt on the bed, her salvaged eyes wide 
and twinkling even in the dark. Her hand danced with light, as if 
encased with diamonds. I blinked, and saw it was a sliver of 
moonlight on a long blade. I knew that reflection; I'd prayed to it 
almost every night during chemo, before Theresa. "Honey. Baby," I 
said. "What is this?" 

She stayed perfectly still. Had her body taken this stance before? 
A threatened inmate in a maximum-security prison, a different set of 
waves bouncing between her ears? 

How different? a voice asked. It sounded like Jerry's. 



I rose, careful to keep the moonlit blade in my sight. I'd let it sit 
atop the kitchen counter as a reminder of how low things had gotten, 
how far I'd come. When was the last time I'd seen it? I didn't 
remember it being so big. 

I inched forward. Theresa was a statue. When I was close 
enough, I touched her shoulder. Her body trembled. I suppressed my 
fight or flight instincts, a response I was particularly geared towards. 
My mind knew this was my wife, that I loved her, but it was having a 
hard time reconciling knowledge with perception. 

She tensed; for a terrible moment I thought she was going to 
attack. Our second chance at happily ever after, sliced down with the 
same dull blade from which Theresa had originally saved me. I 
responded by continuing forward. It's all I had to combat the urge to 
run. 

"You're home," I said. "You're safe." 
All at once, her fire went away. She fell into me, sobbing. Her arm 

was limp at my side. The cold flat of the blade touched my stomach. 
I thought about gently taking it from her, but decided against it. 

She continued to cry as we lay down on the bed, her body curved 
into mine. Her sobs carried her to sleep and, finally, silence. My arm 
numbed under her weight and my overextended neck had a painful 
crick, but I didn't move. It was another hour before I slid free and 
gently pulled the knife from her dreaming fingers. I crawled out of the 
bed, went to the kitchen, and returned the blade to the holder's open 
slot. I vomited in the sink and, when my stomach had nothing left, 
popped a Xanax. 

I counted, meditated, traced the colored grooves in my remnant 
card as I waited for the benzo to do its job, and went back down the 
hall. Dark-bound whispers paused me at our bedroom door. I had 
heard these incoherent, private mutterings before, after Theresa's 
cancer came back and she decided to go off all her medications, 
including the antipsychotics. 

I pushed on the door to cause a creak; the whispering stopped. I 
let out my own: "Theresa?" Silence. Perhaps she was asleep. 



Perhaps I was the one hearing things. I climbed into bed, considered 

wrapping my arms around her, decided not to, and closed my eyes. 


** * 

"I only want to know what happened," said. "What were you 
thinking? Why were you thinking it?" 

"Can we just not talk about it? Please?" 
The night had been strings of light sleep, broken by the same 

clenching thought: what the hell was I going to do with her? Her 
schizophrenia at its worst bore crippling paranoia, but never 
violence. Had this been from that? Or was that something deeper? 
Resurrection's policy was clear: any psychiatric problems demanded 
reporting. But then what? 

To the state of New York, Theresa was property. The original 
Theresa was dead and the donor inmate had essentially signed 
away her right to live. Until regulations on the rapidly evolving 
technology of neurocomputing arose, if Resurrection thought 
Theresa was a threat, their only obligation was to offer a refund. 
They'd get rid of her. 

"I can't fix this if I don't know what the problem is." 
"Some things don't need fixing," she said. 
"I'm a coder. Everything needs fixing." 
"That's hilarious. Have you tried stand-up?" 
"Do you think I want to hurt you?" 
"No, babe, it's not like that." 
"You're hearing voices, then? Is it her? Is it the donor?" 
"What? No!" 
"Then who?" 
Silence. 
"I heard you whispering to them last night. Theresa would tell 

me." 
She slammed her fist against the coffee table. "I am Theresa!" 
"Okay. Let's just calm down," I said, licking my lips. "You came at 

me with a knife. A knife. I saw the prison book. Did you have some 



type of memory? A flashback, maybe, from the prison?" 
She looked at me, and I knew. Dammit, I thought, what am 

going to do with you? 
"I got freaked out," she said. "That's all. Can we just put this 

behind us?" 
"Sure." 
Theresa leaned over and kissed me on the cheek. "Thank you. 

You want to rent a movie or something and stay in?" 
"Yeah. Let's just stay in forever. I bet you'd like that." I stood. "I'll 

be back." 
She looked like she was about to argue, but instead just said, 

"Don't be too long, then. And remember to drink plenty of water and 
walk slow." 

Her words followed me out the apartment and sharpened in the 
New York humidity. Theresa would have fought. Theresa would have 
reminded me that I was her husband, not some boyfriend who could 
leave whenever things got hot. 

Drink plenty of water and walk slow. She'd said that before. I 
Googled it as I entered Central Park, scrolled through several links 
purporting to have portraits of George W. Bush, movie quotes, and 
then tapped one. "Prison Maxims" stood bold over a list of phrases. 
One line read: 

"Drink plenty of water and walk slow": Time moves slowly, but 
there are consequences to every action. 

I slowed, found a bench occupied with lazy pigeons, and sat. My 
thumb bit at my other fingers as I read over the phrase, again and 
again. I took off my jacket. My armpits were cold with sweat. I rubbed 
my pocket: flat. I'd forgotten my pills. I did, however, have my 
remnant card. 

I called Jerry. It only rang once. 
"It's good to hear from you, D." 
"Schizophrenia," I said. "How does it work? Is it in the body at all 

or just the brain? That's a thing, right? The brain-body connection? 



Can't you get depressed by having the wrong bacteria in your gut or 
something?" 

"Whoa. Slow down. What's the deal?" 
"I just need to know how it works. Do the voices ever come 

from ... somewhere else?" 
"What. Happened?" 
"I think Theresa's hearing voices again." 
"There's no reason to panic. She's had that before." 
"No, you don't understand. I think the voices are from her body. 

Her prison body." I told him about the phrase and the search results. 
"She said it twice, Jerry. Twice." 

"Is everything else good between you two?" 
"You think I'm being paranoid." 
"I think you can Google anything to make yourself believe what 

you want to believe." 
"I found her reading a book about prison." I took a deep breath 

and closed my eyes. I knew how I sounded. I'd just gotten my wife 
back and I was worried about random phrases and her reading 
habits. "She came at me with a knife." 

I waited for the admonishment. I waited for Jerry to tell me there 
was only one thing left to do. I feared less the words and more what 
my reaction to them might be. That I might listen. 

I opened my eyes. The sun was just dipping below the trees of 
the park. 

"You tell Ian?" Jerry said. 
"He's still on the board and-" 
"Say no more. Give me a second. There's something I-just give 

me a second." 
I reached for my pills again, cursed, and ran my hands over my 

legs as if they were stained with my angst. 
Onetwothree, onetwothree, one two three ... 
Jerry sighed. I sat up. 
"I looked this up after Thursday," he said. "I just had to know." 
"Know what?" 



"I'll just read it: 'Cheryl McCarthy, Bedford Hills Correctional 
Facility for Women-McCarthy was convicted of killing Ricky "The 
Brick" Johnson, a heroin dealer, in July 2002. Johnson was stabbed 
nine times in the chest and the throat-'" 

"Shit," I said. "Nine times?" 
"Yeah. 'Authorities said McCarthy, who was known to have a long 

history of paranoid schizophrenia, killed Johnson and buried him in 
the woods. McCarthy's attorneys said she suffered years of abuse 
under Johnson, who had used her paranoia to isolate her from family 
and friends, create financial and emotional dependence towards him, 
and force her into prostitution. The killing, they said, was in self
defense. The prosecutors argued her hiding the body suggested 
premeditation. What's more, they made the case that she didn't have 
a "true" schizophrenia. They pointed to a car accident in August 
1997 that led to opioid and then heroin addiction. Her 
"schizophrenia," they said, was substance-induced and a cause of 
her own negligence. McCarthy was sentenced to life in prison. She 
died in 2021 of unknown causes." 

"You're sure that's her?" 
"Positive." 
"The voices," I said. "It's got to be this McCarthy woman." 
"That's a reach, D. A big reach ." 
"But it's possible?" 
"Anything is possible." 
"Can you think of a way?" 
"Schizophrenia doesn't hide out in the body. That's absurd." 
"Forget that, then. Any way, at all?" 
"Schizophrenia ... it's a whole brain disease. We used to think it 

was mainly specific neurotransmitters. Many people swore by the 
dopamine hypothesis, but it just didn't explain what we were seeing 
on functional MRI. Hell, we even see changes in parts of the 
hippocampus-" 

"The hippo-what? Jerry, you're losing me." 



"The hippocampus is involved in memory. What I'm saying is, 
Resurrection's wiping algorithm looks for well-studied neural 
networks. But if both donor and client had similar brain chemistry in 
overlooked portions of the brain ... " 

"That could leave a door wide open for McCarthy," I said. 
"Theoretically. Again, though, I don't-" 
"Could we erase it? I have her remnant card. Fix her, you know?" 
"You don't fix this, D. Theresa's gone. You need to let her be 

gone. Look, have you been doing ELT?" 
"Resurrection said-" 
'" You need to keep your mind clear,' right? Is your mind clear, 

though?" Silence. "Look. One session and maybe you can start 
seeing things in a fresh light. Xanax is a shit medication. That ain't 
going to cut it." 

"Got it. Thanks, Jerry." 
"Bro-" 
"I got to go, bye." 
My phone vibrated as I walked across the park. I stopped in front 

of the 6 train, which would take me down to Brooklyn. I pulled out my 
phone, swiped through my apps without opening any, and then 
checked my messages. It was from Jerry: Stay woke, bro. 

** * 

I frowned up at the two-story building. Its sleek, metal skin stood out 
like a healed thumb on a hand of sore fingers. The faded sign read 
Neuro{2horia. What an awful name. Ever since we'd founded 
Continuum" copycat neurotech clinics popped up all over the place. 
Whatever services they offered-electronic limbic treatment, 
memory manipulation, cognitive skills downloads-they all used the 
same neuro-network backup platform. All you needed was a remnant 
card. 

A young woman with thick, purple glasses and neatly wrapped 
locs led me down rows of what looked like sleep-pods until we came 
to an open one. 



"New design?" I said. 
She shrugged . "I've been trying to get them to invest in the 

portable units. But what do I know?" 
Portable ELT units were still years away, but I didn't correct her. 

She'd have access to my brain soon, after all. She quickly ran 
through my medical and neurotech history and paused at the 
revelation that I'd had cancer. 

"Any history of memory wipes?" she said. 
"I wouldn't remember, would I?" 
I smiled. She was not amused. She reached for my ear. I 

recoiled. Tattooed on the back of my lobe was a hieroglyphic 
representation of all my neurotech. It was as intrusive as looking at 
my browser history. 

"No memory wipes, okay? I guess you're not into jokes?" 
"Been a long day. If you had a memory wipe-" 
"I know the risk. I'm good. Seriously." 
She considered me a moment longer, shrugged, and began to 

close the pod. 
"No cap?" I asked. 
"No need. Just lay your head back. You'll know when you're in 

the right place." 
"How-" But she was right. There was a click-not audible, but 

organic-as my body fell into an aural groove. Twin heat beams 
started at the base of my neck and drew lines up my scalp, bathing 
my head in a warm tingle. 

Theresa filled my mind. My wife, strong and full, but not as she 
was now or as she had been before. She lingered there, an idea 
rather than a form, like the fragment of a dream. I struggled to hold 
on to her, for her face to form in my mind. The attempt sent my heart 
fluttering, sweat rolling down my face, and my fingernails in a rabid 
attack against one another. 

"Relax." The woman's voice drifted into the pod, dream-like. 
"Every muscle in you is tense." 

I released them first; my mind followed. I let the anxiety flow out. .. 



... and the memories flowed in. 

Three years before Resurrection 
When the cancer returned, it didn't come for me. 
The first time I missed one of Theresa's appointments, I had a job 

interview with PlaySmart, a three-person start-up working out of the 
corner of a coffee shop. While I sat opposite a thirty-something 
woman in jeans and a hoodie worth millions, trying to pretend I 
wasn't having a panic attack, unable to trust my hands to control the 
cup of organic brew she'd offered, worrying if she noticed the sweat 
on my forehead, or worse, cancer's inscrutable shadow, Theresa 
was receiving the news that her CA-125 levels came back elevated. 
They'd have to do more tests. I returned her missed call after the 
interview. 

"Sad news," she said. I could hear the smile in her voice, and in 
some way that made it all worse. 

"Are you at the doctor's?" I said. 
"At the schooL" Her words crumbled at the edges. Rustling and 

static. When she spoke again, her voice was even. "How was the 
interview?" 

"Terrible," I said. "I'll be there in ten ." 
There were no tears that night. Somewhere deep we had known 

the cancer would come back for one if not both of us. That our time 
together was borrowed. 

"I don't want to do chemo again," Theresa said. She'd gained her 
weight back. "If it's bad ... " 

I touched her hand to let her know she didn't have to say any 
more. 

"I don't want Resurrection, either." 
"Let's get the results first." 
She pulled her hand away. "When Ma's cancer came back, it was 

her brain. Near the end she'd look at me like she didn't know who I 
was. Like she didn't know who she was." 

"Theresa-" 



"We need to be clear about these things now. I don't want 
Resurrection. " 

"You want to leave me, then?" 
"No. Just the opposite. I want to be here with you, fully, until the 

end. We all have to go down this road. The Lord gives us only one 
shot at death; I want to do it right. Promise me, no Resurrection." 

"You don't have brain cancer. These tests, they're just to give the 
doctors something to do. But I promise. No Resurrection." 

I was wrong. Metastases to her lungs and brain. She cried at the 
news. I couldn't cry. I was numb. Because I had made her a promise 
I knew I couldn't keep. 

Instead of chemo, we traveled. Spain. Norway. Japan. New 
Zealand. We left the medications-all of them-at home. The voices 
weren't much of a bother when they first came trickling back. 
Whispering with them brought her a serenity I couldn't. Sometimes 
she said it was God, reminding her He'd be at her side until the end. 
She stopped telling me about what she heard, and eventually I 
stopped asking. Towards the end of our world tour, however, her 
questions gave me a glimpse into her internal suffering. Do you think 
I'm going to hell? There's no chance you caught your cancer from 
me, is there? Do you hate me because I'm choosing to die? When 
we came back stateside, sleep had completely abandoned her. She 
leaned to the left when she walked and often forgot to dress that side 
of her body. I couldn't tell where the schizophrenia ended and the 
brain cancer began. When I found her sleeping in the empty tub 
because she thought her room was haunted, I convinced her to 
come with me to an ELT clinic. They created a remnant card. 

The neurotech sessions quelled the voices. For a while, things 
were stable. We didn't travel anymore. I inherited Theresa's 
insomnia and spent countless nights staring at her remnant card . 

A month before Theresa died I sat in lan's Resurrection office. I'd 
come alone. The office halls had wilted from a once excited vigor to 
abandoned silence, as if the company were Lazarus awaiting its own 
Messiah. Donors had jumped ship after multiple failed resurrections. 



Jerry thought their friend a fool for not selling back when things were 
hot. But Ian had always seen his babies through, to success or ruin. 

"It was a good run," Ian said. He poured himself a scotch, offered 
me a glass, and chuckled when he saw me looking at the clock. It 
was just before noon. "Don't judge me, D. How's Theresa?" 

"Still dying." I cut right to it. "Remember you said schizophrenia 
could cause a barrier to the connection needed for a successful 
neurotransfer?" 

"Your professional voice." He put his drink down. "I hate your 
professional voice. And here I thought you'd come by just to say 
hello." 

"Do you remember?" 
"Vaguely." 
"What if it's the opposite?" Ian had kept me abreast of 

Resurrection's progress, and failures. They'd attempted almost two 
dozen neurotransfers. A few had gone terribly wrong; none had 
worked. "What if something like schizophrenia could create a 
stronger link?" 

"You want my advice? Enjoy your wife, bro. One day she'll be 
gone. Gone! And when you think back on her you don't want it to be 
with reg ret. " 

"That's exactly what I'm trying to avoid. Humor me." 
Ian picked his drink back up. Sipped. Looked at me for a long 

time, then sighed. "Okay. I'll humor you. For each patient and donor 
we look at millions of structural, environmental, and genetic markers. 
Beaucoup markers. You can't get more compatible." 

"And yet it's still not compatible enough." 
"Faulty logic there, D. Correlation isn't causation. Likely 

compatibility isn't the problem at all. Something else is. This isn't 
rocket science. It's harder than that." 

"What if your markers are too specific? Too rigid. You can have 
twin brains but vastly different outcomes." 

"Nature versus nurture. Biology one-oh-one." 



"But with something like schizophrenia, nature or nurture, it 
doesn't matter. You know the end result is a fundamentally similar 
wiring. That Interpreter stuff you were spitting earlier, work that 
through the illness." 

"Schizophrenia is a spectrum. It really should be several different 
diseases. Two patients with schizophrenia could have 'wiring' as 
unique as fingerprints." 

"From what we know." I sat forward. Ian's belief that the human 
mind was science's final frontier had pushed him into the field. I 
needed to tap into that wonder. "But what if there are core 
commonalities in areas we haven't even discovered? Commonalities 
a strong deep learning algorithm could pick up on, easily. Tell me, 
when you're searching for a donor, how many matches do you get? 
Out of a complete pool of inmates?" 

"One, if I'm lucky." 
"If something like this works ... " I let myoid friend finish the 

thought. He didn't disappoint. 
"Multiple matches. And multiple iterations, if need be. Shit. You 

son of a bitch." Ian had risen to pace the barren office. When he 
turned back to me, the smile that had crept into his voice was gone. 
"She needs to be willing." 

I pulled out her remnant card. "She's coming around. Full backup, 
plus regular neurotech sessions." 

"This is different." 
"She thinks it's blasphemy, that she'll go to helL" 
"There's a lot of people who believe in hell, D." 
"Come on! She's a paranoid schizophrenic; she's not thinking 

right!" 
"Jerry would trip if he heard you say that. Regardless, rejection is 

more likely if she's not willing." 
"Can't we just edit it? After the fact?" 
The way Ian looked at me made me question a lot. My fingernail 

moved to scratch my palm. I swallowed the angst down and held his 
gaze. He had to know I was serious. 



"I'll have my engineer run sims on your theory. Attica State is 
trying to back out of our contract after all the bad media. A prison 
scared of a black man, ain't that something? I've been in talks with 
Bedford Hills for women. This could be a new angle. I'll work on that. 
You worry about Theresa. Get her in here, get her to consent, in 
person. If all that pans out-and that if's bigger than the suite in hell 
we just reserved-I'll consider it." 

"One more thing." 
"I'm afraid to ask. What is it?" 
"Can we keep her eyes?" 
"We have a full cosmetic team, but that's way down the line." 
"No. Not recreate her eyes. Keep Theresa's eyes. It's ... it's 

important." 
"Yeah, D. Okay, yeah. Sure." 
The next time I took Theresa to her ELT appointment, she was 

too far gone to notice that the building was different. Convincing her 
that the cancer had erased the memory of agreeing to Resurrection's 
insurance a long time ago was the hardest thing I'd ever done. But I 
did it, and when she entered the scanning machine she did it 
willingly. At least, that's what I told myself. 

"She looks like me," Theresa said while holding up the 
photograph. Resurrection had secured a donor months ago, and 
discovering her features had become part of Theresa's bedridden 
routine. I was starting to see the resemblance, too. The mahogany 
skin-without makeup and surprisingly smooth-full lips, sharp 
cheekbones, strong jaw, and short-curled hair. The death-row donor 
could have been a first or second cousin. 

"She is you," I said. 
Before she died in home hospice, Theresa used her last breath to 

tell me something. I heard but didn't listen. My mind was already on 
the future-our future. Ian's crew came to retrieve the body and 
register it as part of the company's research protocol. And then, we 
went to work. 



Theresa had lost her hope. With Resurrection, I rediscovered 
mine. 

** * 

I remembered everything. 

I let the warmth of the Brooklyn sun solidify the memories. 
Starting Continuum fresh out of college. The cancer, selling the 
company, Ian starting Resurrection with his cut. Protecting Theresa 
from her stubbornness, her paranoia. Her initial resurrection. The 
initial joy. The return of the whispering voices that turned her against 
me. Working with Resurrection for a memory more conducive to 
happiness. For us both. 

I called Ian. 
"Bro! What's good?" 
"You're still with Resurrection. You never left. Tell me I'm wrong." I 

held my breath. The memories were there, but fickle, like a silhouette 
in the heat of summer. If I was wrong about this, I wouldn't know 
what was right. 

"How?" Ian said. His voice had changed. I gripped the phone. 
"Neurophoria. Shitty place with a shitty name, but the neurotech 

works." 
"Shit, Darius. I told you not to." 
"Jerry suggested it." 
"Of course he did. That fucker. How much do you remember?" 
"Everything, I think." I shut my eyes against the pressure building 

behind my right temple. "How many times did we resurrect her?" 
"Only two. And the second time was a favor. 'Third time's a 

charm' ain't going to fly with the board. I edited out my role in the 
company just so you couldn't convince me again. Fucking Jerry. 
What. Happened?" 

I took a second. I had to be careful. "Nothing. Nothing yet. She's 
freaking out a little. She's trying to find her identity." 

"Let's bring her in." 
"You sound like Jerry." 



"I don't like this, D. The other trials are going well. Theresa's not 
an asset anymore. She's a liability." 

"She's my wife. And you wouldn't have other trials if it weren't for 
her." 

"Which is why I want you to bring her in. Before this ends badly." 
I stood there, feeling the rumble of many passing trains 

underfoot, thinking about what to do. The answer came to me 
sudden and clear, as if carried by the summer wind. Theresa 
wouldn't like it, but it was for the best. 

"You're right. We need to fix this." 
"So you'll bring her in?" 
"No. Portable ELTs: are they out yet?" 
"We've been equipped with those for months now. Why?" 
"Could we do a reset in our apartment?" 
"I told you there's no third time. And even if I had a body to give, 

you expect me to drag it through your front door?" 
"Not a new body, Ian. A new memory." 

* * 
Theresa came into the living room trailing energy. She wore her best 
red suit dress. It had been a week since she'd pulled a knife on me. 
Though it had stayed in its holder, the blade still hung between us. I 
slept on the couch in the living room and had fully replaced Xanax 
with neurotech clinic visits. My mind was sharp, clear. I closed the 
notebook I'd just finished and sat up. 

"I know how to fix things," she said. 
"I've been thinking, too." 
"Just listen. Please." When I nodded, she began to pace. "I've 

been feeling lost. Very lost. What's my purpose? Why did God push 
me to change my mind and agree to this journey? Why did He bring 
me back like this? In this body? I think I've found out why. I talked to 
some people and if I take half a year of classes, I can be a prison 
social worker. I can really make a difference." 



She'd spit out the words faster than I could process them. She 
stood now in the middle of the room, breath heavy, a life in her eyes I 
hadn't seen since before. But it wasn't right. 

"Where did this come from?" I said. "You never talked about 
prison before. Not once." 

"Every day I wake up and see another person's face in the mirror. 
Even though she's gone, even though I'll never know who she really 
was, I still feel like lowe her something. Like her history is my 
history." 

"I'm glad you're excited about something. And we can certainly 
consider it." 

"Consider?" 
"I think something else might be better. I went by the schooL" 
Theresa shrank a few inches and dropped into the couch beside 

me. "You didn't." 
"Those kids miss you. They understand why you haven't been by. 

I talked to the principal. She thinks we can work something out. You 
can pick up with the girls right where you left off. This will help." 

I handed her the thick notebook I had compiled. 
"What's this?" 
"It's an album," I said. "I went through all the meaningful pictures I 

could find and photoshopped you in. The real you." I turned a page, 
excited. "See, this is you with your students. They saw it, and love it." 

"Darius ... this isn't the real me." 
"It can be." 
She continued to flip through the album while I tried to ignore her 

facial expressions. I held my breath as she came to the end. She 
pulled out a slip of paper that advertised the wonders of portable 
ELT. 

"Brilliant, right?" I said. Sweat burned my face. My gaze flicked to 
the clock staining the wall. Ian would be here soon. "They agreed to 
change both our memories so that we remember you like this. It's 
easier. And we can do it right here." 



"You fuck. You fucking fuck. You want me to forget who I was? 
Where I came from? I didn't sign up for this." 

"When you look in the mirror you see someone who's not you. 
Not black. Not Theresa." I lifted her remnant card. "This will make it 
so you just see you. Don't you want her gone?" 

"No. I mean, I don't know. She's a part of me. Sometimes I feel 
her. .. " 

"When you hear the voices?" 
Her eyes flickered. "You wouldn't understand." 
"Help me to." 
Theresa touched my face. Her hands chilled my skin. "I love you, 

Darius. I always have. I want this to work. I pray to God every day 
that you realize how much I want to just be here with you and love 
you." 

"Then do this for us." 
I held out the remnant card for her to hold and feel. She took it 

and hope crept into me. This would solve everything. Our perfect 
lives were just a-

She started, as if bitten. 
"What is it?" 
"Just my phone." She reached into her pocket and turned towards 

the corner. 
"Who is it?" I said, annoyed. 
Instead of answering, she sat back on the bed. Her grip tensed 

around the phone and remnant card as one. Suddenly I regretted 
giving it to her. 

"Theresa-" 
"One second." 
Deep breath. In. Out. Patience. They were almost there. 

Onetwothree, onetwothree, one two three, one ... two .. .three ... 
"When you said 'it's easier,' what did you mean?" 
"Huh?" I said. 
"You said the memory reset would be 'easier.' Easier than what?" 
"Nothing. I didn't mean anything." 



"Easier than resetting me. Is that what you meant? If I don't go 
along with this?" 

"Sabe, you're sounding a little .. . well, paranoid." 
"Don't you dare. Don't you dare! I'm not some broken computer 

program. How many times have you reset me already?" 
The room burned hot. Something had gone terribly wrong, terribly 

quick. The image of Theresa poised on the bed, ready to strike, 
flashed bright as the blade she'd wielded. I had to be careful; those 
hands had killed. "Who texted you?" 

"How many, Darius?" 
"Only once. It wasn't a good fit. We both knew that." 
"I agreed to it?" 
"Yes," I said. "It was your idea." 
"Yeah?" 
"It was." 
"Like going along with Resurrection was my idea? Or did you 

change that, too?" 
"Where-where is all this coming from? Can I just see-" 
I lunged for the phone. A mistake. Theresa whirled away, her 

arms tucked close to her body. In two quick strides she was at the 
door. 

"Sorry. I'm sorry. I just want to talk. Me and you. Let's slow down. 
Wait, where are you going?" 

"To get rid of this thing. Once and for aiL" 
I followed my wife out into the hall. Her back was to me. She 

spoke rapidly with her hand to her ear as she went for the front door. 
"Theresa!" 
She broke into a run. I moved to intercept her. She cut to the right 

and turned as if to come towards me, a flash of light in her hand. The 
knife. Adrenaline sprang me forward; I pushed. Her balance easily 
broke. The edge of the carpet curled up and entangled her legs. I 
watched her fall in slow motion. I saw her forehead connect with the 
corner of the mantel before it happened. 



Theresa rolled to the floor, screaming and bleeding. I rushed to 
help; she kicked me away. 

"Stop it!" I yelled. "Stop it! You're being unreasonable!" 
I pinned her hands to the floor but she'd grown strong in her 

panic. I had to secure the knife. Her right hand yanked free, drove 
into my chest, and I lost my grip on the other. I desperately tried to 
gain back hold of them, wincing in anticipation of the unseen blade 
slicing into my body. If she would just calm down. If she would just 
be like Theresa. If she would just shut the fuck up for a second and 
listen to me and not those god-damn voices in her head. 

Her screams stopped. Sharp pain on the back of my hands; her 
fingernails digging into the flesh. My own fingers were tight around 
her neck. I didn't know how they got there. I'd let go as soon as she 
calmed down. 

Onetwothree, onetwothree, one two three, one ... two .. .three ... 
I released my grip and reeled back, as if the skin of her neck 

burned. Her eyes leaked pink, unformed tears; their lids hung 
halfway open. Splotches of red pressed into her neck as if invisible 
fingers continued to squeeze. Her lips were fuller than before, 
distorted and lopsided. Blood decorated the carpet around her head. 

"Theresa?" I shook her shoulders. Gentle at first, then with rising 
panic. "Theresa, hey, baby, wake up." 

"What the hell, D?" 
I turned to see Ian reeling towards us. He pushed me off Theresa 

and knelt beside her. His eyes grew as they took in everything. His 
mouth began to quiver. 

"What did you do?" 
"I was just trying to talk to her about our plan. She had a knife. 

She would have killed me." 
"This knife?" Ian handed me the cell phone. 
"I swear she had one. She must have dropped it. You should 

have seen her, Ian. Is she ... ?" 
"She's breathing." lan's fingers against her neck beneath the jaw. 

He tilted her head to the side. An unseen gash gushed dark blood 



from her head. "D... " 
"She fell. I swear she did. I didn't do that." 
"And this? Did her neck fall into your fingers?" 
"I just wanted her to listen. I wasn't trying to hurt her. She was 

hysterical!" 
"I wonder why?" The way he said it told me he wasn't wondering 

in the same way I was. 
I started: Theresa's phone. I looked down at the vibrating metal, 

at first bemused by the green envelope blinking on the screen. A text 
message, from a private number. I thought, typed in a password, and 
grunted. After three failed attempts, the phone told me that security 
had cleared the device of all information. 

I could see her breathing now. Slow and shallow, but there. The 
knowledge that she was alive dissipated some of the panic. This 
woman wasn't Theresa. Only the shell of a prisoner that Theresa 
had tried to inhabit. Tried, and failed. 

"The voices came back," I said, as if that explained everything. 
"Strong, like last time." 

"The voices didn't strangle her. You did." 
"The schizophrenia link might have not been the best idea. She 

wanted to be a prison social worker. That's not Theresa." 
"Prison social worker sounds pretty fucking good to me, voices or 

not. Would have made for a hell of aPR." 
"We're a good team. We just have to find the right match." 
Ian sat down beside me. He wiped his mouth. A wave of alcohol 

hit my nose, then was gone. "Things are different, D. Resurrection 
just signed contracts with three state prisons. We can't afford a mess 
right now. And this ... this is a fucking mess. If it came out we 
covered something like this up... " Ian stood. "I have to call the 
police." 

"Over property?" 
Ian recoiled, as if I had just spat in his face. He went into the 

kitchen and leaned over the sink. Then he began to laugh. When he 



came back, he was holding a chef's blade. The chef's blade. He 
handed it to me, handle first. 

"This what she came at you with? It was in the holder. Property or 
not, you're a black man and this is a white woman." Ian turned to 
look at Theresa as if to confirm that this was indeed true. "Fuck. I-I 
have to think about the company, D." 

"You're just going to throw me under the bus, then?" 
"I gave you your second chance. You told me Theresa was the 

problem and I listened. That's on me. But this fuckery? That's on 
you." 

"Resurrect us both, then," I said. I held out my remnant card 
along with Theresa's. "New contract, new opportunities, right?" 

"Even if I could, how would I justify-" 
"We have to try! Take them, please. If the police get mine they'll 

lock it away. Please." 
Ian hesitated, then took them. Regretful eyes flicked to the knife. 

"I can't transplant someone who's still alive." 
"Let me worry about that," I said. "You'll make it work. You can 

clean up anything." 
His mouth went hard. The decision about whether or not to 

wrestle the knife away jumped between his eyes. Part of me wanted 
him to take it. The part of me that hated what I'd done to Theresa. 

But that part was weak. That part could never do what was 
needed to make things right again. Could never have gotten us this 
far. 

"This can't be her last memory of me," I said. "Please, Ian." 
Ian cursed, low and fierce, then walked down the hall punching at 

his cell phone. 
"Hi, yes. I need someone to check on my friend right away." Ian 

gave my address. "He called me, upset, said he was going to kill 
himself. I asked to talk to his wife and he started crying, wouldn't tell 
me what happened. They've had problems. Bad problems, but I 
thought things were getting better. I'm worried he ... please, can you 
just check on them? I'm heading over there now. Yes, please, oh 



thank God. I'll be out front. Tall, black, two hundred fifty pounds. 
Unarmed." 

Alone again, I went to open the curtains. Yes, the moon; full and 
bright. Its milky blessing bathed the room. Now I could do what 
needed to be done. As I assumed my final position, the significance 
of the cold blade against my skin wasn't lost on me. Though she had 
never known it, Theresa had saved me from it before. Here she was, 
saving me again, but by leading me towards instead of away. The 
blade had always been consistent in its offering of control. Before, 
that meant avoiding a hopeless future. Now, it would usher me-us 
-into a bright, new one. 

I gave you your second chance. Would Ian resurrect them both? 
He had to. It was the only option. The current narrative wasn't right. 
"Man forces wife to cheat death, then kills her in a panic"? What if 
her body survived and remembered him that way? Made him part of 
her "overcoming adversity" Resurrection PR story? That wasn't me. I 
-we-could do better. 

I sat there, under the moon. Sirens lifted from somewhere in the 
distance. I looked down at the prisoner's body, which was starting to 
stir. What had Theresa told me about death? You jump and feel 
yourself going down, and down, and then you come back up. 

Could I take that leap? 
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At breakfast, Lucy decides she is ready to bury the ashes at the base of the god. "I 
think I have enough now," she tells Carve. 

"Godspeed," Carve says. He sits across from her, nose wrinkled at the 
substitute eggs. The silver contours of his wheelchair shine bright beneath the 
kitchen's bare forty-watt bulb. 

"I need you to come," Lucy says. "You know I can't drive your car." It had been 
modified, on account of Carve's legs. He lost them before the world fell apart, in an 
accident with a city bus. The settlement money had paid for this house, the car. 
These days it does less and less good. 

The ashes belong to nearly two dozen dead strangers-a substitute for the 
body of her brother, Noel. It is, more or less, what he would have wanted. 

"If you'd grown up going, you wouldn't think it was anything much." 
"The end's coming, Carve. How will you find your legs if you don't remember the 

way?" She does not want to seem desperate. Does not want him to know-though 
of course he already knows-how badly she needs this. 

He bites his lip and looks at everything but her. Lucy spoons the last of their 
canned tomatoes onto the mealy egg product. Carve's house, all around them, 
holds steady. 

"Okay," Carve said. "Fine. We'll go." 

* * * 

The landscape out the window is ill-formed. Trees snarl in on themselves, each 
new year recorded by thinner rings. The grass is a jigsaw puzzle turned over, what 
was once bright now flat and cardboard. Carve adjusts his hands on the grips that 
jut from the steering wheel, accelerating slowly as he can . The road is otherwise 
empty. 

He seems calmer, more at home behind the wheel of the car than anywhere 
else. "You haven't been down here once in all the time I've known you," Lucy says. 

"No." 
They pass old billboard PSAs reminding people that interior rain can come at 

any moment, advising them to get their houses in order. Clouds might form above 
their beds in the middle of the night; they might wake gasping, half-drowning. Lucy 
can attest that no one ever believes the rains will hit their home. How could you 
believe such a thing? How would you live your life? 

But this is the way the world is: all the storms have moved inside. A cloud hasn't 
touched the sky for over two years. 



People abandon their homes when the storms come, hastened off by imminent 
collapse. They leave behind old jewelry, copper wiring, the ashes of cremated 
relatives. Lucy goes in and salvages-a little here, a little there, in case anyone 
comes back for what's theirs. It's taken her a year to get a brother's worth of 
ashes. The devout are burned and buried by the gods so that they might be 
reassembled on the day the world ends, but she never recovered Noel's body from 
their storm-wrecked house. She was not able to cremate him, to bury him properly. 
Instead, she has a clear plastic peanut butter jar; a sky-blue lid above waves of 
ash and fragments of greasy, unfamiliar bone. She hopes it's the right thing for 
Noel. She's never believed in the gods, the rituals around them. 

Carve has tested every argument against salvage-it's illegal, it's gross, it's not 
a solution to anything. But she knows his real worry: that she will die in a rain
ravaged house and he will be left alone, again, in this collapsing world . 

The ashes sit between her knees, shaken into dunes by the slow motion of the 
car. Carve has been uncharacteristically quiet. Lucy flips through her eighty-slot 
CD binder. "What do they look like?" she asks. "The gods?" 

"Haven't you seen photos?" 
"Yeah, but you know they're impossible to photograph. They're all out of focus, 

like a hoax." 
Carve shrugs, studies the speedometer. "They vary," he says. "The ones out 

west tend to be bigger-people say it's so they're not dwarfed by the mountains. 
But they're all the same shade of gray, and scaly. If you had the right shoes you 
could climb them." His eyes flit to the rearview mirror, the shining bulk of his 
wheelchair in the back seat. "Our church used to take trips down there every 
summer. We sang songs around the fire and made yarn art and studied their 
bodies, half-sunk into the earth like it's memory foam. We were reminded daily that 
these beings once walked the world, that all existence sprung from their will." 

To their right is a relo camp: tents and temporary houses and long lines for the 
bathroom. Soldiers with small guns and ill-fitting jackets patrol the fenceless 
border, while men and women dressed in white pile onto a bus. Painted on the 
side is FOR THE GLORY OF GODS AND MAN. Lucy is glad to live with Carve, to 
have avoided such a camp when her old house fell ; glad that she, in the middle of 
her loss, did not have to sit and wait for a new, empty, government-issued house. 

"It isn't hard to imagine that paradise surrounds them, the gods. All the lush 
grass, the fruit trees sprouting as if by some hidden engine." Carve gestures at the 
world . "It must be something about the weather, the way the wind moves." 

Lucy tries to remember the last time she saw rain that wasn't spilling from a 
house's open door. Channeled through tubes to reservoirs and fields. She can 
understand how, with the gods' landscapes so lush, the interior rain would seem to 
be their doing-as if all the world's water was theirs to command. 

Carve continues. "You go back year after year, though, and you see that nothing 
changes. Nothing rots. Nothing covers their enormous bodies." He shakes his 



head. "You start to think: Is this really divinity? Or the epitome of what it means to 
be human?" 

* * 
After Lucy and Noel's parents died, she did her best to take care of her brother. 
She sent him money at college. She called him on his birthday and sent him 
another volume of a Great Books course. Perhaps it was the Great Books that 
pushed him over the edge-all those thirteenth-century mystics. She didn't see his 
slide into zealotry, only the abstract religious icons, the theological tomes he 
brought when he moved back into their childhood home. As the interior rains 
poxed the world, Noel fled deeper into his obsession. 

And so it was that, on the day she met Carve, Lucy found herself outside a 
pharmacy, watching her brother ring a bell and hand out tracts and speak of the 
gods' glory. "The gods have given themselves to the earth," he said, calm above 
the bell's ostinato. "One day soon, the sun and stars will be unobscured by the 
false firmaments of ceilings." He sounded almost reasonable. He smiled and 
bowed shallowly at each person who came to the pharmacy. Lucy scuttled around 
him like a futile goalie, hoping that if she kept him from delivering his tracts, his 
news, he would lose interest. 

"Noel," Lucy said. "Noelly-Polley, come on. Let's go home." She knew she must 
look wilder than he, hair a mess and color high. They'd walked here and the day 
was burning . She felt sick with fear that this was the end of a certain kind of life. 
He'd never proselytized like this before. 

"Lucy, look, you can leave." He did not turn to her, as if openly acknowledging 
her would weaken his message. He called to passersby: "Your body is a house, 
your house a body! The world will make us into rivers and we will meet in the 
ocean of Godly glory." 

It was a year and a day before he would die. 
Exhausted and headachy, Lucy retreated into the pharmacy to buy an iced tea. 

A few minutes later she heard the bell stop, left her tea, and rushed back out. But 
Noel was only packing up his bell and tracts. Before him sat a man in a wheelchair, 
looking quite pleased. "I'm going home," Noel said. 

"Nice talking to you," the man called after him. "Happy to give you a ride, if you 
want. " But Noel was already clomping home. 

Lucy didn't know whether to go or stay. The man nodded at Noel's back. "He 
your brother?" 

"Yeah," she said. "What did you say to him?" 
"Only what he'd remember from scripture, if he was more than a two-bit fanatic." 

The man smiled. His voice was gravelly, as if he hadn't spoken to anyone all day. 
"And what's that?" 
"Works, not words, convince people." 



"Thank you," Lucy said. She did not know whether to trust him or not, this man 
who had appeared out of nowhere. Did not know if he was, perhaps, a fanatic of a 
higher order. She worried her uncertainty was worsened by his disability-he 
looked too big for his wheelchair, as if he might erupt from it at any moment. "Are 
you in the church?" 

"Used to be. Can still pull out the teachings when it's needed." Lucy stooped, 
picking up a stray tract that was scuttling across the sidewalk. 

"Why'd you leave it? What changed?" 
"Who knows. It was sunny, it was cloudy. It was unseasonably warm, it was 

exactly as cold as you'd expect. Things come and go." He laughed. "Even losing 
my legs didn't put me out. I thought the gods might like it, me kneeling all the time. 
Then one day, I was done. Had enough, I guess." 

"Do you ever miss it?" 
Carve did not pause to think. "I miss the knowing ." 
Down the road, Lucy could just make out the retreating speck of her brother. 

She felt calm for the first time in days. "Thank you, " she said again. 
"Hey, what else is a heretic good for?" 
They ended up at a fast-food restaurant a block away. Carve bought 

milkshakes. "My parents were obsessed with Noel's success," Lucy said . They sat 
at a low, hard plastic table. The thick malted chocolate cool relief on her tongue. 
"He won a national science fair prize when he was eleven and from then on, they'd 
shell out any amount of money to send him to physics camp, space camp, 
wherever. They told their friends he was going to be an astronaut, or make 
quantum computers. He was going to save the world." 

All those lost days of toy circuit boards and computer programs. Noel racing 
around, foam altimeter in hand, exclaiming about how high his model rocket had 
gone. Meanwhile, Lucy played cello with a practice mute on to avoid bothering her 
parents. The ringing strings so tinny and small that they made you feel something 
was wrong with your ears. She'd bought the cello with her own money, working in 
the same record shop she worked in now. She didn't play anymore. 

Noel had answered big questions as if he were bragging: 
What happened when we died? 
We disappear, Luce. Oblivion, obliviated. 
What could they do about the ice caps, the rain forests, the dying birds? 
Take to the stars. 
Was it right to bomb a country if it would save lives at home? 
Obviously. 
"Do you feel like that was time and money ill-spent?" Carve asked. 
She could not have put a name to it at the time, but she was jealous of Noel's 

view of the world. For him, everything was explicable and pure and reasonable, if 
only emotions didn't get in the way. He trusted so much in what his senses told 
him that of course, in time, he came to think of the gods-stretched out and 
enormous and smothering the earth-as divine. 



"I don't know," Lucy said. She slurped her milkshake dry, leaving only a hollow 
burbling . 

* * 
When they pull off the highway, they are still miles away from the god. It's invisible 
from the road, but birds turn abruptly this way and that, uneased by its bulk. "Hold 
on, " Lucy says. They pass a house shedding water in sheets, a glassine carpet 
rolled out for them. She presses her hands to the window. It looks just fresh 
enough to be safe. "Carve, let's go back. I'll be real quick." 

"There could still be people inside." 
"The door's open, there's no car in the drive." 
Carve huffs. "Luce-" 
"I know." She knows he only wants her to be safe. But what do you do with that? 

What do you do when what is best and what you need do not match? She looks at 
the light reflected in the walls of her makeshift urn and does not feel ready to 
advance. 

"One last time, okay?" she says. Carve looks at her. "This is it; I promise. 
Besides, there might be something we can trade. We're out of tomatoes. And 
maybe there's a Western novel you haven't read ." 

"Unlikely." 
"Well , maybe." 
He sighs, says, "Need I remind you?" 
"You needn't. " 
He slows and executes a perfect three-point turn. Lucy can see, briefly, the joy 

that this smooth motion brings him, the simple action of pointing back the way they 
came. He has often told her how he used to love driving, used to take his car into 
the hills at night and let the headlights trace twin trails of light across the darkened 
road . 

Now he claims gas is too expensive, the world too imperiled, but Lucy does not 
believe that this is the reason he stopped. She wonders who else might have once 
gone on those late-night rides. He'd told her, while drunk, that when he lost his 
faith he lost everyone who understood him, that everyone he'd met since treated 
him with pity or disgust. She didn't know if that included her, and if so which one 
she was. 

The house's lawn is sopping . Water splashes Lucy's calves as she walks. She 
wishes she had her boots, her bag-the tools of her pillage. Her socks are already 
soaked. She turns back to find Carve with his fist pressed to his mouth and asks, 
"Why are you biting your hand?" 

"I'm trying to tear hair out with my teeth, thanks for asking." 
"Do you want to come in?" 
"Absolutely not." He eyes the house. Inside, barely visible, is the dark bruise of 

rolling clouds and rain. She thinks, Here it comes, but Carve only says "Be careful, 



Lucy." She is surprised to see his eyes wet with tears. For a moment, she wants to 
rewind it all-the drive, the ashes, every journey into a waterlogged house. She 
wants to hold Carve's hands in her own in a kind of secular prayer and prove to 
him that they will not die today or ever. 

"Of course," she says. They both know that no amount of care will save a house 
that wants to fall. 

"Okay." Carve looks at the ground as if wishing he could kick a stone. He makes 
a joke about silently circling the house, waiting until she's outside, and blowing a 
trumpet to bring the walls down. 

Lucy isn't listening. She's eyeing the door, and the water that flows free. 

* * 
In the months after they met, Lucy and Carve hung out more nights than not. They 
drank beer and talked and, if they were at Lucy's house, listened to Noel's soft 
chanting in his room above. Carve liked to talk about the past, his own and in 
general. He held on to things some people would rather forget, and Lucy 
appreciated this about him. 

Some nights, Carve invited her and Noel over to eat dinner and drink 
champagne and listen to old dance records. He'd cook up enormous quantities of 
sausage. "You can never have too much sausage at a celebration." 

"Ah yes, that old bit of liturgical wisdom," Noel replied. 
Lucy did not know how Carve did this-bringing out a side of Noel she had not 

seen since childhood. Wry and open to the world, if only just. 
They'd talk of the way the world had been, talk of what they'd lost. As the night 

wore on, Lucy turned the music up and they three-drunk and full of bubbles and 
sausage and light-danced around the living room. With each other, or by 
themselves, or with the dying plants Carve held on to out of some sense of 
obligation. Lucy could feel the bass in the middle of her chest, feel the world 
opening up, feel that life was more than a slow slide to oblivion. 

* * 
The abandoned house is nearer its end than Lucy realized. The floors are spongy 
beneath her feet. Books fallen from their shelves splay like dead, ink-smeared 
birds. She easily spots places picked clear: walls emptied of photos, foodless 
kitchen cabinets. Holes in the damp drywall where wiring was ripped free. There's 
nothing here worth taking. 

Through the kitchen window, Lucy spots Carve and waves at him but he doesn't 
see her. Rain roars on the second floor. Dark stains splinter and meet across the 
plaster sky. There is the small echo of thunder in empty rooms, the smell of ozone. 

Lucy knows that she should leave. There is no use in remaining, nothing on 
offer but the threat of extinction. But she can't bring herself to go. 



Every house she enters, her fear comes back like a too-catchy song, stuck in 
her head and the rhythm of her breath. It is like stepping into both past and future: 
to the day her house fell, to the day all houses will fall. But there is hope in each 
new house, inexplicable hope. As if she would find Noel there, body cloaked again 
in rain, and could this time drag him to safety. 

And so in spite of herself, she keeps looking. Not for anything, only looking. 
Pinned to the dead fridge is a lottery number for the relo camps. Lucy wonders 

how many more times the people who had lived here would have to move. She 
studies nicks and scuffs on the floors and walls, muddy traces of child-sized 
shoes, penciled records of growth on the wall. All the little histories, the petty 
squabbles and triumphs. Where will they go when it falls? A house is a record of 
more than what can be taken from it. 

She is scared that without these salvage trips, without these damaged walls, 
she will lose her brother for good. That the ashes, and their burial, will not be 
enough, that she is erasing him forever from the earth. But she knows that if she 
tests her luck too much it will eventually run out. 

The stairs are a waterfall. Lucy kneels below them, at the border between rain 
and air, between the first floor and the second. She cannot feel the tears sliding 
down her cheeks, loses her sobs in the thunder above. Maybe, if she went 
upstairs, it would be enough. Maybe she would feel able to go out into the world . 
But she cannot. Cannot give her own body over to that torrent again. Noel's hand 
in hers, their ten fingers glazed with rain . She cannot. 

She stays kneeling, though. She doesn't want to be afraid, doesn't want to flee 
the dark and damp like a child running out of a basement. She wants to believe, as 
Noel did, that she is safe-not because the walls will not collapse, but because, if 
they do, it will not matter. She closes her eyes, and all the world is a pounding roar, 
and she does not move. 

When they are again in the car, Lucy peels off her wet socks and Carve grips 
her shoulder, his strong hand a tether to the world. "I'm sorry," he says. 

As they pull away, Lucy watches the house in the side mirrors. She is convinced 
that at any moment it will fall in on itself, will erase its own small emptiness. The 
spray of glass and plaster, the shedding of shingles like dead skin. But it stays 
standing, and soon disappears from view. 

* * * 

Lucy and Noel were lucky enough to see the storm as it formed in their childhood 
home. No midnight surprise of torrential rain, no sudden onslaught of thunder and 
light. It began as a twisting, an accumulation of dust and vapor inches below the 
low plaster ceiling. 

Carve picked up on the first ring. "You guys can come stay with me," he said . 
He had made this offer before, claiming that his house felt empty and he'd be glad 



for the company, but Lucy had never taken him up on it. She was sure he did not 
mean it and was only offering out of pity. 

With the storm brewing above, she didn't hesitate. "We'll be there soon." The 
clouds came darker and darker. The endless blue of the sky obscured as the dark 
folds smothered windows. She grabbed a plastic bag and raced to Noel's room. 
The door banged open as the small clouds opened up and rain began to pelt them 
both. Noel lay prostrated before one of the church's abstract icons, dragging a 
blunt bronze needle across his bare arms and chest. It drew no blood but left pale 
red marks, bright and inflamed beneath the tumbling dark. The overhead light 
shone muted through the mist. 

"Noel, come on, we have to go." 
He looked at her with half-lidded eyes. Rain fell harder. The plastic bag that 

Lucy held began to fill, and she dropped it, and it burst across the floor like a bird 
on a windshield. "It is the will of the divine that the storm come, " he said, "and I 
must tend to it." Noel's chant continued, barely audible beneath the drumming of 
rain. 

"Oh, for fuck's-" Lucy pulled her jacket over her head, a canopy that did little to 
keep her dry. She found another bag and threw things into it at random. Her binder 
of CDs, her practice mute, a photo of their parents. She tossed in the urn that held 
their ashes; it spilled immediately, and they formed a damp paste. Lucy raced back 
upstairs, the flashes of lightning barely visible through Noel's cracked door. 

Noel asked the room, "What could this be but the will of the gods." 
"Noel." She tossed an empty bag at him and it plummeted, plastered to the 

floor. "Grab what you can, we're not coming back." 
"There were no walls in the old world, and there will be no walls in the new. We 

exist in a temporary hell of barriers." 
"Yeah, yeah, okay. We're going to a different temporary hell , and then you can 

come back here. Okay?" 
"Lucy." He stared at her. The cheap paint of his icon was running, pooling on the 

floor around his knees. The bronze needle held up like a lightning rod. "It takes 
ages for the walls to crumble. It's okay." 

There it was: that childish certainty, the know-it-all-ness that their parents had 
seen as feature not bug. 

"Noel. " 
"It's okay, Lucy. I'm safe. We're safe." 
He held out a hand to her. Water pooled and spilled out of his palm, endlessly 

renewed. She took his in her own, felt the brief vacuum as water displaced. Lucy 
wanted it to be enough, to stick them together forever. She thought of the first days 
after their parents had died, the car crash that had killed them. She and Noel slept 
in the living room, awkwardly sprawled on the couches, for fear of being alone and 
what childhood memories their bedrooms held. They sat on the floors and curled 
into one another and felt emptied out in turn. She wanted to pull him back to then. 



But she knew it would be selfish. His teeth were wet and shining in the flashes 
of light, his eyes soft and bright. 

So when he let go, she did not reach again for his hand. She knew he was right 
-it was unlikely the house was going to collapse around them, even as the floors 
shook beneath the weather's fury. 

Lucy will come back to this moment often. Will wonder what she could have 
done differently, and know that there is nothing. When she stepped out of the 
house and heard it crack and groan behind her, she regretted immediately the 
things she had chosen to take. She regretted not staying, not knocking Noel 
unconscious and dragging him from the stormy halls. When she watched the 
collapse of the walls, felt the expulsion of air as it all settled into itself, the water 
gushing from its jagged wounds, she stood shivering in the too, too quiet day, no 
more certain than ever. 

** * 

The man at the military checkpoint hands back their IDs. Lucy wonders if this is 
normal, if the military always protected this area, or if-as with grocery stores, 
shopping malls, and riverbanks-this is a new protection the world requires. 

The god stretches before them like an uneven range of mountains. It rises 
above the trees, scaly skin ugly where it meets the sky. The car bucks on the 
gravel road, pebbles clicking where they hit the underside. "I can't believe you've 
never come here," Carve says. 

"You know how it is." 
"You're lucky, I mean. It gives me the creeps." 
As the car traces the road, the world becomes emerald bright. Thick trees stand 

at attention, crowned with topaz lemons and ruby apples. A few children chase 
each other, feet sinking into the luxurious carpet of grass. Lucy feels enshrined. 
The world is closed off, the horizon banished. It is terrifying; it is safe. 

There is a blur of grave markers as they go-brass, copper, iron. They look like 
yardsticks, enameled in yellow and purple, painted with names or crude images of 
houses. Some are draped with scarves, or garlanded with tinsel from recent 
holidays. 

How would it feel to walk among them if Noel were already here? Lucy had 
gone back to the house, waded through the shattered glass and unspooled home 
movies, looking for the hand that rain had stuck to hers, desperate to give her 
dead brother a new home in fire and earth. But the fallen house was too heavy, the 
spaces between rubble too narrow. She left with nothing. 

She tells herself she will come back here, one day. Will visit whatever marker 
she leaves for Noel. She hopes she feels better then. 

They park in the handicap row. There are hardly any other cars-mostly the 
Jeeps favored by apocalypse preppers. She retrieves Carve's chair from the back 
and he settles into it with some relief. "My trusty steed," he says, and smacks its 



wheels with both palms. The car looks duller here; shabby. A path cuts through the 
dense greenery and Carve and Lucy follow it toward the god. 

* * 
The markers come denser and denser, sticking up like hands from the loamy 
ground. Some are marked with names in small letters, or painted with crude 
images of houses or butterflies. Somewhere is one marked CalVer Compson
Legs Only. She asks where it is. Carve gestures at the world. 

They're silent for a while, and he says, "After the accident, they gave me my 
legs-what was left of them-in a big silver bag. Like they were trash. They used 
to be a part of me but now they're coffee filters and banana peels." 

Lucy has heard this story before, but is happy enough to hear it again; Carve 
always seems to like telling it. She looks everywhere but at the god's body before 
her as she pushes along. It, regardless, slowly fills the field of vision. 

"It freaked me out, having them lying around, but I couldn't bring myself to get 
rid of them. I kept them in the deep freeze, between lemonade concentrate and 
links of sausage." 

"You were still gung-ho for god, right? Why not just burn and bury them?" 
"That silver bag bothered me. All its disclaimers in tiny font, its biohazard 

symbol. The idea that simply because this thing was not a part of me any longer it 
was somehow disgusting, somehow meaningless. I didn't want to dispose of 
them." Carve pauses for breath. The ground is lumpen and ill-suited to the legless. 
Lucy takes a turn pushing his chair. "You get it into your head, growing up in the 
church, that the body is sacred. That it's going to be put back together someday 
soon. I couldn't just give them up." 

"What changed?" 
"The deep freeze broke. I lost all the sausage and lemonade and the legs 

started to stink. So I thought, 'Okay.' I thought, Take 'em away.'" 
"And now here they are." Lucy gestures at the verdant field. "And here you are." 
Carve grunts. "Together again and it's not even the endtimes. We should do this 

every day." 
They break out of the trees and there is the god, like an enormous gray wall 

between this world and the next. In its shadow stand more markers, a confetti of 
bright points. Lucy gasps when she steps off the path and onto the grass. 

"You okay?" 
"Yeah it's just-I didn't remember it being so soft." 
There are more people here than the cars would suggest. She spots picnicking 

lovers, children doing cartwheels. A man, woman, and child lead a lethargic 
Golden Lab toward the god. "You could almost forget," she says, "about everything 
else." 

"I know, it's awful." 



They catch up to the family and slow dog. "C'mon, Ripley!" the father calls. "A 
little closer, Rip!" Ripley's muzzle is speckled gray and she shakes her legs as she 
walks. The young girl is not helping, hanging from her dog's neck like a bandana, 
muttering in her ears. 

"What are they doing?" Lucy asks Carve. "What are you doing?" she says more 
loudly. 

The man stands and wipes his sweaty hands on his jeans and strolls over. "Fine 
day, isn't it? Not a cloud in the sky." Lucy winces. 

"You folks enjoying the shade?" Carve asks. He beams at Lucy, restored by the 
chance to mess with someone. Ripley continues on her way, dragging the child as 
she goes. 

"Sure as shootin'. It's always a good day in the shadow of the divine. Isn't that 
so, honey?" 

His wife has dark circles under her arms and eyes. "You betcha." 
"What are you doing?" Lucy repeats. The Lab is in the world's slowest game of 

chicken, waiting for the god to flinch. 
"Oh, uh." He looks at his daughter. She does not stop whispering to Ripley. "Old 

Rip's on the way out, " the man says softly. "You know how it is." 
"Sure do," Carve says. 
"We figure the end is coming soon. Not just hers, you understand. And we 

wanted to make sure, well, if she goes before we do-we wanted her to be able to 
find her way home from here. After she's put back together and aiL" He wipes his 
forehead with a handkerchief. "Bit unorthodox spreading her ashes here, but I 
believe it's what the Gods would want, don't you?" 

His wife says "Silvie, don't hang too hard. You'll drag her down." 
The man points to the jar, still lodged under Lucy's arm. "Who ya got there?" 
"What? Oh." She cannot say It's the ashes of around twenty-three strangers. 

She does not want to say My brother. But what would be a better lie, a better 
truth? 

"It's legs," Carve interjects. "A whole bunch of legs. There's a commune of us 
and we're going to bury them so that when the end of days comes, we can kick the 
deviL" 

The man startles, grins. "Right on, brother." He fist bumps Carve but does not 
look at him. "Silvie," he says, "let's go press our faces against the God. Doesn't 
that sound nice?" He lifts Ripley over his shoulder and carries her off. Silvie 
follows, whispering still. 

Carve says, "Fucking jackass." 
"They're just trying to do what's right." 
"No, I hate that. Mourning something before it's happened." 
As they come closer, Lucy keeps hoping to get some greater sense of the god. 

Every time she thinks she can picture it, something changes. The limbs do not 
bend in predictable ways. The dips and hollows do not match the shape of the 
human body. She tries to map it to the old, blurry photos she remembers and 



cannot. She wants to feel resolution, or change, or hope, but feels only tired and 
afraid. She keeps thinking of Carve, wild-eyed after his mountain car rides. 
Thinking of the houses she has promised she will no longer explore. She and 
Carve come ever closer to the god. 

Lucy looks at her smeary peanut butter jar and wonders at the limbs contained 
there. What were they before they were ash? The index finger by which a woman 
grabbed her lover's collar. The legs that burned with the rising sun, jogging every 
day. The nose that relished the scent of buttercream, forever the smell of 
childhood. And what do they add up to? A lost brother? Some kind of peace? 

She imagines the dog, Ripley, resurrected suddenly in this enormous shadow, 
far from home. She stops pushing Carve. "Look, let's go." 

He looks at her and she fiddles with a marker, dragging her thumbnail over its 
coppery green. 

"Lucy-" 
She hefts the jar. Its plastic catches the sun marvelously. "Don't you think it's 

fucked up? Bringing these pieces of strangers here without asking?" 
"Who would you ask, Luce?" 
"You know what I mean. You chose to leave a part of yourself here and you still 

hate it." 
"Lucy." 
"I need you to tell me. Tell me it's wrong." 
"I don't-" 
"Tell me it's fucked up, Carver!" 
Carve looks at her and Lucy thinks Pity or disgust? He opens his mouth but 

stays silent. They might wait like this forever. 
Their standoff is interrupted by the ringing of bells. Men and women dressed in 

white come out of the forest in twin lines. A woman leads the way, her own bell 
aloft. Perhaps these are the people from the relo camp they passed, perhaps they 
are something else entirely. This is the way the world is. 

"Is this what you did as a kid?" 
Carve shakes his head. "Apostates." 
Lucy and Carve watch as they arrange themselves in horizontal rows, a plein

air imitation of church pews. The woman makes a sign and all drop to the ground, 
prostrated before the god. She is barely audible as she speaks. Her words almost 
private, small. Lucy catches scraps here and there: 

"Dear Gods, who command the cycles of the world
"-the ancient storms that washed filth away
"-these promises belatedly made-" 
Instead of listening, Lucy stares at her jar and thinks of the pharmacy. Noel's 

final sermon in a house of storms. Carve is clearly discomfited by the apostates. 
But he stays by Lucy's side. 

The leader holds her bell up like a sword. Her voice rises in volume. She 
speaks as though making conversation across a crowded room. "What you have 



taken from us, oh Gods. We who would do whatever you ask." Her eyes are wide 
and god-gray. "Tell us to take down our walls-we will. Tell us to flatten the world
we will." Tears in her eyes shine despite the shadow. "But our children, Gods. Our 
memories. Our homes. We would give anything, willingly, if you'd only ask. But 
instead of opportunity you give us whim." Her arm falls . The bell yields a harsh 
clang. "Tell us what you have planned. We cannot stand long in your blinding light." 

Carve looks at Lucy, and takes her hand. 
The woman says, "Dear Gods. We ask for forgiveness. We ask for a new form 

of absolution. We will remake the world as you desire, but first, send us rain. Take 
the clouds out of our homes and return them to the skies." She rings the bell, arm 
snapping like a pitcher's. "Send rain." Ring . "Send rain ." Ring. 

The apostates stand, arms stretched high like one hundred enameled grave 
markers. They echo: "Send rain ." Ring. "Send rain." Ring. 

The sky is blue. As they turn their faces toward it, Lucy finds her eyes following 
the apostates', hoping to see some blot on its expanse. Waiting-if only for a 
moment-for something else. 
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There was supposed to be a cameo somewhere in Birdie's bedroom, 
but no one could find it. They'd gone through all the jewelry and 
keepsakes. All they'd found was her sapphire ring, loose in a cookie 
tin, along with a bundle of sepia photographs showing people 
crowded around the hotel that Birdie's family had owned when she 
was a child during the Great Depression. Lily and Harold argued 
over the identities of the people in the pictures, but came to no 
consensus. 

The cameo was a Civil War heirloom. Birdie had made a point of 
mentioning it whenever she talked to her children and grandchildren 
about their eventual inheritance. 

Marian frowned at the empty closet. Could it have accidentally 
gotten packed with Dad's suits in the bags for Goodwill? 

Her twin, Lily, whipped toward her with an angry expression. 
She'd packed those bags. Is that an accusation? 

Marian crossed her arms defensively. I'm not blaming anyone. I'm 
trying to figure out what happened. 

I'm not stupid. 
I didn't say you were stupid. 
Why don't you drive to Goodwill and get the bags back if you're 

so sure that's where it is? 
Marian rolled her eyes extravagantly. She turned to their older 

brother, Harold. Tell her she's being crazy. 
Harold opened his mouth, but failed to speak before being 

interrupted. 
Lily ground her teeth. I'm being crazy? 
I'm sick of both of you. Harold grabbed an armload of Birdie's 

shirts from their hangers and slung them on the floor. I'm not missing 



my flight home on Monday. We need to get this done. 
Chris stood in the corner, pressed against the armoire, wishing he 

could disappear into the nicotine-stained wallpaper so he wouldn't 
have to hear his aunts and uncle arguing. He hunched his shoulders, 
trying to make himself too small and insignificant to be drawn into the 
fight. 

The room was drowning in muggy summer heat, only vaguely 
stirred by the air conditioning. All six of them who had flown out to 
help pack the house were crammed inside. Chris hated the 
bedroom's claustrophobic pressure-the looming, oversized 
furniture; the weird, weak light that penetrated the dirty glass of the 
ceiling lamp; the mud-brown curtains into which that light 
disappeared and mutated into shadow. It felt as though they were 
falling together into a black hole, time and space deforming around 
them as Lily, Marian, and Harold circled each other in unstable 
orbits. 

Chris's cousins, Pearl and Jim, sat on the edge of the bed, 
whispering to each other. They'd been smoking pot earlier, squatting 
in the herb garden and staring through the fence slats at the 
neighbor's chickens, idly joking about breaking into the coop to steal 
dinner. Jim giggled. Pearl made eye contact with Chris and gestured 
for him to sit beside them on the dusty comforter, but Chris declined 
with a small headshake. 

It's ridiculous that we have to do the whole place at once. We 
should have gotten Birdie to let us pack up Dad's stuff years ago. 
Harold threw down another armload . Where are the empty bags? 

We ran out when we packed the last load. When I packed the last 
load. Lily's lips pinched together. There might be more in the garage. 

Chris mumbled that he'd go look for them. Harold gestured him 
toward the door without turning away from his sisters. Chris slid past 
Pearl and Jim, who ignored him, scrutinizing each other's faces 
intensely as they played a hand-slapping game that Chris had never 
learned. 



There was little light in the hallway apart from the murmur of 
yellow underneath the master bedroom door. The continuous cough 
of the air conditioner rattled vintage frames against the walls. In their 
black-and-white high school portraits, his twin aunts, Lily and Marian, 
regarded the camera with pouting lips, imitating movie stars. Harold 
looked disgruntled, unkempt hair falling in his face. Chris's father, 
Trapper (who had broken his leg on a ski trip three weeks ago, which 
was why he hadn't flown out to Buffalo to help with the house), wore 
a dreamy look, his head cocked to one side, his gaze aimed diffusely 
upward. It was always odd, looking at old pictures of his father from 
the days when he'd been beardless and firm-chinned , when his 
eyebrows had still grown straight instead of woolly. 

The collages of Birdie's grandkids were all in color, taken with 
varying equipment and skill. Some were bleached by too much light, 
others glaringly oversaturated. Pearl and Jim in a wading pool. Chris 
crying over a scraped knee after winning a soccer game. Pearl 
leaning out of a window at a historical park in Boston. Jim showing 
off a science fair ribbon. All of them smiling awkwardly next to their 
parents, and their aunts, and their uncles, in endless recombinations 
of pasted grins. 

Chris blurred his gaze before it passed over the holiday 
photographs of his grandparents, who had posed together year after 
year in the same position, distinguished only by hairstyles, clothes, 
weight, and wrinkles. All he caught was Birdie's silhouette in the 
leftmost one, her head tilted as she stared into her husband's face. 
Beside her, the gloss of the glass transformed Grover into a burst of 
empty light. Chris rapidly turned away, his vision stippled with 
afterimages. 

The hallway was T-shaped, with the left branch leading to the 
master bedroom, and the right branch to the old children's 
bedrooms. As he took a step toward the perpendicular fork that led 
to the front of the house, a fathomless dread began to itch down his 
neck. 



Behind him, he heard a knock coming from one of the back 
bedroom doors. It came from the right. To the left, Chris could still 
hear his family's raised voices coming from the master bedroom. 
There was no one else in the house. The knock was a soft rap, as if 
testing to see if the person inside the room was awake. It made the 
door vibrate and the knob ring. 

Chris's stomach tightened. He felt suddenly as if he were very 
high up, and the hallway behind him had become a pit. Vertigo swept 
through him. He fell a few steps backward. The knock repeated, and 
this time he was close enough to distinguish the rattle of wood 
against the door frame. He braced himself against the wall, refusing 
to let himself plunge. The sense of gravity increased, wildly, angrily, 
before finally subsiding. He stood breathing heavily for a moment as 
up and down gradually returned to normal. 

He continued through the hallway and emerged into the living 
room. He surveyed the last pieces of furniture that hadn't been 
hauled away. The orange arm chair was broken, its footrest 
permanently canted at an uneasy angle. On the sofa table, an empty 
bowl sat next to its twin which held the wrappers from empty 
Hershey's kisses. 

There was the sound of a glass being set down, and Chris saw 
that two fingers of scotch now stood in a rock glass on the table, still 
mildly sloshing from being moved. The wall clock above chirped as it 
hit six o'clock, the hour when Birdie had begun closing the day with 
one drink, just one. 

Rose-and-jasmine perfume fogged the air. If I were you, I 
wouldn't have children either, said no one. The scotch began 
sloshing again as if the glass had been raised in a gesture. With your 
problems, you wouldn't be doing them any favors. 

Into the following pause, Chris did not murmur yeah so quietly 
that the sound barely colored his exhale. 

Through an open window, evening breeze came in, smelling of 
buckwheat and autumn decay. No one gave a sharp cough, and then 
there were lipstick and fingerprints on the glass, and it was empty 



except for amber residue. Chris picked it up on his way into the 
kitchen. Lily and Marian would be furious if they thought someone 
had been drinking while the work wasn't done, not knowing Pearl 
and Jim were surviving on smoking pot and drinking vodka in plastic 
water bottles. 

At the breakfast table, Chris's mother was laying out a game of 
Solitaire. She flipped the cards slickly, skilled from the year she'd 
spent in Atlantic City before marrying his dad. Don't just stare at me, 
no one said. Sit down if you're going to. Have you eaten breakfast 
yet? 

The light coming through the window was high and emphatically 
yellow. Spring was opening the primroses. 

Chris set the glass on the table, then grabbed a cereal bowl from 
the cabinet and a carton of whole milk from the fridge. On the table 
sat a box of Lucky Charms, the brand he'd insisted on eating from 
ages four to ten, and hadn't touched since. 

He sat across from his mother and shook out the cereal, then 
poured in the milk. She wasn't paying him any attention. She'd found 
a burst of moves and was slapping down her cards. 

Her hair was in the pixie cut she'd worn when Chris was little, 
until she'd started complaining that she'd gained too much weight in 
her face. Her hands were smooth, with no arthritis in the knuckles, 
and she was still wearing the modest wedding ring she'd returned to 
his dad after the divorce. 

Where's Dad? Chris didn't ask in a piping voice. 
No one replied, On the roof, checking to see if he can fix it 

himself or if we need to call someone. 
I saw him crying this morning. The spoon was too big in Chris's 

tiny, chubby fingers. He dug it into the cereal like a shovel, and forgot 
to chew with his mouth closed. 

Mmhm. His mother's expression was tight. She stared fixedly at 
the cards. 

Chris didn't ask, Why do we still come here? 
Your grandparents need help. 



So what? 
His mother's hand paused, hovering over the deck. She lifted her 

eyes, gently but firmly, to his. Your father wants to. 
Sudden anger surged through him, and he couldn't choke it back. 

So what! I don't want to! 
Chris's throat tightened and he burst into tears. Snot ran 

disgustingly down his face. He banged his fists on the table, and the 
milk jostled, splashing out of the bowl. The Lucky Charms got soggy 
as he punched and sobbed, and then they were gone, and the 
spilled milk had disappeared, and so had the cereal box. 

He put away the carton, which hadn't disappeared, and put the 
bowl and glass in the dishwasher. Someone, probably Pearl, had left 
a pile of the good dishes in the sink, the ones that had to be washed 
by hand. There was no reason to do that except to aggravate 
everyone else; Pearl was like that when she got stressed out. He 
squirted dish soap onto a sponge. 

The cupboard beside him swung open, the half-empty scotch 
bottle sitting alone on a low shelf. You shouldn't feel bad that you 
can't find a girlfriend, no one said. You're just hard to like. 

Chris continued scrubbing, but his hands had gone wrong again. 
They were the same size as they normally were, but his fingers were 
thin and knobbly, not yet fleshed out by adulthood. Hail rattled 
against the window. The plate fell and smashed. 

You remind me of my sister's kid, no one continued. There was a 
small sigh of reminiscence. God, that boy was annoying. 

The cabinet slammed shut, and there were departing footsteps, 
and a lingering clot of rose perfume. A voice came from the 
breakfast table behind him. Don't let it get to you. Just ignore her. 
Chris looked back, but his mother was no longer sitting there playing 
Solitaire; the table was empty, surrounded by lifeless chairs. 

With hands that were adult again, he cleaned up the broken 
pieces of the plate and threw them away. He left the other plates in 
the sink where someone less stupid could finish them. Marian would 



probably yell at him about it. She yelled a lot when things were going 
wrong. 

Chris passed through the kitchen into the garage. His shoulders 
slumped as he looked at the unsorted boxes piled next to his 
grandparents' old car. There was so much left to do. 

He took the box of trash bags off of the shelves that held the 
cleaning supplies and tools. The box was empty. He peered into it, 
then put it back on the shelf. Someone would have to get more
perhaps he could-but even as the thought formed, a nauseous 
feeling told him it would be impossible. In his skin, he could feel the 
pull of the house. It had him trapped. It wouldn't let him go. 

The engine of the old Camaro revved, and Chris felt sick again, 
unsurprised by the sensation of hands shoving him toward the car. 
Birdie's perfume clouded around him as his body hit the door. He 
was the same height as the rearview mirror, and it clipped his ear. 

He screamed and threw himself on the ground. His elbows 
smacked painfully against the cement, and he remembered the 
bruises he was about to get from hurling himself around, which had 
bloomed black and lasted until Valentine's Day. 

He didn't say, I don't want to go I don't want to go I don't want to 
go I don't want to go. 

He looked up at the distorted, tree-like limbs of his father and 
grandmother. His father's face was clenched and pink. He hated how 
his son still raged like a toddler. 

Christopher! Knock it off! No voice paused. No voice continued. 
I'm sorry he's making a scene. I don't know why he's upset. He likes 
the library. 

You can't spoil children. You kids would never have done this 
when you were young. 

Things are different these days. 
That's what they say. 
A man's hand dragged Chris upward by the shoulder. The car 

door groaned as his father pulled it open. Apologize to your 
grandfather. 



Blinding light poured out of the car. Its searing color overloaded 
Chris's vision, seeming to smolder with blue and then white and then 
purple as his eyes struggled to make sense of brightness beyond 
their ability to see. It was like staring into the sun-but a wrong sun, 
a sun he should never have encountered. 

The hand prodded Chris. Apologize. 
I'm so- I'm sorr- I'm-
Angry tears burned his throat, choking him with shame and fury 

and impotence. He couldn't do anything, he could never do anything, 
it didn't matter what he tried, he was a stupid kid and they'd ignore 
him. He sagged, and the tears stopped, leaving him with a sore 
throat and the feeling that everything in him had been hollowed out. 
He was disgusting. He should find a way to be someone else. But 
he'd tried before, and no matter how hard he tried to hammer himself 
down, the badness leaked out. 

I'm sorry, Grandpa. 
No voice splintered within the blaze. Get in the car. 
Bile rose in Chris's throat. His head swam. He wretched as his 

stomach convulsed. He fell forward, catching himself with his hands. 
His fingers dug into the cracked faux-leather seat, plunging into the 
spongy stuffing within. 

The light disappeared. Slowly, Chris's stomach settled, though his 
tongue still felt bloated in his sour mouth. The garage was quiet 
again, and he was the right height, so he pulled himself straight. The 
old car was empty except for plastic and fake leather. He closed the 
door. 

As he went back into the house, he heard crying from the sitting 
room, and drifted toward it, hoping it wasn't Harold or Lily or Marian 
wanting him to take sides. 

Instead, it was his cousin Jim, red-eyed and clearly drunk from 
the vodka he'd been passing back and forth with his sister while they 
were supposed to be packing. He whimpered miserably, and his 
whole body was a pathetic whine, his shoulders hunched and his 



eyes welling. His face was slick with sweat from the summer heat. I 
hate being here. 

Chris looked away. Jim had made him uncomfortable ever since 
the suicide attempt. He was the fragile one, and Pearl was the angry 
one, and Chris had an easier time with her because she never 
wanted anything from him. 

How can you stand it? Jim's eyes were pleading. 
The air conditioning stuttered. Chris raised his shoulders in a tiny 

fraction of a shrug. 
Jim chewed his bottom lip. He swayed unsteadily. Tears 

overflowed his bloodshot eyes, but his glazed look remained blank. 
Chris could remember when everyone had expected Jim to be the 
bright star of the family. He'd been the smart one, the one who was 
going to Georgetown and headed to law school, but that had been a 
long time ago. He worked a variety of service jobs now, which he 
couldn't keep for more than a few months. He was late and absent 
and unreliable, but good at everything and nice to everyone, so he'd 
kept getting new chances, so far. 

Humans are time travelers. Jim's gaze wandered over Chris's 
face. 

Chris shifted uncomfortably. He hated it when people stared at 
him. It made him feel stupid. 

We can't stay in one timeline, people like us. People with trauma. 
All the bad things tunnel through. They tunnel through to each other. 
Do you know what I mean? A ragged breath caught him, forcing 
another sob. I'm so sick of traveling in time. 

Chris coughed. Maybe you should lie down on the couch. 
The couch? Jim's eyes widened as if this were a new and 

startling idea. 
Chris helped guide him to the threadbare sofa. It creaked as Jim 

lowered himself. Its flat cushions had once been overstuffed, but 
now, deflated, they clung to the hard, wooden frame. Jim murmured 
sleepily as he shifted into a fetal position, clinging to his knees and 
curling his head toward his chest. 



When Chris looked up, he saw Pearl standing on the coffee table, 
ten years old and rickety with her t-shirt on backwards and a tangled 
nest of hair. She smacked her fist into the opposite palm and 
snarled. 

From the direction of the couch where Jim was sleeping, no voice 
came, female and rough. What do you want me to say? I'm sorry? 

Chris turned to see that Jim was gone. Birdie was sitting where 
he'd been. Her hair was gray and thin, but she looked much healthier 
than she had in the years after Grover died. Her skin was still mostly 
unmarked by liver spots. On her sweatshirt, an embroidered kitten 
peered out of a jack-a-lantern. She sat with her legs slightly apart, 
and her shoulders canted forward. The muscles in her face were 
taut. 

Fine, Birdie didn't say. I'm sorry! I'm sorry! I'm sorry! She clutched 
her heart and groaned. I'm a loathsome person! You're the Queen of 
Everything! You're always right! I'm a pile of shit! She dropped her 
hand and stared wide-eyed at Pearl. Is that okay, Your Highness? 

You shouldn't have said that to Jim! 
Now, Jim was back, eight years old and sitting cross-legged on 

the carpet with his head dipped toward his chest. 
Do you want me to lie to him? Fine. Fat kids have lots of friends, 

and losing weight won't help you at all. 
Just shut up! Pearl's face turned red as she kicked the coffee 

table books and bowls of nuts onto the carpet. Cashews scattered 
everywhere. Birdie's gaze turned to stone. She couldn't stand 
wasted food. 

Light leaked into Chris's eyes as something approached from the 
hallway. They all turned their heads to see impossibly intense purple
blue-white pouring out of the archway. 

No voice sounded like a match being struck. What the hell's 
going on? 

Birdie nodded sharply toward her husband. Grover, the kids are 
out of control. 

Get their mothers. 



Their mothers have decided to go shopping and leave us to 
babysit. 

A pause. Well. A cough. Then. We'll have to take care of it 
ourselves. 

The light exploded. Burning blankness overwhelmed Chris's 
vision and then began to consume his other senses. His face and 
hands went numb. He felt the painful pressure of something inside 
his throat, and then that feeling vanished, too. He was falling. 
Everything was gone but falling . 

The light snapped back into nothingness like spent lightning, 
leaving Chris's vision weird and dim. 

Adult Jim was on the couch again. He made a soft, uneasy sound 
in his sleep. Everyone else was gone. 

Chris rubbed his cold arms as he stared down the hallway. His 
skin felt stretched and thin. He felt like a spaghetti strand being 
pulled apart. He wanted to step backwards. Maybe sit in the rocking 
chair next to Jim. Maybe go back into the garage and hunch in a 
corner. 

He tried to rock back on his heels, but his sense of balance was 
all wrong. He faltered forward. His orientation swung wildly as it had 
earlier, after he'd heard the knocking on the back bedroom door. Up 
became forward, and forward became down, until the hallway was a 
gaping maw beneath him. 

He tripped over his feet, trying to stop himself from falling into the 
corridor. He stumbled into it anyway, banging his calf on the air 
conditioner, unable to stop. He grabbed at the knob of the linen 
closet, and clung there as if he were an astronaut desperately 
clutching an airlock door. 

Holding on to the knob with one hand, he stretched across the 
hall , extending his other toward the bathroom door. His fingertips 
brushed metal. He couldn't hold both knobs at once. He gulped a 
lungful of air and took the leap, releasing the linen cabinet, and fixing 
his hands around the bathroom doorknob an instant before he would 
have plummeted . He fought to open the door into a hallway that 



didn't want to accept it, and shoved himself inside. The world righted 
itself. He locked the door behind him. 

One of the lights was burned out, leaving the bathroom in a dingy 
pall that made the immaculate tile look shabby. His face stared back 
at him from the medicine cabinet, slightly rounded, with exhausted 
eyes. 

His reflection didn't say, Time travel is probably impossible. You'd 
have to violate the speed of light. Unless you believe thought is 
faster than the speed of light. It didn't pause before continuing. 
Alternately, you could find a location of space-time collapse, such as 
that beyond the event horizon of a black hole. 

Chris and his reflection had taken college physics together. 

His reflection frowned sympathetically. You look tired. 

Chris rubbed his forehead. He just needed to get past this. Past 


today. Past tomorrow. Past next month. 
Time travel to the future is easy. All you have to do is wait. His 

reflection blinked at him. Are you going to go to the bathroom? 
Chris walked away from the mirror, and into the little room that 

contained the toilet. He unbuckled to pee, and heard the 
approaching scuff of slippers against the tile. He heard the door to 
the toilet room open even though he hadn't closed it. The fug of 
chemical roses stung the back of his throat. 

Oh, you're in here, no one said, standing close enough behind 
him that he could feel how her mass distorted space. Good, I won't 
have to chase you down for bath time. 

Chris's stomach tightened. His skin felt sore and too small. There 
was no hand reaching for his, or pulling him out of the little room. His 
reflection stared at him pityingly. 

There was the sound of a child screaming, and small hands and 
feet hitting the floor. No one said, Stop fighting. It's just a bath. 

Metal rings clanged on the rod as the flowered purple curtain slid 
aside. The faucet turned, and water startled out in bursts before 
settling into a stream. The knob turned again, and then again, until 
waves of steam were coming off of the water. Chris felt himself 



pushed to his knees by the side of the tub. His hand was tugged 
forward. 

Is that hot enough? 
Chris jolted and cried out as the water hit his fingers. He 

snatched them back, whimpering as he licked them. 
Oh. Sorry. I didn't realize how hot it was. 
Someone else's fingers prodded his painful skin. 
You're fine. I'll turn it down. 
The shower started, its hissing overlaying the absent voice. 
Stay still. Little boys are disgusting. That's what makes you boys, 

always running around, getting into things. I have to clean you 
everywhere. Will you stop? It's just shampoo. Stay still. 

The doorknob squeaked, starting to turn, but the lock arrested it 
partway. The door shook with the gentle rap of someone's knuckles 
-a quiet, interrogating knock, polite and short. 

Just a second, Grover, Birdie didn't call. Let me rinse the soap 
out of his eye, and then I'll get the door. 

Chris squeezed his eyes shut. Blue-purple-white blared through 
his lids as it surged into the bathroom. There was no one shoving 
him, and he did not feel his shoulders smacking against the side of 
the tub. There was no sound of a buckle. Nothing forced open his 
throat. There was no pain. There was nothing sick in him. Beneath 
the noise of the shower, there were no words, no words at all, not 
disgusting, not stupid, not your fault, you made me do it, not any 
words, no words. There was only the varying intensity of the 
shower's hiss as the pressure fluctuated, and the smack of water 
hitting porcelain, and the plastic rustling of the shower curtain in the 
billowing steam. 

For a few seconds, Chris was nowhere. When he was back, the 
light was gone. He sat quaking by the edge of the bathtub until he 
was sure it wasn't coming back. His hand shook as he reached to 
turn off the faucet. He stared at the water swirling downward. 

The doorknob rattled again, still stymied by the lock. Chris turned 
toward it. His whole body shook as if he were feverish. 



Damn it, I need to pee! Are you trying to make my bladder 
explode? 

Staccato, angry slaps shook the door with an urgency that was 
obnoxious and emphatic, not polite at all. The breath Chris didn't 
even know he was holding escaped his lungs. Sorry, Pearl. 

Chris's shaking slowed, but he remained unsteady as he got to 
his feet. His reflection was still staring at him, shaking its head 
slowly. 

Chris untwisted the lock. He opened the door as Pearl leaned in 
to hammer on it again. She pulled upright and whisked inside. Sweat 
from the humidity slicked her bangs to her forehead. 

Escaping? Me, too. Just wait there, and we can waste time 
together. I only have to pee. 

She went behind the partition. Chris heard the stream of urine, 
followed by a big sigh of relief, and the squeak of a toilet paper roll. 
The flush continued as she came back and went to the sink. 

Fuck I hate this room. I hate all the rooms. 
I don't like it here either. 
No kidding. I see you on Facebook trying to sell yourself as a chill 

dude, but I remember the guy from high school who put his fist 
through the wall. 

That was ten years ago. 
The angry is still in you. You should let it out. I like angry Chris 

better than repressed Chris. 
I'm not angry. 
Keep trying to push it down if you want to, but it's going to burst 

through eventually, like a geyser. 
Chris didn't like the subject. He folded his arms and looked away. 

Did they find the cameo? 
Who cares? 
Pearl slid onto the counter and leaned against the mirror, 

obscuring Chris's maudlin reflection. 
If you want to act like you're not angry, you should come outside 

and have some weed with me. It's no fun alone, and Jim's asleep. 



I helped him lie down, Chris said. He told me he's sick of time 
traveling. 

Pearl nodded. He read some stupid book on quantum physics. 
One of the ones that promises if you hope for a golden pony, the 
universe will deliver one to your door. He's obsessing about the part 
that talks about traumatic events tunneling through time to connect 
to each other, blah, blah, various bullshit. 

She snorted and rolled her eyes. 
I say there's no time travel, because if there ever is, I'm going to 

travel back in time and Grandfather Paradox this shit up, and then 
the whole universe will break down. 

She scratched her fingers through her hair in exasperation. 
Ugh. I just can't. I have to smoke. You should come. 
Chris shook his head. He couldn't escape to the backyard. It was 

too far, and in the wrong direction. 
Pearl jumped down from the counter. She patted her pockets, 

pulled out a lighter, nodded in satisfaction, and tucked it back in. 
Your loss. 
She went back through the door with a swagger. It swung loose 

behind her. Chris opened his mouth to call for her to close it, but it 
was already too late. 

The world tumbled end over end again until he was falling into the 
hallway. He pitched into the wall with the photographs, knocking his 
father's high school portrait to the floor. He tried to bend to pick it up, 
and only fell further as down changed direction again, forcing him 
into the branch of the hallway that led away from the master 
bedroom, toward the old children's rooms. 

As down finally returned to its place beneath his feet, Chris 
looked up to see his father beside him. He wore a beard that Chris 
recognized from looking at his own baby pictures. His father wiped 
tears off his cheeks before they could fall into the coarse, black hair. 

He was looking in Chris's direction, but didn't seem to see him; 
his gaze was angled toward someone shorter. Oh, Nancy. Every 
time we come, it's the same. I always end up crying. 



His father began walking down the hallway. Chris matched his 
pace, and they went on together. 

A cast appeared on his father's arm. The only signature was 
Chris's, written in clumsy, newly learned block letters. I'm so stupid. 

His father grew the gut he had never been able to get rid of after 
turning forty. Birdie 's so much better now. Even Dad is, well, better. 

He lowered his head into his hands. His peppery hair was 
beginning to salt. I should be able to deal with seeing my parents 
three times a year. 

He looked up again, and the salt had overwhelmed the pepper. 
He straightened the black tie he'd worn to his father's funeral. I 
haven't even cried. It's disgusting. There's something wrong with me. 
He halted, and stared in Chris's direction with searching eyes that 
were meant for someone else's face. Nancy, what's wrong with me? 

He aged again, lean from losing weight after the divorce. They'd 
reached the door to the first of the two children's bedrooms. Chris's 
father regarded it blankly. They tried their best. Everyone tries their 
best. 

He disappeared. 
The door to the first bedroom was open now. Inside, Chris could 

see Lily and Marian going through linens. They were wearing the 
clothes they'd had on yesterday, casual t-shirts and jeans meant for 
working at home. 

No women's voices blended into each other. 
There's so much junk in here. 
Don't call it junk-it's Mom's. 
You can have it then. 
I have nowhere to put it. 
You think I do? 
Then they were both five-year-olds in matching jumpers, 

clutching hands as they stared in fear at the open door. A baby
Harold-lay still and silent behind them in his crib. One flinched and 
shrank away. The other squeezed the first's hand. Neither of them 
whimpered softly to herself. 



Chris released a shout of incoherent rage, and slammed his fist 
into the wall. It broke through the plaster. Dust rained on him. He 
shook his hand loose, fury only intensified by the pain in his 
knuckles. The air smelled like Christmas trees and hair dye and his 
disgusting high school cologne. 

Pearl laughed. She was leaning against the opposite wall, sixteen 
years old, and wearing a military overstock coat despite being 
indoors. Hey there, bad boy! You get all the points. Everyone's going 
to go berserk. 

Chris opened his mouth to respond, and she pointed ahead of 
them to the final corner where the hallway turned in on itself. The 
second children's bedroom was nestled there, a strangely shaped 
add-on with a sloped ceiling. During family visits, they'd put twin cots 
in there. Jim was supposed to use a sleeping bag on the floor, but 
Pearl had always pulled him into the cramped bed beside her where 
she could protect him. 

Chris shook his head. He refused to look there. He would not look 
there. He turned away instead, and his gaze caught on the narrow 
window installed at eye-height on the exterior wall. The view outside 
changed as he stared at it. Figures bustled through the verdant lawn 
which was flourishing and overgrown in the humidity. Someone ran a 
mower. A sign appeared in the yard. A woman he didn't recognize 
stood beside it with Marian, making notes on a tablet, and then 
reappeared with a succession of couples and families. 

One of the families kept coming. The lawn was cut back to make 
room for new flowers and lawn furniture. It was dead. It was covered 
in snow. Toys and children's bikes littered the new growth. Children 
he didn't know grew from toddlers to teenagers. 

The lawn was gone. Another house went up in its place. The 
house began crumbling. Grass and trees grew through cracked 
walls. There was a field, and then a forest, and then the waters of a 
new sea. The light of the expanding sun swallowed the earth. In the 
void of space, stars birthed and died. 



Chris widened his stance, and braced against the wall. The final 
turn in the hallway was still behind him. Up and down were spinning, 
and he knew that soon he was going to fall, and he refused to fall, he 
would not fall. 

No voice came from the window where his reflection was blurred 
against the backdrop of the ending universe. You can't stay where 
you are. It's impossible to maintain a steady orbit around a black 
hole. 

Chris cringed. There were tears in his eyes. 
His reflection did not continue, From outside, a black hole is too 

bright to see. It swallows light, but it also spits out a continuous 
stream of particles whose twins have fallen past the event horizon. 
The expelled radiation is too far into the ultraviolet spectrum for 
humans to see. The eye tries to make sense of it by comparing it to 
other colors. Blue. White. Purple. You see what I'm saying. 

Chris's throat constricted. 
The reflection wavered. No one knows what it's like inside a black 

hole. Information can't escape. It's literally impossible. No one can 
know what it's like inside a black hole unless they're inside one. His 
reflection did not pause, and it did not repeat, You see what I'm 
saying. 

There was no polite knock on the door behind him. There was no 
voice pulsing like his heartbeat, echoing in his ears. Sick disgusting 
your fault if you weren't so stupid shut up stop crying filthy you want 
this making me do it too stupid to be my grandson your mother is a 
slut disgusting disgusting be quiet. 

Chris began shaking. Gravity broke his grip on the wall. He 
plunged blindly down the dead end behind him. His back smacked 
against the door. 

His blood pressure surged. Throughout his life, he'd worried 
about what a stupid, bad person he was, how his temper flared and 
that was bad, and then he was silently withdrawn and that was bad, 
and sometimes his eyes went glassy and he disappeared and that 
was bad. He tried to keep himself contained, to seem calm and 



normal, but the anger always burst through. His teachers yelled at 
him, and he lost the first girlfriend he ever moved in with, and he cut 
off all his friendships a few months in, before they could realize how 
disgusting he was. 

He was shaking so much that his body rattled against the door 
like knocking. His throat was dry and sore. He pressed his hands flat 
against the wood, and aching cold radiated into his palms. 

Inside that room, there was a lamp that sat on the bookcase next 
to where they'd set up the cots. He'd stared at that lamp too many 
times, had lost himself in the stripes on its shade, trying to reduce 
himself to bars of white and yellow so that he could escape from 
badness, from filth, from being someone with a body. 

He realized now that he knew how heavy that lamp was. He knew 
how it would feel in his hands to swing it. He knew how it would arc 
through the shadows toward his grandfather, and how his 
grandfather would turn away from the cot just before it hit and fix him 
with eyes like gravity wells. He knew how the lamp would crack 
against his grandfather's head, and how the fractures would snake 
through the porcelain, and how his grandfather would cry out as he 
fell. He knew how the paradox would taste as it roared into the 
universe. 

It was a beautiful, blooming promise of the future, and it was easy 
to travel to the future. 

He turned to face the door, and shoved it open. 
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1: FROM THE LIPS OF BABA KAHANI 


Hatim took them to the chai-khana on Main Boulevard partly 
because they were jet-lagged and wanted to kill time, mostly 
because it had been years since he had visited and he wanted to 
see Alif Laila, the Book Bus, again . No such luck. The tiny park near 
Main Market where the double-decker used to stand was empty. 
Hatim was inclined to discount the donkey standing in knee-high 
grass gazing at the dusk. 

They tell you many things, but they don't tell you absence makes 
the heart grow older. Ghostly. As if one of your what-might-have
been lives just evaporated. 

They bought badly needed travel accessories and retired to 
Tandoori Teahouse, a makeshift establishment in the parking lot of a 
building. Beneath a white canopy two chefs in shalwar kameez 
cooked chai in boiling clay pots and poured it into tin cups-the first 
sip a crackling, rich, earthy shock that jolted them awake. 

"Ho-Iy shit, Hatim," Maurice said. "Imma be up for days now." 
"Indeed," Hatim said. 
They had flown in for Lahore Comic Con two days ago, five 

artists and writers from a world so different it might have been 
another planet. Thirteen years in the US, away from the city with 
hardly a visit (Hatim came for a weekend when a cousin died from 
cardiac arrest a few years back), and now, gun to his head, he 
couldn't take them to more than a few landmarks. Lahore had 
rearranged itself, indifferent to his memories. 

They sat drinking tea, chatting. The subject of the conversation 
was a panel Maurice and Lyssa were supposed to be on in twenty



four hours-LOST TALES OF YORE: How Imperialism Has 
Influenced Storytelling Around the World. Maryanne and Tolya were 
of the view that one of the worst legacies of colonialism had been 
"cultural terrorism" and removal of traditional modes of storytelling 
from the mainstream. Lyssa and Maurice played devil's advocate: 
such erasure was the legacy of every dominant culture in history and 
led to assimilation and desired change in language and literature. 

So engrossed were they in their discussion they didn't notice the 
man who had pulled up a chair and sat himself at their table until he 
coughed. 

"Well, hello," Lyssa said in surprise. 
It was eleven p.m. 
A stocky man in his sixties with a bushy mustache and almond 

eyes shining behind a pair of thick glasses. Long wavy hair oiled 
back. He wore a sequined waistcoat over pale blue shalwar kameez. 
His lips were his most singular feature: thick and large, like mutant 
tulips. Hatim's first thought was he'd had an allergic reaction. 

"Hello jee," the man said, comfortably. He spoke in soft, flawless 
English with a subcontinental accent. "Forgive my intrusion, but I 
couldn't help overhearing your conversation. I know a thing or two 
about stories, you see." 

His name was Baba Kahani, he said, and he was a qissa-khwan, 
a devotee of the oral storytelling tradition. He had learnt his art from 
a troupe that hailed from the oldest family of Peshawar's famed 
Bazaar of Storytellers. Now he went city to city exhibiting the 
wonders of his trade to Pakistani youth, reminding them of what had 
been lost to the illusory grandeur of this New World. 

Would they like a demonstration? 
Intrigued, they ordered yellow cake and tea for him. A musician 

duo had been entertaining the teahouse patrons for tips, moving 
from table to table. After beckoning them over, Baba Kahani leaned 
in and whispered to the rabab player. The chubby man with the white 
skullcap nodded and began to pick a dark and distant tune. Alyssa 
listened. "Double harmonic major," she said, smiling. "Fitting." 



"That so?" Tolya said. 
"Hate to use the phrase, but we once called it 'gypsy major.'" 
"Listen, my new goray friends," cried Saba Kahani, rising to his 

feet, becoming taller by the act, "as I tell you a story first told by the 
sages of Samarkand, buried in the annals of history, lost to centuries 
of marauding and pillaging; then revived in the rumors of the 
unlettered, the street-sons, who seeded it into the bosoms of their 
troubadours; and finally passed it to us through the songs of those 
sweet-lipped. 

"Of a time when stars and sorcerers ruled the fate of man. This is 
a story of a land well removed from us, yet so close you could almost 
reach out and pluck its pearls-like our Prophet, midst a divine 
trance, once parted the world's veil and nearly plucked a 
pomegranate from a tree of heaven." 

Saba Kahani sighed. His hands drew toward his mouth, forming a 
prayer bowl, then flew forth, coming apart, as if releasing the subtlest 
of enchantments into the evening. 

"Listen, listen, my dear goray sahibs," the storyteller whisper
chanted. "Now with your permission I recount to you-" 



2: THE MARVELOUS TALE OF TAIMUR 

THE TRICKSTER AND THE MOON


MAD ROSES 


It has reached me, my friends, that there once lived in the God
guarded city of Old Lahore a trickster named Taimur. 

This Taimur was from a family of apothecaries and hakims. He 
made a living by selling medicines, sherbets, and potions out of his 
ancestral shop, The Dawa-khana of Empathy, but, unbeknownst to 
his neighbors, Taimur had mastered the arts of subterfuge, illusion, 
guile, and disguise. 

Taimur was half-orphaned in his mother's womb after his father 
fell from a horse and broke his neck. As a consequence, Taimur was 
a wild, sibling-less child, the bane of his mother's existence, who 
gathered fame (and curses) around the neighborhood by squeezing 
through skylights and chimneys no wider than a man's hand. 

"Look, look, 0 mother of Taimur," women would shout after him 
as he sped down the street with a stolen chicken leg 'neath his vest, 
"there goes your thief again. Oh, if you can't take care of him, next 
time I will box his ears and redden his bottom for you!" 

As a grown man Taimur's many gifts and preoccupations 
included changing gold coins into tobacco leaves, replacing penned 
cattle with confused old men, and climbing up the sides of tall 
buildings without a handhold. 

Taimur was careful to limit his practice of these interests to 
nighttime or to other cities where he was less apt to be recognized. 
Yet one delight he found irresistible-which by its very nature had to 



be indulged closer to home-was to make fools of rich merchants 
who passed through the gates of Lahore in search of Red Street. 

"This way, gentle sirs!" Taimur would cry, disguised as a fakir, 
after accosting them in Anarkali or by the Blacksmiths' Gate. "Follow 
me and I shall take you to the alley that hides the opening to the 
wretched horrors of Red Street. Right you are, sir. The very one!" 

Thus cajoling and enticing, Taimur would lead these men down 
twisting streets until they reached narrow alleys impenetrable to their 
horses. The men would be forced to dismount and as they did, 
Taimur would pickpocket their purses and steal their rings and leave 
them yelling at a shadow disappearing fast into the maze of back 
streets. 

Now, of course, you have heard the legend of Red Street and its 
claim to eminence. 

No, my august hosts? Indeed! And the mysterious epidemic that 
spread like an ill rumor through northern India? 

Well. 
It happened thus, my dear sirs and madams, that there came a 

time when from Lahore to Lucknow the families of idolaters and 
iconoclasts alike were gripped by a gruesome sickness. 

Their womenfolk began to turn. 
Between the ages of twelve and forty, these unfortunates 

suddenly became vicious, venomous, and vile. Far from comforting 
their hardworking men, fetching them food when they returned home 
late at night, cutting them slices of mangoes, or pressing their sore 
legs, these wretches-were they berated even gently for good 
cause!-would seize and fling the nearest pot or bucket filled with 
the day's garbage at the heads of their poor husbands, their earthly 
gods. 

"May your face be blackened forever, you swine-faced dwarf," 
shouted one woman at the master of her household. 

"May your mother turn inside out, then squeeze you back in," 
yelled another. 




Some clawed at their men's faces; others kicked them in their ball 
sacks. A few went so thoroughly insane that they ripped their 
chadors and lifted their dresses and dashed into the street, lighting 
up the muhallahs with the moons of their bountiful behinds. 

Ah, what dismay they caused, what horror they wrought into the 
hearts of their loved ones. 

"Would that the earth had devoured me," wept one such man, 
"before this evil should have come to my home. Would that the sky 
had swallowed me!" 

"Oh, why had it to be me," groaned another. "Why mine!" 
Strange, however, and noticed soon by the menfolk, was that this 

madness occurred for only a few days every month, usually around 
the lunar fourteenth. Come daybreak of the third or fourth day, the 
women would return to normalcy, their demeanors placid and habits 
docile. They would, in short, again become the homemakers, 
peacemakers, muhallah caretakers, and keepers of gossip they were 
known to be. 

Inevitably they were sat down, probed, and prodded by their men 
and elders, mothers and grandmothers (among whom were some 
impertinent spinsters who said they didn't care and would welcome a 
little insanity themselves). Slowly but surely a disturbing, wild tale 
emerged, which made many a heart shiver and many a pair of hands 
come together in prayer, for none wished to have such a terror 
visited upon their household. Notably chronicled too was the fact that 
each woman described arriving at her strange destination the same 
way on the same night, although the distance between the affected 
houses was such that the fastest Arabian horse couldn't cross it in a 
month. 

The following is the tale the women-later referred to as the 
moon-mad roses-told their men (a tale Taimur the Trickster knew 
well and used to his advantage in his dealings with foolish 
merchants), and with your gracious permission, I shall now relate it 
to you. 



It has reached me, my auspicious friends, that one of the men 
said to his youthful spouse, "What happens to you every month that 
you aggrieve me so?" 

That fair woman replied, "My dear husband, may my soul be 
sacrificed for you-" 



3: THE ROMANCE OF THE RED ROAD 

AND THE ONE WHO CALLED THE 


TRAVELERS UPON IT 


"It happens to me the same way every month: when the moon 
becomes bright and full like a houri's lips, there fall upon my window 
three loud knocks. 

If I don't answer by the third, a smell fills the room, like raw meat 
or dung; it makes me gag until my head spins and I pass out. (I am 
out for days and only awaken to the sound of everyone fussing over 
me, loosening the chains around my hands and feet.) 

If I answer and open my window, there sits a pigeon on the sill. It 
gazes at me with ebony eyes until I step onto the ledge. 

Allah be praised, it is no ordinary bird. Its beak is blue, its 
feathers ravish-red. In its shadow the moonlight turns the color of 
blood, and as this devil-bird snaps open its beak and gurgles 
gootter'goo, behind it materializes an opening made of moonbeams, 
a smoky cave hovering in the air. 

Whispers roll from the cave like a Turkish rug, soothing me, 
calling me inside. I leap off the ledge into the cave mouth and find 
myself on a red brick road under a shining white moon. 

The road trembles, then stills. I begin walking and it leads me 
through hills and dark forests quickly, so quickly, as if time has 
changed here. But before I can get dizzy or too frightened to move, 
the road has brought me to the Red Bazaar! 

My godly husband, may my soul be sacrificed for you, the Red 
Bazaar is a wondrous place, with its air bathed the color of firebrick, 



its ground soft like a baby's palms, its niches illuminated with oil 
lamps and coal pits. It is set up like a Friday marketplace, busy with 
street food in carts large enough to need two horse-pulls. Stalls 
made of wood and thatch flank the market square. Bright canopies 
with incense-filled doorways beg to be entered, swinging doors lead 
to taverns overflowing with-may Allah forgive me-wines of a 
hundred species as well as tea shops with myriad teas and mounds 
of mithai and delicacies from every part of the world. 

Yet there is not a living soul in the Red Bazaar. Not one. 
Instead, behind every counter and weighing scale stands a clay 

puppet, tall as a man, with ruby insects for eyes. The puppets' lips 
are parted in circles; eternally startled, they gaze at their wares and 
me with a red gaze. The collective weight of their gazes is heavy and 
I find myself flushing. Warm is the Red Bazaar, sultry this air of 
another world, and I begin to imagine I am submerged in a tub of 
madder root tea. 

The first three times I was taken to the Red Bazaar, I wandered 
the square for days, fearful and bewildered, my only company the 
mute puppets and the blazing coal fires. I tried to escape but 
discovered that the red brick road had vanished, leaving a trail of dull 
feathers behind. I would follow the trail and circle right back to the 
Bazaar. I did that until I tired of it. Yet hunger and sleep evaded me. I 
had no sense of sunset or moonrise. Silence, red as desire, filled my 
ears and mouth until I became hollow, a cavern of occasional echoes 
that rose from elsewhere. 

Each of my visits would end with the fires dying suddenly, the oil 
lamps puffing out, leaving me in absolute dark; which would lift as 
the lifting of a veil from my eyes, and I would find myself back in my 
home by my hearth and kitchen and you, my godly husband, and my 
sweet children. 

The fourth time I walked the Red Road, however ... 
Arms outstretched, I am standing in the middle of the market 

square, listening. Something is different this time, a hint of smell in 



the air, saffron or camphor. I cannot recall if I have smelled anything 
in this world before. 

Comes a distant rumble. I strain my ears. A rhythmic sound, like 
drums beating. 

The puppets shiver. Their eyes burn. 
I am seized by horror. 
One by one the puppets turn and sink, rapidly, as if swallowed by 

the earth. Have the fourteen subterranean realms of Paataal crashed 
and taken them? The stalls shake from the puppets' descent; fruits 
and vegetables and mithai plates tumble and plunge. The ground 
rises in mounds, as if hundreds of monstrous fish are trying to break 
water beneath my feet. The mounds surge forth in waves of grit and 
mud that spread toward a distant canopy. 

And now I can hear the sound of someone singing. 
I remember then a story I heard as a child on my mother's lap, a 

legend of Younan. 
Sailor-soldiers on a king's mission ignore the warnings of their 

oracles and allow themselves to bask in the lambent, enchanting 
music of sea nymphs on a remote island. These creatures with 
heads and bosoms of beautiful women, torsos of sparrows, and feet 
of pigeons play tortoiseshell lyres and sing sonorously. Their music 
lulls the unfortunate mariners to sleep, upon which the creatures 
climb up onto the ship's deck and tear them to pieces. 

I remember too another part of the story: Should the men muster 
strength or cleverness and pass by the creatures without getting 
bespelled, the bird-women will shed all feathers, turn white, and fling 
themselves into the sea. Their perished bodies form stony islands 
that will forever float on the waters; desolate, desireless. 

The sound of drums grows louder. I can feel it in my body. 
All fear leaves me. I turn and follow the music (and the moving 

mounds) to the distant canopy. 
Wherein I find in a sconce-lit chamber, surrounded by hundreds 

of puppets of all shapes and ilk, a woman tall and beautiful with a 
crown of feathers and rubies on her head. In the middle of the 



puppet sea she stands pounding her feet on the ground, one then 
the other, and from her lips pours this sweetest of songs in a 
language I know not, but which is familiar. It is her pounding that has 
shook the Red Bazaar and fetched the puppets, her song that has 
called me, and thus it is that I know her to be a creature of enormous 
power and sway. 

I say, "Who are you, 0 lady, and why do you beat the earth so?" 
She stops her pounding, smiles coyly at me, and her face is 

fierce and handsome, the kind of face that does not betray its parries 
with time. 

"I am the Queen of Red Midnight," says she, "and I pound at the 
rotten core of the world." 

"What gain have you from this pounding, 0 Queen? What sort of 
kingdom dubs itself Red Midnight, and why has your magic-for it 
cannot be aught else-plucked me away from my comely home and 
hearth?" 

"Never have I plucked a maiden who didn't desire to be plucked." 
She resumes her pounding and the puppets tremble. "And the ones 
who follow the Red Road stepped on it long before I came along." 

I will not believe this, so I cry, "Never have I stepped on such a 
road as you speak of until that demon pigeon alighted on my 
windowsill." 

Without pausing her beating she glances at me, and I see that 
she too has a red gaze that bores deep into my soul and fills it with 
all manner of anxieties. 

"I glimpse the truth otherwise in your heart, my fair rose," she 
says in a voice that stirs the hair on the nape of my neck, "but I see 
also that you do not see it. Would it perchance help if I tell you the 
tale of how I came to be in this place and how Red Midnight 
surrendered its kingdom to me?" 

I tremble a little at this, my dear husband, but I am filled with a 
mighty curiosity. I nod, and she smiles, her face glowing like the 
melting sun of dusk. She strides up and puts her arms around me, 
embracing me to her bosom. She smells of cinnamon and saffron 



and roses that grow only on hilltops, and my breath stops in my 
chest for a few moments. 

She gestures and two puppets fly like hawks and bring us a pair 
of gao takiya and a very fine quilt. 

The magnificent queen bids me sit on the floor next to her and 
says, "My fair love, hear then the tale of the Kingdom of Red 
Midnight and my ascension to its throne." 

"And with your permission now, my godly husband, I will recount 
that tale to you." 



4: HOW THE QUEEN OF RED 

MIDNIGHT MET THE HAUNTER OF 

CAIRO AND WHAT TRANSPIRED 


BETWEEN THEM 


Many years ago I lived in Cairo (said the Queen of Red Midnight) 
with my man M , who made our living by patching old shoes. 

Now you know a story once unleashed grows its own tail. You 
might have heard M 's tale told a different way and you would 
not be the first: a cobbler whose wretched wife Fatima, nicknamed 
"the dung," made his life a living hell. M prayed to be relieved of 
his burden and was whisked away by a spirit to another country, 
where he became master of a powerful jinni. The jinni made him the 
richest man in that land and M was able to marry the king's 
daughter. 

You might have been made to understand that his misery and his 
longings and his fantasies entitled him to happiness forever. That his 
caravan of dreams led him to eventual everlasting contentment. 

But this is neither M 's tale nor his truth but mine, and truth 
wears a dubious face and a sour expression. 

So let us have Fatima the Dung tell you her tale in her words. 
I was married to my husband M when I was fourteen and he 

twenty-three. My father, a Protector and Reciter of the Quran, had 
told me that M was a good, pious man and would be a suitable 
match for me. 

I trusted Abbi's word. 



Indeed M was a pious man, if all of piety rests in a man's 
quick grin and charming ways. He was a good man, if goodness 
comprises chess playing with one's friends all day and coming home 
to one's pregnant, sixteen-year-old wife with nothing but mollifying 
words, wine-sweet breath, and an erect penis. 

I lived with him that way for years during which God filled my 
womb three times with life and three times He took it away. Yet I 
gave up neither my mandatory prayers nor my faith in Allah. 

"What ails her, woman," M cried at the midwife who attended 
to me each time, "that she will not give me a child?" 

"It is not her fault," said the midwife. "It is something else." And 
she stared at M and his old cloak and our empty kitchen 
cupboard and my pale face. She gazed so long and pityingly that 
M flared with anger-I could see it in his eyes, those blue, 
trickster's eyes-and soft as a shadow's tongue he told the midwife 
that we were grateful but her services were no longer required and 
would not be in the future, as he wanted to have me fixed 
permanently by Hashim the apothecary. "To protect my dear wife's 
health," he said, yet he looked or spoke to me not once. He said this 
in such a way that I'm certain the midwife never felt the malice in his 
words and she left, thinking he was a good but ill-fortuned man who 
couldn't provide for his wife and unborn children. 

M was like that. 
After that he soured toward me and lost his easy laughs, the only 

intimacy left between us. He already had fewer patrons than the 
beggar who roamed our street and now he began squandering 
money on pigeon flying and cock fighting. If I said anything upon his 
return home, he would grab his satchel and go off to Hashim's 
apothecary next door or to Abu Bakr the baker's or to Fariduddin the 
attaar's. I would lie in bed, listening to their din late into the morning 
hours, sometimes even when I awakened for tahajjud, and many 
mornings I found my pillow salty and wet. 

I have heard it said that happiness is like quicksilver: it runs 
through your fingers no matter how much you try to grasp it. But 



what if you've never felt its warm touch? What if your element and 
the elusive element of joy have always been at war? 

Still I did not give up my prayers or my faith. 
Years passed and Abbi passed with them. M attended his 

funeral and offered salah with the other men, but the same night he 
went from his cobbler's stall straight to the perfumer. The next 
morning I heard Fariduddin and his friends had paid a midnight visit 
to the shuttered hut behind the winehouse. 

Things might have proceeded thus, defiant of meaningful change, 
except that six months after Abbi's death I returned from the 
hammam, where I cleaned the stalls for a pittance, and found my 
late father's gold-leafed Quran missing. 

This manuscript had been Abbi's most precious possession, and 
was now mine. It had a richly illuminated frontispiece and finispiece. 
All one hundred and fourteen of its surahs were calligraphed in an 
early Abbasid script and decorated in gold leaf. The four quls were 
ornamented in gold filigree and the Chapter of Light and Verse of the 
Throne in silver. 

My first thought was it had been stolen, and sorrow and fear 
gripped my heart. I rushed to the market where my husband sat 
knocking a nail in an old shoe, while a frowning customer tapped his 
bare foot on the ground. 

"Have you seen Abbi's Quran?" I cried, breathless. 
My husband gave me a look. 
"M ," I said. "Do you know where Abbi's Quran is? I can't find 

it at home." 
"Patience, woman. Can't you see?" And to the customer: "Forgive 

her ill manners, sir. She lost her father some months ago and is still 
grieving. We're nearly done here." 

He raised the hammer to strike another blow, and all at once I 
was filled with rage. 

I know not where it came from, this devil maelstrom that stormed 
inside me, filling my bones, my marrow with a red heat. I seized the 
hammer from his hands and, lifting it above his head, said, "By His 



Name who has created me, if you do not tell me where Abbi's book 
is I will bring this hammer down and smash your skull till all your 
stupidity has leaked out from your ears." 

Fear and surprise filled M 's face. "Fatima, set your heart at 
ease! Hashim came by earlier and was admiring the book. He asked 
to borrow it and I told him to return it by tonight." 

"You gave him Abbi's book." 
"For a day! It's Hashim. He will take good care of it." 
The devil in me coiled like a sand viper. I lowered the hammer, 

apologized to M and his customer, and went home. There I 
flagellated myself with an old leather strap M had kept for his 
long-dead mule until marks long and bloody ran up and down my 
back. I donned a black abaya and left for the Qadi's courthouse. 

"Woe betide me," I wailed in front of the judge. "In a moment of 
anger I raised my voice to my husband, and look at what he did! Oh, 
if only my father were alive." 

Two runners were sent to the cobbler's shop to summon M __ 
who came in, looking frightened. 

"Did you beat your wife, 0 son of Habib?" asked the Qadi. 
M denied the charge, his voice righteously indignant, but in 

his hurry he had brought his cobbling hammer and I saw the judge 
steal glances at its sharp claw and hefty face. 

"The Quran tells us to treat our wives with great kindness and 
love. I do not know how she got those marks and I may not pass a 
sentence without a witness, but next time I hear a complaint from 
her, it's off to prison with you. Go home now, both of you." 

Witness, I thought. He wants a witness. All these men with their 
starched turbans and silver seals want a witness when a woman 
reports maltreatment. But have her walk the street, head uncovered, 
and preachers and counselors pour out of rat holes, a hundred 
recriminations in hand. Have her complain about shabby shoes or 
threadbare clothes and she's a squanderer. Have her try to earn a 
few extra dirhams washing out men's filth at the bathhouse and she 
is a harlot. 



Men are each other's brothers and keepers. A woman needs a 
witness. 

We went home, M whispering furiously at me, as our 
neighbors pretended not to eavesdrop. 

"Such lies. Never have I been insulted thus," he cried once inside. 
"What if he had taken you seriously? What if I were sentenced? Who 
would put food on your table?" 

Food on the table, I thought. Hungry for two, carrying two, and 
not a lick of honey or a pinch of kalonji to strengthen my unborn 
daughters. They perished from starvation, drowned in their mother's 
sorrow, and he talks about how he provides. 

I feigned remorse. I blamed my monthly. I wasn't right in the 
head. The female madness overcomes a woman sometimes. Thus I 
was able to placate his passion, lull him back into the stupor he had 
sunk our lives in. 

I waited a good week; then, as he slept, I stole his hammer. 
I made sure to create a ruckus-spilled some pots, threw some 

pans. Before he could hasten into the kitchen, I crushed two toes on 
my left foot, swung the end of the hammer at my forehead, threw the 
instrument in his bewildered face, and ran screaming down the 
street, "Help. He has killed me. 0 my brothers and sisters, I am 
killed!" 

Plenty of witnesses saw M yelling, half-naked. They saw him 
chase me through the muhallah, a hammer in his hand, as blood 
pooled in my shirt and the broken nails of my foot tore right off. 

This time four runners were sent to apprehend him. 
M managed to abscond, and took my father's Quran with 

him. He was seen fleeing toward the two-towered Gate of Victory; 
subsequently he vanished and was never seen in Cairo again. 

Comfortably, as if slipping on old sandals, I took charge of my 
house and my life. Finally my neighbors and friends believed and 
helped me, as I deserved to be helped. People pitied me and gave 
me gifts. I sold M 's stall, his cobbling tools, his mother's fake 



--

necklace, and the last of his chessboards. I gave the proceeds to a 
moneylender who invested them for me. 

Slowly I made a life for myself, a living in which I was alone and 
happy. 

Many months later, however, I heard rumors. Whispers. Stories 
too strange to believe at first. 

They said in a land far away, in a city girded by soaring walls, 
filled with resplendent palaces and gold-ornamented buildings, the 
richest of merchants had appeared. A man beauteous and powerful, 
who held magic in his palm and did things no man could. He was 
able to raise armies and caravans from the desert sand, his glass of 
water turned to sherbet if he gazed upon it, and on the poor he 
showered gold coins with sigils so ancient no one could interpret 
them. 

The strangest fact about him, though, was his refusal to purchase 
new footwear. Tidings of him came routinely on land and by sea, and 
everyone who claimed an encounter with him swore that the man 
insisted on patching his old shoes and wore them proudly. 

Every single time, the description I received matched that of 
M 

I was filled with disbelief, suspicion, and finally rage. 
Why was I furious, my fair moon-struck rose? 
It wasn't resentment at his riches or anger at his eluding just 

punishment; neither the years of sorrow and starvation nor the late 
nights of drinking and whoring. 

I was enraged because he had taken my father's Quran. This 
filthy wastrel of a man, a drunkard who wouldn't be allowed into the 
mosque at the best of times, had stolen my father's most prized 
possession and done Allah knows what with it. And now, supposedly 
helped by a jinni, he walked this land, this city of treasure and 
fortune, like a king. 

The cup of my patience had brimmed over. If I could, I would 
have traveled to this land and removed the holy book from his dying 
hands if I had to. 



I 

But I was a woman, and a poor woman at that. 
No tears would come to me but were made of vitriol and blood. 
I stopped my mandatory prayers and gave up my faith. I went and 

mixed with men at taverns. Why should I fear dishonor or 
pregnancy? I had been fixed for M 's wine-stung pleasure. 
gave up the shawl of modesty and bought with it notoriety. I kissed 
men at dusk and women at midnight. At first, a few times a month, 
then every week, and eventually every night. 

Fatima the Dung. Fatima the Whore of Cairo. 
In the second quarter of one night-I remember it was the lunar 

fourteenth, the rooftops, streets, and terraces whitened by a full 
moon-possessed by a strange restlessness, I left the tavern. 
Walking by the Gate of Victory, I nearly tripped over a child of seven 
or eight sleeping in the shadow of the gate's tower. 

She was a small, frail creature with frightened eyes and a sullen 
mouth. As we gazed at each other I saw hunger-such hunger and 
listlessness in her eyes that a moan escaped my own lips. Perhaps it 
was the drink in me or the mirror of the girl's eyes, but I turned and 
ran, not knowing where I fled, and soon found myself in front of a 
narrow, man-sized opening cut into a part of the gate, dim-lit with an 
intermittent, flailing light. I stepped across the threshold, and an 
anguished cry burst from my chest, as if I were a bottle of restless 
liquor uncorked by a fierce hand. I wept even as I was drawn to that 
light, and the closer I got the more tears ran down my cheeks. 

Surrounded by night birds I could not name, a woman sat on a 
heap of dirt in the middle of this cavern . She was tending a fire. 

"Pass me the kindling," she said. 
My first thought-She is the ilk of catl-came and went like a thief 

in the night. My second was to marvel at the two-horned hat she 
wore (so close to her head it seemed a part of her scalp), her 
pointed ears, and lovely face. 

"Pardon me, 0 lady. I have neither kindling nor straw to help you 
with your fire, but if you are in need I can go home and bring some." 



She rose and moved so quickly I could not see the shape of the 
body she pressed against me, but one hand was in mine now, her 
other against my hip, and we were twirling around the fire. 

"Home is where," she whispered-I felt the points of her teeth 
press against my neck; she smelled like the essence of jasmine and 
pomegranate-"your heart's true desire is. The place you live now
is that your home, then?" 

"Who are you?" I said. As she bent me at the waist I caught a 
glimpse of her legs, but my inebriation must not have worn off, for 
they looked double-jointed and her feet were hooves; then I was 
upright and she was staring into my eyes. 

"Would that I had never seen your sight nor met you," she said, 
her voice gentle, but was there also not mockery? "For I am prey 
now to the mysteries of your tears, Fatima." 

She let go of me, bade me sit, and told me her name was 
Zulaikha. She asked me what ailed me, for she had heard my wailing 
and felt my pain and wanted to help. 

"No son of Adam can help me, nor any daughter of Eve." 
"It is a good thing then that I am neither," Zulaikha answered. 
Mistrustful but enraptured, I told my story. When I was done, she 

murmured, "The haunter of a mosque helped your husband travel to 
his newfound land-a spirit that is neither helper nor wish-granter, 
but a trickster. The question is: is the trick between a man and a man 
or a wolf and a she-wolf?" and she looked at the fire. 

I thought: the haunter who helped M was a man, for why 
would it be otherwise? 

"I have lit many fires and made many a man insane with longing," 
she said. "I once captured a Bedouin traveler and made him dance 
until there was naught left on his feet but toe-bones and sinew, but a 
woman's desire is a whole other thing." Zulaikha's voice had the soft 
deceptiveness of rain patter before a mighty storm. "So what is it that 
you want, 0 Fatima? Your darkest and deepest want?" 

"How shall it matter what I want?" I said. "For a woman's want 
alone changes neither her fate nor her fortune." 



"That may be so in some worlds and stations," she said, and I 
sensed again the edge of a sword in her words, "but consider: were 
it a night of fulfillment, what wish would you make?" 

The rage had returned, pulsing in my forehead, neck, and chest. I 
knew fear, especially fear of her, for it was clear now that she was of 
the Si'la: temptress, trickster, beguiler, shape-changer, lighter of 
midnight fires. The mother of an entire tribe of warring humans, they 
say, who returns to her home at the crack of ancient lightning, having 
danced, seduced, bedded, and made bargains with men of all 
nations, natures, and species. 

But my fury was more than my fear: the shape of living fire that 
spouts from the mouth of trembling mountains. I told Zulaikha my 
wish. Smiling, she nodded and whispered to me, and I imagined no 
trickery or bedevilment in her words. 

We slept together, flesh upon ancient flesh. It was strange, for I 
couldn't divine her anatomy, but it was also sweetly satiating and 
filled my head with visions of woodlands, ruins, cleft hills, and empty 
gardens, yet I was troubled not one bit. 

Thus we made our bargain and so we sealed our pact, wherefore 
Zulaikha transported me to and made me Queen of Red Midnight, a 
place of mine own, body and soul, where I would rule peacefully and 
powerfully until the day of my own choosing. 

And this is where you find me now, my moon-mad rose: in my 
kingdom of Red Midnight and in my sanctum the Red Bazaar. This is 
where your desire and the desire of so many others have led you. 

"So tell me then, my fair love, is it such a bad place?" 

* * 
Now spoke that fair woman, that wanderer upon the Red Road: 

"And thus, my godly husband, the Queen of Red Midnight and the 
mistress of mute puppets, Fatima the Powerful, concludes her tale
one so peculiar it leaves me quivering like an arrow upon reaching 
its destination. 



"I sit in Fatima's canopied chamber for I know not how long, her 
hand cupping my thigh. A touch on my arm, a tender shake, and I 
realize I nodded off. She is standing, my queen, looking down upon 
me-her eyes not red anymore but many-hued. She lifts her leg and 
slams the earth and the ground splits open. Two puppets fly forth, 
grasp my arms, and we are airborne before sinking through the 
crack. The last thing I see before darkness takes me is Fatima 
stomping with her mighty legs; then I wake up and I'm back home 
with you, my dear husband, may my soul be sacrificed for you. 

"But the wondrous smell of her still lingers in my head, a panacea 
for the exquisite, inexplicable loneliness and yearning I sometimes 
feel when I am away from the Red Bazaar and her, and I wonder 
how long she will stay there, tireless and alone, limned by her 
panoply of joyless puppets, pounding away at the rotten core of the 
world." 

* * * 

It has reached me, my august hosts, that such was how this fair 
woman, rosy-cheeked and wet of eye, finished the tale of her travels 
upon the Red Road. The account filled the master of her household 
with dismay, for now he knew his youthful spouse to be senseless or 
bewitched, and neither was a conclusion agreeable to him. 

Thereupon, he (and other men who heard the tale from their 
sweethearts) rose and went quickly to fetch doctors, hakims, and 
mullahs to begin a series of treatments: cupping and bloodletting, 
herbs and aromatic vapors, knot-tying and taweez-hanging, dalak 
massages and manual kneading of their temples and soft tissues 
with black seed and wild Himalayan violet oils. The women were 
sent away to hilltops and remote farms to stay with friends or 
cousins, then called back to be evaluated by faith healers and 
mystics. Prayed upon, blessed, threatened, cajoled, oftentimes 
manacled. 

Yet none of these measures were to avail. Wherever the women 
went the Red Road went with them, and the monthly madness 



descended upon them with an increasing vengeance. 
Now that you understand the consternations visited upon the 

menfolk, you will also understand that many attempts were made to 
locate the Red Road's whereabouts. You will also know (although 
efforts were undertaken to conceal this and pertinent historical 
documents destroyed), that noble women and daughters of rich 
merchants and mansabdars were affected by the same malady. 
Therefore adventurers were sought, clever scouts bought, and brave 
warriors summoned. God's Shadow Upon The World, the Emperor 
himself, offered up gold, silver, titles, and land to any who could help 
bring an end to this plague of disgrace. 

Such is how an ordinary back alley in Lahore called Red Street 
(like other similarly named thoroughfares) became a lodestone for 
desperate merchants from hundreds of kos away. They came here 
convinced they would find a cure for their women's sickness, having 
heard the plain fact of it from such and such, a friend of a friend. 

They arrived in droves and left in tears. And the trickster Taimur 
exploited their hopes thoroughly, knowing as well as any local that 
nothing lay in Red Street but sawdust and pottery shards from a 
handful of craftsmen who worked there. 

That was until a man with strange clothes, who spoke in a 
stranger tongue, came to Lahore and brought new horrors with him. 

And with your permission, my dear goray friends, I will recount 
the story of their meeting and its aftermath to you. 



5: THE ASTOUNDING STORY OF 

TAIMUR'S ENCOUNTER WITH THE 


SORCERER SUPREME 


It has reached me, my auspicious hosts, that upon a cold winter's 
evening, the moon at its fullest, Taimur the Trickster closed his dawa
khana, disguised himself as a madman, and headed to the shrine of 
Data Ganj Bakhsh. 

His fingers played with the taweez around his neck, an apotropaic 
amulet that had belonged to his mother. More than most men, 
Taimur was prone to bouts of bladder trouble, and he was tired of it. 
His urine had burned all day and attempts to cool his bile with a 
wash of butter and milk cream and consumption of cucumber seeds 
had failed. This on top of his daily tonic depressed his disposition. 
Now he was hoping a sincere darood, perhaps a small dispensation 
of charity would bring divine favor and do the trick. 

Near Bhati Gate he saw something and paused. He forgot his 
burning micturition, smiled, and began following the man. 

A fog had lifted from the Ravi River and blanketed Lahore with it. 
His quarry strode down the warren of alleys so well known to Taimur 
until they came to Nawab Rahim Khan's haweli, whereupon the man 
stopped and stood, gazing upon its ornate doors. 

From a pocket in his dirty robes Taimur brought out a flask of 
wine, wet his lips and chin with it, and drenched his collar. He 
stumbled forth from the fog, his gait unsteady, arms flailing. 

"Would that I were a dog of her street," he sang, "that I could see 
her every night, then complain to the mooooon." 



And ran into the man. Taimur rolled his eyes, one hand gripping 
the man's fine coat-"Oh, pardon me, sir"-the other sneaking its 
way to the man's left hand, feeling for the ring he had glimpsed 
earlier. 

A spark, a jolt, and he was flying. 
Taimur landed in a heap of filth ten feet away, periwig knocked 

off, his fake beard tangled with rotting goat intestines abuzz with 
flies. His right hand felt as if it were on fire. When he looked down 
the first three fingers were seared, large blisters already forming. 

"This proves, if nothing else," said the shadow above him, "the 
fact that thieves and pickpockets are the same everywhere: ugly and 
stupid." 

"Your ... Excellency?" Taimur gazed at the tall man with kohl-lined 
eyes, a trimmed and oiled black beard, and a cruel aquiline nose. 
The strangeness of his accent confirmed what Taimur already knew, 
as did the shape of the emerald-studded blade that hung from the 
man's belt. "My apologies. I drank too much and couldn't see 
straight. 1-" 

"Now that is the truth: you couldn't see straight, for if you did, you 
would have kept your nasty, stealing hands to yourself. I wonder, 
though," the man knelt and looked at him with interest, "what do you 
see when you look upon me? What is it that goes through your idiot 
head?" 

"Well, then." No doubt it was the contempt in the foreigner's gaze, 
which made Taimur give up pretense, look straight up at him, and 
speak thus: "Your red and mauve turban is tied not in any Hindustani 
fashion I'm familiar with but Arab. You wear robes of the softest wild 
silk but that blue sash is Bengali muslin. The binding of your sash 
and the growing of your beard are reminiscent of Kashgar or Tartary, 
but that gold embroidery around the neck of your coat appears to be 
Ottoman. And your shoes, once lovely Punjabi khussas, now worn 
and patched. It would seem that you choose your attire with nary a 
care, yet only the wealthiest may afford such reckless mismatch. 



"If I were to postulate, I'd say you were a noble or a well-traveled 
merchant who has adopted the likings of versatile cultures, but that 
ring I tried to unburden you of," Taimur pointed to the man's left 
hand, "that tarnished signet ring, seemingly made of brass and iron, 
is no ordinary jewel. The sigil with the peculiar geometry is Hebrew, 
the two winged women cupping the seal-" 

"Indeed." The man's face changed. He tapped a finger on the hilt 
of his dagger. "I see my thief is a clever trickster, a very shrewd one 
indeed. Quite interesting and remarkable, but is it fortuitous?" And he 
stood quietly, staring into the fog. 

Taimur's burnt hand touched the taweez around his neck. The 
unharmed hand crept into his robes, but before he could do 
something with it, the man flicked a finger absently and the vial of 
fainting powder exploded in Taimur's pocket, filling his nostrils with 
the soporific. 

"What-" He sputtered, tried to hold his breath, but the powder, 
potent and quick, effected its function admirably. His mind and the 
city's fog became one and Taimur fell back into the filth. 

He awoke upon a divan bed surrounded by walls painted with the 
mystery of birds in motion, one of them-the twelve-hued Himalayan 
monal with its rufous tail and speckled green-blue head-an eruption 
of bright color aimed skyward. The room softly lighted with glass
cased oil lamps in niches. Thick frilled curtains, a low mahogany 
chair, an ivory inlaid hookah. At the far end a girl paced before a 
closed window, occasionally glancing at the sky beyond, her profile 
sleek and soft. 

Taimur's right hand ached. He regarded the blisters on it, lifted 
his gaze to the tall foreigner standing by the door, hands clasped 
behind him, watching the girl. The dagger in his belt gleamed in the 
lamplight. 

"You can speak freely. She sees us not nor hears us," said the 
man. 

The girl grazed her ear with a finger and came to a stop before 
the window, eyes fixed on the round moon anchored to the night. 



Taimur tried to raise himself, but his legs wouldn't move. He 
looked down and saw no constraints. He strained again, but they 
were immovable, like pillars of lead. "You are not a merchant or 
nobleman," said Taimur. "Nor a trickster, for what you have done to 
me is no trick or illusion." 

The man said nothing. 
Taimur patted his face. It was his own, no masks, paints, or 

disguises. The man had removed them for him. In a panic Taimur felt 
his underclothes and sighed with relief: his tonics, potions, and 
accessories were intact. "Who is that girl?" As he said it the girl 
stirred sideways, the slightest of movements, and the answer came 
to him: She was Mehrunnisa, the daughter of Nawab Rahim Khan. 
Everyone in the walled city recognized her. 

Just as they knew that she, too, was a moon-mad rose. 
"My wife," said the man, "has been causing trouble in these 

whereabouts. Such raucous trouble that word of it has crossed many 
seas to get to me." 

"I do not know what you are talking about," Taimur said, but a 
dreadful feeling was growing in his chest, a bat unfurling its wings. 

"I think you do, such a man as you." The man stepped forward 
and placed a finger on the base of the girl's neck. She shivered as if 
touched by ice, and stilled. "Look at how much misery the loved ones 
of these exquisite girls, these moon-struck roses, as your people call 
them, continue to suffer. What anguish these lovely flowers must 
bear! Not safe within the confines of their own homes." 

"Where is her family? How come she can't see or hear us?" 
Pleasure spread across the man's face. Watching him was like 

watching a six-year-old beam at his success at a hard task. He is a 
child with magical powers, Taimur thought. That is who he is. 

"They have been taken care of. Not hurt-just put away for a bit 
while we conduct our business." 

"Indeed," said Taimur; he slipped a hand into his robes, 
remembered what had happened before, and removed it. "And what 
do you propose is our business here?" 



"I bring glad tidings, of course. I have come to remove my wife's 
cursed existence from your land. Shall I tell you a story?" said the 
man, his finger tracing down the bones in the girl's spine. "Shall I tell 
you who I am and where I have been and what brings me here?" 

He wishes to tell his tale. A true self-lover. Taimur considered. 
"No." 

A flash of surprise as the eyes widened, then anger, which was 
quickly superseded by pride and will. "No?" 

"I only meant, my dear sir, that no telling is necessary. It is 
perfectly clear you are no ordinary man but a sorcerer supreme. And 
whatever brings you to our land is of paramount importance." 

A slow cooling of the flame, another, darker presence Taimur 
couldn't quite read. The sorcerer dropped his hand from the girl's 
flesh and stepped back. "What brings me here, after so much time," 
he said, "is the Red Road and the woman at the end of it." 

And there it was. If the stories were true and he was who Taimur 
thought he was, he wielded a power far greater than magic. Taimur 
remembered the ring and the way it had emptied his hand of feeling 
before inundating it with a fire so hot it seemed to have been fetched 
from hell itself. 

So why share his secret with Taimur? Why bring him here? 
The sorcerer M - Taimur forced himself to accept the 

conclusion-seemed to read his mind. He smiled. "You, my clever 
trickster, are here because Fatima must give up her magic, and I 
need you to be my messenger." 

Which is when fear truly began to seep into Taimur's heart, for he 
knew now what this ancient man wanted. "No," he said. "It is 
impossible." 

"By now, surely," the man said, stooping to gaze into his face
his breath was unpleasant: bitter-sweet, onions dipped in musk 
-"you know nothing is impossible. Here, let me show you." 

He lifted his left hand and kissed the seal of the ring. 
Black fell so quickly about him that for a moment Taimur thought 

he had gone blind or passed out again. But he could feel, hear, and 



smell the room. There was geometry to this void, a circularity, a 
strange density, as if he could tear out chunks of it and build of them 
a creature of darkness. Sparks of light made him throw up his hands; 
when his vision returned he saw something that made him utter a cry 
and stagger back. 

My dear hosts, I remain unable to tell you precisely what Taimur 
saw, for he would not speak of it to anyone. In fact for many years he 
would not share his story at all, not even with his family. 
Nevertheless, the scribes of yore note that years later at the darkest 
hour of night, deep in the drink, Taimur the Trickster finally opened 
his mouth. 

He told his fellow drinkers that his dreams were filled with half
shapes. Sometimes he imagined he could not feel one side of his 
body. One midnight he woke up convinced that another man's limbs 
and torso were attached to his left side and they moved on their own. 
His right eye, mad with fear, rolled, while the left twinkled with glee. 
One half of his face grinned at the other. 

My auspicious hosts, the scribes of yore believe Taimur saw the 
homunculus mentioned by AI-Qazwini in his classic Wonders of 
Creation and Miracles of Things Existent: a creature with the form of 
a half-human, like a man sliced longitudinally, that keens far from 
human footsteps, forever longing to conjoin with its missing half. 

Whatever appeared to Taimur, the organism lay curled in front of 
a crackling fire, its malformed body bound in rusted chains. 

"People think I traveled to Ikhtiyan-al-Khatal and Solomon's ring 
fell from a tree into my lap," said a voice in the dark-the sorcerer's. 
"If they only knew what I had to do ... " 

Taimur licked his lips, his hand curled around his mother's 
amulet. "And what was that?" 

"To begin with, I gave a pint of blood to the haunter of the mosque 
by the Gate of Victory. I n exchange he made me close my eyes and 
when I opened them, Cairo was gone. I found myself in a vast desert 
with nary an oasis or refuge in sight. Three days I walked amidst the 
sand dunes-hungry, thirsty, heat-struck-until I arrived at a place of 



ruins and bones, where I encountered a race of men whose heads 
were in their breasts. 

"When they spoke, the movement of their lips made their lungs 
blossom and their hearts gallop like Arabian horses. Their voices 
resembled the rush of water and wind and their eyes were large and 
red, bloody eggs in the nest of vessels enmeshing their head. They 
offered me a tough meat to eat and a beaker of black water to drink; 
and had I partaken of either I swear upon Him in Whose hand flutters 
my life my head too would have sunk into my breast forever. 

"But I resisted their enchantment and fled until I came upon a 
place called Hazman's Grove, where dwelt this creature you see 
before you. Only it was a hundred times more powerful and dreadful 
and many times taller, and it called me and it asked my name. It read 
to me primal poetry, horrific words meant to shatter my wit and 
nerves, and we battled for seven days, reciting verse to one another, 
tricking, beguiling, then each falling to beat the other, determined to 
do so to death, until I noticed it wore in its inhuman nostril a glittering 
signet ring. At the next opportunity, I tore the ring out from its flesh, 
upon which it uttered a fearsome wail and dropped cowering to the 
ground, and that was how with a lost ring of Solomon I enslaved it to 
my purpose. 

"And now we had us a marvelous time in that land, and I became 
one of its richest and most powerful merchants. I married the king's 
daughter, but she served not my pleasure and I banished her and 
married another whom I deemed better suited to my needs. 

"We were happy and satisfied for many years. My wife aged but 
my body changed not a bit. I transformed my adopted home for the 
better: Bigger and richer caravans, having heard rumors of the 
wonders of M , came to our gates, loaded with goods, eager to 
make peace and trade with us. The city prospered and my people 
thrived. 

"But came a morning I woke and found my creature awfully ill. Its 
eye had sunken into its doughy flesh, its arm flailing like the tail of a 
worm. It had curled into a ball. Distinctly I noticed that overnight my 



power had weakened. I couldn't summon a crow if I wanted, let 
alone a magic caravan. 

"Well, my puny trickster, I thought this would not do. It cost me 
magic, mental strength, and not an inconsiderable amount of calf's 
blood to discover that something or someone had been stealing 
magic from us. It was being drawn from my half-creature and 
directed to the west. 

"I sent forth my scouts, and we heard curious tales of a red land. 
These tales spread through many decades across many continents, 
moving like a slow sinuous living thing, and they all sounded the 
same. A red land, a mistress of this land, and her bewitched girls 
who all returned home befuddled, telling the same story. 

"My story, but malformed. Like my creature. 
"This is how I discovered that my wretch of a wife-Fatima the 

Dung, Fatima the False Accuser-had entreated with a haunter too 
and transposed another world unto ours and made it hers; and 
through some secret spell has been leeching my magic, my power to 
serve her nefarious purpose. Luring innocent women into her world 
and casting madness and grief upon them and their men. 

"No, no, my clever trickster, this would not do. I said to myself 
something must be done. So, here I am now and here is my plan." 
M 's voice filled with elation at his own cleverness. "We are in 
this ridiculous nawab's house on the eve of full moon. Tonight when 
Fatima throws her damned Red Road like a lasso to drag this lovely 
bird away, you will follow the girl into Fatima's abode and offer the 
mistress of red a bargain on my behalf." 

Taimur had suspected this was coming. Nevertheless his legs 
turned to water, his innards to cold stew. The Red Road. The man 
wanted him to walk it! 

"My dear sir, I beg you, please listen to me," said Taimur. "I am a 
mere street trickster with no magic or power. I know nothing

"You will go to Fatima and offer her this," said the sorcerer. "She 
can have her father's gold-ornamented Quran, and in return she 
must give me back my magic. I know how much that stupid 



manuscript means to her. The compact and the treaty will be agreed 
and sworn upon Solomon's ring to ensure it is an unbreakable 
binding." 

Perhaps he's chosen the wrong house, Taimur thought 
desperately. Surely he couldn't know the Red Road would appear to 
this particular girl on this particular night. 

But the sorcerer would know. 
"Hear me, your exalted Excellency," cried Taimur to the dark, "you 

must hear me. You are not the first to have thought of this. Of 
course, other men have walked the road in search of its red 
mistress. Not one has returned." 

"I am not other men." 
Neither am I, Taimur thought. But you are sending me, you 

craven, while you sit here smug, waiting for my return. 
"A trickster knows another trickster, my lord. There are gaps in 

her story, events that make no sense. Please, sir, I beg you-" 
"Silence, you charlatan!" A shimmer, a flash, and a moan. The 

creature was gone, the darkness lifted. They were back in the lush 
bedroom with the silent girl gazing at the moon outside her window. 

The sorcerer's face had darkened. "You will convey my message 
or you will turn into a misshapen fish flapping in the street and none 
will dare give you a drop of water." 

As the sorcerer said this, there fell three knocks upon the window. 
M 's eyes widened. 
Taimur felt the color drain from his face. 
The stories said the road appeared to some women and only the 

men who followed them vanished. Maybe he wouldn't see it at all. 
After all, he hadn't so far. So long he had protected himself. Carefully 
avoiding any association that might oblige him to an affected family, 
suppressing emotion at the women's fate, never uttering the wrong 
thing to the wrong person. 

Even as he pondered this, he knew he was becoming incoherent. 
Taimur began mumbling the Verse of the Throne, his mother's 
taweez clenched in his burnt hand. 



The girl Mehrunnisa reached forth and unfastened the window 
bolts. 

"It is time," whispered M __ 
Silent, the window lifted, a flimsy wing opening to the night. On 

the sill perched a bird-shaped shadow. 
It cooed. 
The girl bent and stepped out onto the ledge and as she did 

something changed in the nature of the night. The darkness 
twitched; red began to pulse inside it. 

Horror filled Taimur's heart. Rapidly, desperately, he thought, A 
child. M is a child. How do you handle matters with a child? 

When the answer came to him it was so simple it surprised him 
out of his fear. 

The girl stood still on the ledge. Taimur strode forward, peered, 
jerked, and cried, "Wonder of wonders." 

Quickly he slipped out and joined the girl, gazing where she was 
gazing. 

"What do you see?" said the sorcerer from the room. 
"Marvel of marvels," Taimur whispered and swayed on the sill. 

"My God." 
"What is it?" Excitement in the sorcerer's voice. "Tell me." 
"A doorway made of red moonbeams, just as the stories describe 

I 't . " 
"Red moonbeams." 
"Yes! Come take a look." 
For a moment there was no sound, then shuffling; the sorcerer 

spoke right by his ear, voice filled with amazement, "Allah be 
praised. An astounding work of mag-" 

Which is when Taimur whirled, the fastest he had ever moved in 
his life, and wrapped his arms around M 's torso. A burst of heat 
swept through his body, but Taimur didn't let go. Instead he threw 
himself back into open space, the sorcerer from disparate lands 
pulled down with him. 

How do you deal with a stubborn child? 



You intrigue him with shiny objects, he thought, as they fell, fell, 
and fell forever. 

Such is how, my esteemed hosts, Taimur the Trickster and 
M the Magician found themselves drawn into the land of 
Fatima, the Queen of Red Midnight, and with your permission now I 
will recount that meeting of three to you. 



6: THE QISSA OF THE QUEEN OF RED 

MIDNIGHT AND WHAT HAPPENED IN 


THE REDLANDS 


It has reached me, my dear goray sahibs, that Taimur the Trickster 
and M the magician stood finally on the Red Road amidst sky
high roseate mountains and faced each other, and upon M 's 
face was disbelief followed by rage so dreadful Taimur felt his 
micturition sting no more and a stream ran down the inside of his 
shalwar, darkening further the red dust and gravel beneath his feet. 

"You," said the sorcerer in a voice so flat it increased the terror in 
Taimur's heart tenfold, "will pay for this. Your punishment will last not 
for a moment or two, but a hundred years." 

Worse than this? Taimur's body was on fire. The protective magic 
of the sorcerer's ring had scalded him in several places; large 
bullous blisters wept allover him. 

Did their intrusion break the moonbeam enchantment? The girl 
Mehrunnisa was nowhere to be seen. 

Above them the universe was starless, a darkling goblet. 
"Why do it? What gain have you from this?" said the sorcerer, a 

note of bafflement in his voice. 
"None," answered Taimur, "but that if I were to come to harm, why 

should you escape it?" 
The fury returned to M 's face. He lifted a hand, but before he 

could as much as flick a finger, the earth jerked them both. One 
moment they were upright on a still, unending stretch of road; the 
next the ground had folded on itself, its two ends meeting-or so it 



seemed to Taimur, for he had the sensation of the world rounding, a 
perfectly dizzying feeling that knocked all breath out of him-and 
they were standing in a vast tenebrous market square. 

"God above," breathed Taimur. "It is true." 
It was. 
This was a world baptized in blood, its air and sky inflamed unto 

disquiet. Lamps drooped from wooden posts to redden its eerie 
corners. Desolate stalls, barren horse carts, neatly piled bundles of 
rich rugs, trays of apples, pomegranates, and mangoes-wherever 
they looked lines of merchandise and edibles stretched. Yet not a 
soul to partake of any of it. 

In the center of the square was an elevated platform, a ten-foot
high floating circular structure of marble atop a thick old-wood pole of 
carved human faces. These visages were wide-eyed, lips stretched 
back to reveal discolored teeth and thick, lolling painted tongues. 
And each tongue moved: slow, molten wood licking the face above 
and below it. Before the pole stood an army of man-sized puppets, 
their ruby eyes fixed on the interlopers. 

A woman with a crown of feather and gemstone stood on the 
marble dais above them. Her presence filled the world. 

"Mercy of mercies, you are here, dear husband," she said, her 
words loud and commanding, as if they were the only reality in this 
world, "may my soul be sacrificed for you." 

"Fatima," said M and on his face was awe absolute. Words 
seemed to fail him. He gazed at her, this tall, beautiful being with her 
perfect face seemingly chiseled of agate and fire opal. Time would 
not dare touch it. Her hair, black as the beginning of time, streamed 
around it. 

"Welcome to my world, my earthly god," said the Queen of Red 
Midnight, her face a glittering, million-faceted gemstone. "See how 
I've prepared it for you. The sweetmeats, the clothes, fineries, 
enchantments. All for you, life of my heart. Oh, how I've waited for 
you . Come see what my longing and heart-blood have made of me 
and mine." 



I 

M stepped forward. A buzzing permeated the air as the sea 
of puppets parted and a shimmering staircase appeared, coiling 
down the pole, wrapping itself around the grimacing faces. 

"Centuries I waited," said the woman, "thousands of miles 
traveled to find you. Pray tell, did you not miss me, my lord, your 
vexing, emotion-ridden wife? Did you not think of our love and our 
youth?" 

"Yes," said the sorcerer as if transfixed, but his left hand twitched 
as he ascended the staircase. The latter spiraled up gently, like a 
serpent, each face on the pole turning to watch the sorcerer go by. 
"Yes, my dear. I have missed you. I'm so sorry for all the distance 
and trouble we have caused each other. That I caused you. I thought 
you would hate me for it." 

"Trouble, yes, so much trouble," said the mistress of red. "But 
hate you? It took me a while to understand my missteps. An epoch, 
and many houses. Tell me, my husband, do you still have my 
heirloom, my father's ornamented manuscript?" 

"I do," said the sorcerer. "But I don't have it here, my dear. It sits 
waiting for you in my chambers beyond your redlands." 

"Your chambers, my lord?" 
Fatima lifted her gaze and looked at the heavens of her making. 

M reached the dais and stepped off. Outlined against a 
bleeding sky, twin titans, they faced each other, as the forgotten 
Taimur watched from below. 

"Indeed. But all I have to do is snap a finger and my creature will 
bring it in the turn of an eye." His eyes were fixed on Fatima, clever 
and eager. "I know, Fatima, that I made many mistakes. I should 
have never left. I should have taken your reproach, fair as it was, 
and my punishment for those years of neglecting you. But it's not too 
late, my wife. Say the word and we shall be together again, our 
powers conjoined, two halves coming together to create a 
tremendous whole the like of which the world has never seen." 

Fatima smiled. "Would that we could, my dear husband. Indeed 
that would be most desirable." She leaned forward to rest her head 



on his broad chest. "Except for one minor difficulty." 
"What is it?" 
Taimur watched her lift her head and gaze into M __'s eyes. "I 

detest that book." 
The eagerness in M 's face disappeared. A frown replaced it. 

"My lady?" 
"There is, however, another book I'm very interested in." Fatima 

reached out and touched the ring of Solomon. The sorcerer recoiled, 
but the spiral staircase behind him lashed and twisted itself around 
his torso. M jerked and tried to move his hand, but it was 
useless. The Queen of Red Midnight held him firm, nary a care on 
her blazing face. 

"A monkey appreciates not the taste of ginger," she said. "What 
wonderful adages exist in this land." Tenderly she removed the ring 
from his finger. A spark, a curl of sanguine smoke, and the ring sat 
glittering on her palm. 

"No!" The sorcerer's voice was filled with such horror that Taimur 
fell back. 

"No? But this is my world, my love. Shaped in my image, painted 
with my blood." She slipped the ring on, moved back from M __ 
and twice blinked. 

The kingdom of Red Midnight crumbled. 
Taimur experienced it like the dissolution of smoke above a coal 

hearth or the surfacing of one's face from water. 
They stood in an enormous cavern before a flickering fire. The 

ceiling was higher than Lahore Fort, the walls uneven, strangely 
undulating. Ten paces away in the finger-play shadow of the flames, 
M hung spread-eagled, as if pegged to the air, his patched 
Punjabi khussas dangling a foot above the ground. Fatima stood 
before him, face solemn, looking up into his eyes. 

"I've reddened many a midnight dream," she said, "and cast the 
net of my talism wide in the eight directions of the wind. I've called 
many moon-struck roses to me: to unshackle them, sometimes to 



make love to them, and found their husbands or fathers or brothers 
trailing in their wake, pet mongrels reluctant to let a prize bird go." 

She glanced beyond the fire and Taimur saw that the walls of this 
cavern were not granite or rock. They were constructed of the bodies 
of thousands of Fatima's puppets, except that their flesh was meat 
and not wood. Their eyes were stitched closed with what he first 
thought was worms. Another look showed they were coils of 
intestines sewn through the lids. The meat puppets writhed, 
thousands upon thousands, palm sutured to face, foot to lip, torso to 
torso-a tenebrescent mosaic of male flesh of every color and race 
splayed, conjoined, and alarmingly alive. 

"But this is my place, my talism," said Fatima. "Do you know what 
I had to do to make it mine?" 

M screamed in response. His eyes bulged as he struggled to 
lower himself to the ground, but it was impossible. Fatima's magical 
construct had disintegrated; her magic had not. The air gripped him 
tight. 

"Three children, she told me-Zulaikha, that ancient lighter of 
midnight fires. And they had to be mine. So I went back, you see. I 
went back and fucked those men in their winehouses and alleys and 
this time their seed came alive in me. I bore their bastard children. 

"And a part of me said, 0 Allah, if You are still there, give me a 
sign. Destroy them in my womb like you destroyed my other children. 
But you know-" And here Fatima laughed a laugh that singed the 
air and flooded the air with crimson. "Such was not His will this time. 
They lived. All three. All boys. 

"So when I had my third, I took them to Zulaikha in her unholy 
cave and she bade me slice their genitals and throats until blood 
spurted from them into her bucket of sigils. She feasted upon the 
meat dolls left behind and satiated her hunger thus. Then she dipped 
her hooves into the bucket and drew upon my womb, upon which red 
gushed from between my legs. She admixed my blood and the blood 
of my blood and I drank it, and in that way I was begotten anew. 



"So you see, dear husband, I did sacrifice my soul for you. This is 
no accidental magic like yours. This is another kind. Here you are 
not my earthly god, nor I yours. In this domain I am al/ gods. I am," 
Fatima said kindly, "godhood. 

"But we were speaking of books, weren't we? I hated my father." 
She frowned. "Tell the truth I don't remember him much now, but I 
remember the hate. 'He is a good man, Fatima,' he said to me. 
'Marry him, Fatima.' Abbi and his damned book. Abbi and his sacred 
recitations. Fourteen, and he married me off, arranged and 
decorated, like a travel bag. I wanted his book back so I could 
destroy it. I could not care less about its contents; what mattered 
was it was his. And I knew eventually you would come to me to 
bargain if you weakened enough. And indeed here you are. 

"But you didn't bring my book." 
Taimur trembled like a drop of exudate on a fingertip. The air of 

the cavern thrummed with heat. 
Fatima reached up to kiss M 's hands tenderly, one after the 

other. Something shifted in her eyes and a thought occurred to 
Taimur, Not eyes but festering wounds; then she stepped back and 
closed them. 

Red eddied up from the earth, a delicate churn that turned into a 
whirlwind. It engulfed M __ 

"A book for a book," said Fatima. 
M 's rich robes fell like curtains. 
He opened his mouth and gurgled. His tongue dropped out and 

kept dropping, a fishing line of bloodied meat, bits of bone and 
cartilage crunching and mashing their way out, until his gullet and 
stomach had been fetched. His heart warped into a beating walnut, 
his lungs popped and shrank into ribbons that flailed out of his 
nostrils. His rib cage collapsed inward to meet his vertebrae, an 
ossified marriage thrust back into the serrated scaffolding of spine. 

Taimur fell to the ground, drew his knees to his chest, and began 
to moan. 



M quivered midair; his bones melted. The skin of his torso 
and limbs softened, peeled, and unfurled into fine parchment, 
hanging down in sheets; the lining of his intestines snapped free of 
its contents and draped his redesigned organism. His entrails 
unraveled, dozens of feet of it, snaking back, threading and climbing 
his spine like vines. Blood from his ruptured vessels, thousands of 
intimate channels and red roads, streamed out to join the crimson 
maelstrom enwombing him and painting him. Came the piece de 
resistance: M 's head slumped forward, thinned and fused with 
his excavated chest to form a brilliant frontispiece. 

Thus emerged the sorcerer, in Fatima's domain, a newly bound 
red book with ornamented, glistening leaves. 

"My manuscript of M ," purred the Queen of Red Midnight, 
opening her eyes and gazing upon her masterpiece. 

As her storm began to abate, M fluttered, weeping red vapor 
that ebbed to the ground. A keening sound filled the air briefly. Then 
the tome of blood that was M vanished. 

Finally Fatima the Great and Terrible turned her eye upon Taimur. 
He flinched and curled himself into a ball. 
"Thank you for bringing him here. You can come out now." 
Taimur stared at her. 
She smiled and her smile was the appearance of the sun on a 

cold day. "All ruses, all guises, all veils part in this world, my love. 
Rise, child. Come to me." 

Taimur's heart thundered. He tottered to his feet. 
"A wonderful mother, wasn't she?" said Fatima. "After your father 

died, the greatest of mothers. What did she say to you when she first 
revealed the truth?" 

Taimur's legs trembled. His tongue was cotton, but Fatima was 
waiting. One didn't make a queen wait. 

"Seven," said Taimur. "I was seven and hiding beneath our old 
cracked table, furious at my mother. Asim and Qasim, the two 
neighborhood bastard boys, were making fun of me, saying I was a 
craven, because I refused to take my clothes off and swim with them 



in the canal. I told them I had weak lungs and Mother said my body 
must always be kept warm, but they laughed at me and called me a 
eunuch. So I ran and hid, and she found me sobbing, my mother. 
She sat me down and we talked and that was when I really 
understood why she hid who I truly was from the world." 

Fatima's ageless eyes were gentle. "Say it." 
Taimur's cheeks were wet. Were they tears or the sorcerer's 

blood? 
"Out with it," said Fatima. "Say your name." 
Taimur opened her mouth. "Tehmina. I am Tehmina." And she 

lifted a hand, wiped the moisture from her face, and clasped her 
mother's amulet to her chest. 

Fatima's face was a rose of pleasure. "Yes, my love. There is no 
shame any longer. No fear. No need to hide, for you have done me 
the most exceptional of favors and you will be repaid in kind." 

"I am a woman," said Tehmina, words now rushing from her 
mouth, as if a moment's pause would bind them. "I was born a 
woman. But my father was dead and I had not brothers, and Mother, 
when she was fifteen, was married off to a man nearly twenty years 
older, and we had this shop but no one to run it. The apothecary was 
at risk. A dawa-khana run by two-women would wither and fail-but 
if I were a boy ... " Tehmina swallowed. "I am so thirsty." 

Fatima rubbed two fingers together and Tehmina held a goblet of 
cool rosewater sherbet. She lifted it, took a few sips. Fear was 
leaving her. If the Queen of Red Midnight had wanted her harmed, 
she would be dead already. 

"So she gave me concoctions and a daily medicine to ensure I 
would not curve. My body would remain flat like a man's. And her 
plan worked. I have been a man all these years with no one the 
wiser. Sometimes"-Tehmina paused to drink- "sometimes I forget 
it myself: that beyond the dull evenness of my body lies secreted a 
woman." 

"But there is a bit more to it, my love." Fatima's gaze went to the 
amulet around her neck. "Isn't there?" 



Tehmina glanced down at it. "This? It was my mother's." 
"What you wear is an ancient scroll of Afrasayab, once a great 

king of sorcerers. I know not how it came upon your family, but I 
would venture that it is what perfects the illusion for those around 
you. It offers you protection. How else could you get M here? 
You should always wear it ... as you should this ring." Fatima took off 
the ring of Solomon and tossed it to Tehmina, who caught it, 
surprised. "Put this on, my lovely rose, and make a wish." 

"A wish." Tehmina looked at the ring, at its tarnished ancient sigil 
of black onyx and two winged women carved around its band, as 
one looks at a scorpion's stinger. "Isn't that how the hidden folk of 
Peristan and Mount Qaf trap a human? By granting wishes and 
binding them in evil covenants? No, my queen, I'm better off without 
the dual-edged blades of wish and magic." 

Fatima nodded. "You might be. But the half-creature of the ring is 
not. Without a worthy master to restore it, the homunculus will wither 
and pass on, its ancient magic vanished from the world. I must not 
take the ring, for if I do I may become a greater specter than I am 
already." In her eyes were shadows that slipped past each other. 
"Fear not, 0 Tehmina, for my spell has been lifted: The homunculus 
will weaken no more. It will serve your pleasure, for I know"-she 
smiled-"you will be a worthy mistress. 

"And now, 0 Tehmina, I give you this: You will be the witness to 
my story and your words will be sweet and beguiling. You will repair 
the story of M the cobbler of Cairo so the world knows the story 
behind the story. Let his name be lost, let his legacy not be his 
contrived caravan of dreams, for there was naught but greed and 
ignorance that traveled through that desert with him. 

"My sweet Tehmina, come nigh. Step close to me. That is right: 
Put your forehead on mine. Now, my dear sweet blushing rose, 
make us a wish." 

And, it has reached me, my wonderful hosts, that eyes wide, 
palms sweating, Tehmina the Trickster stepped forward, and rested 
her head against the queen's. 



7: THE STORY UNLEASHED 


"Such is how," said Baba Kahani with a flourish of his arms, "my 
auspicious hosts, my gracious friends, my wonderful goray 
companions-may the stars forever align above your heads and the 
planets spin into favorable formations-the Marvelous Tale of 
Tehmina the Trickster and the Moon-Mad Roses comes to an end. 

"Now, a qissa-khwan should boast neither of his tales nor his 
narrative prowess, but I hope you will agree that it is a worthy story, 
a valuable mode, a memorable history, and a useful frame to view 
our delightful world through, is it not?" said Baba Kahani, smiling, 
and lifted a steaming cup of chai to his ample lips. 

Hatim and the others started. Lyssa looked around as if in a 
dream. Maurice scratched his head. Tolya yawned, stretched his 
back, and reached for his tea, but the tin cup was empty. 

Around them the teahouse bustled and banged, a perpetual 
motion machine that rolled from dawn to dusk and dark to light. 
Hatim remembered one particular nihari shop in Old Lahore where 
supposedly a copper pot had not stopped simmering since 1947. 
The owners worked in shifts around the clock. 

Wonders forgotten everywhere, he thought. Tomorrow we will sit 
at a flat table and talk about stories. Injustice, corruption, and the 
making of fiction, but what of wonder? What of ancient, overlooked, 
tongueless pockets of the world? Miracles wrought in the mundane 
never told, because the tellers aren't around anymore. 

Such peculiar thoughts, Hatim mused, but then, the night was 
peculiar. 



He glanced at his watch and was startled to see it was only 
eleven forty-five p.m. How was that even possible? 

"Sut that's a poor end," cried Maryanne. "What was Tehmina's 
wish? What happened to M after that horrible shit he went 
through, well deserved though it was? How about Fatima? She 
wasn't a saint herself, was she! And the girl Mehrunnisa? Why is she 
such a passive side character?" 

Saba Kahani's eyes glittered. "A slew of questions, my gracious 
host. Didn't the Queen of Red Midnight say a story once freed grows 
its own tail?" 

"No, she didn't," said Maurice thoughtfully. "She said a story once 
unleashed grows its own tail. There's a difference, I think." 

"Perhaps Tehmina's wish," continued Saba Kahani, "freed them 
both and Mehrunnisa and Tehmina had their own happy ending. 
Perhaps Fatima was satiated and gave up her kingdom and spent 
the rest of her life in service of her fellow women. Mayhap Tehmina 
returned home without the ring to her life of duplicity and dissociation 
-who knows? 

"What I do know, my lovely friends," said Saba Kahani, rising to 
his feet, "is that it's getting late and I must be going. Thank you for 
the tea and cake, most generous of you. I hope you enjoy your visit 
to our astonishing city. 

"And with that I bid you adieu and a marvelous night." 
He bowed, the sequins on his waistcoat catching the light. A 

glimmer on his left hand, then Saba Kahani straightened. He took off 
his swollen lips, removed his face, shook open his long oiled hair (it 
fell in midnight rivulets to the ground) and walked away into the 
faintly red smog of Lahore. 
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The first time I saw her, I remarked on her footwear. "Oh, you're a 
red-boot witch," I said, and shared a brief conspiratorial laugh with a 
woman I assumed was the mother. The little witch did not join in, 
however. She looked up at me with a solemn gaze, gray eyes 
serious beneath the wide brim of her black hat, and I felt chagrined. 
Hadn't I vowed, when I was young, to never be one of the adults 
behaving just as I was then, laughing at a child under the guise of 
charm? Because of guilt I told her she could have two candies, and 
watched her little hand, fingers small as sticks, fingernails like glass, 
searching through the bowl until she found two of the exact same 
tiny chocolate bars, and then another. 

"Did you say thank you?" the woman asked. The little witch 
looked up at me as she dropped her contraband into the hole at the 
top of the pumpkin's head. 

"Yes, she did," I lied, and only then did the child smile, if you 
could call it that, devoid as it was of mirth. As they walked away I 
observed a distance between them as if adult and child had come to 
some sort of truce. She walked boldly, that little one, in her red 
boots, creating enough of a stir to cause her cape to float aloft 
behind her. 

Every year a few trick-or-treaters set in my mind, individuals 
amongst the pack, and that year she was one of the remembered. 
After the last candy was dropped-wearily-into a plastic bag's maw, 
lights turned off and candles blown out, I retired to bed, shivering 
beneath the stack of quilts because a chill had gotten into my heart. 
When I finally closed my eyes, I saw the little witch stealing that extra 
chocolate, which is how it came to be that I fell asleep smiling for the 
first time in quite a while. I barely gave another thought to her, 



however, in the year that passed between one visitation and the 
next. The holidays arrived with the increased tempo life had 
established as a contrapuntal to my own increasingly measured 
pace. Because I had seen what happened to people who thought 
they could continue moving about as though their bones had not 
grown old along with their skin, I hired a boy to do the shoveling. He 
did sloppy work for which I paid five dollars. I considered him a 
borderline crook and was quite unhappy with our arrangement until 
he broke his leg and turned the job over to his sister. She cut neat 
lines down the walk and driveway, then finished with a sprinkling of 
salt. Sometimes I watched from my bedroom window, marveling at 
her strength. I thought we would like each other but she had no 
interest in becoming my friend. She plucked the five dollars from my 
hand as though fearful that by touching me she would be 
contaminated. "Your body will change too," I muttered, watching her 
run down the safe path she had cleared. 

I did not mean it as a curse and was severely distressed to learn 
of the accident that severed her fingers. Not all of them. I was never 
clear how it happened exactly, but by that time it was spring and her 
services no longer needed. I sent over a cranberry pie nonetheless, 
and a note, though neither was acknowledged in any way. Shortly 
thereafter the entire family began the distressing practice of crossing 
to the other side of the street at my approach, which caused me to 
suspect the cranberries had been sour. 

Spring was welcome, as it always has been, followed by summer, 
which was, of course, too hot and too short. Then-and it seemed all 
at once-the leaves were gold and red, the sky a wooly gray, 
pumpkins appeared in the neighborhood gardens as if grown 
overnight through October magic, and I was standing in my doorway 
greeting the little witch in her red boots. 

"Why, you've hardly grown at all," I said, then bit my lip, worried I 
hurt her feelings. Age had unleashed me as unkind in ways I never 
would have imagined when I was young. "Go ahead," I said. "You 
can have three." Of course she took four. 



I searched her face for signs of humor, but her gaze remained 
steady, so I looked up at the woman, thinking we could share a 
smile, though she stood outside the porch light and might as well 
have been composed of shadows as blood and bone. By the time I 
turned back to the little witch she was walking down the stairs, her 
cape blown aloft, each leg in turn, jutted straight out before her like a 
little Nazi. I wondered if the boots were too large for her small feet 
and if she had adopted the peculiar gait to compensate. 

I went to bed that night with a raging headache, tossing and 
turning against all my shortcomings. I should have asked more. I 
should have knelt down, looked into those gray eyes, and whispered, 
"Are you all right?" 

The next year I did, peering closely at her face for signs of age 
not evidenced in her size. I realized she might be one of those 
people who would never grow tall, but when I summoned all my 
strength to lower my body to kneel before her, I looked into the face 
of a child, even if her gaze was preternaturally solemn. 

"Are you all right?" I whispered as I extended the bowl toward her. 
She looked at me with her hand hovered above the treats; I 

guessed she was waiting for permission so I nodded, and she thrust 
into the pile of candy with fingers splayed as spider legs, scooping 
up considerably more than her share. 

"What's your name?" I asked. 
She was so intent on stuffing her pumpkin I wasn't certain she 

would answer, but once the last candy was settled she returned my 
curious gaze with her own. "Alice," she said, then shocked me by 
speaking further. "What's yours?" 

I had taken no notice of her companion, and was startled when I 
heard a peculiar noise coming from the shadows, a short abrupt 
sound that seemed more bray than cough and, indeed, was taken 
aback as I turned to see the figure obscured but for twisted horns 
that rose from its head, alabaster against the dark. 

I didn't have a chance to answer Alice's question; she was 
already hurrying away in a manner I had not seen her employ 



before, moving so quickly that not only did her cape bell out behind 
her but fallen leaves rose as some kind of tempest when she 
passed, then settled all at once, as if admonished by the horned 
figure that followed. 

I felt, suddenly, both weighed down as if some spectral shawl had 
settled on my shoulders, and hollowed out as a jack-o'-lantern. In 
that state, I placed the bowl of treats on the top step and went back 
inside to sit with Gerta, the cat who'd recently come to live with me. 
Even with the doors closed tightly against their invasion, I was able 
to hear the soft footsteps of children who politely selected a single 
candy, perhaps two, then continued on their way. It wasn't long at all, 
however, before the noise was that of youth with heavier footsteps 
followed by shouts and laughter, which I would not have minded had 
the sound carried a happy tenor rather than derisive glee. Sensing 
my irritation, Gerta jumped off my lap, and I went to the porch to 
retrieve the bowl, tossed on the brown grass-empty, of course. 

"Naughty children," I mumbled. "What becomes of such wicked 
creatures?" I took the bowl inside and went to bed, later awoken 
from a nightmare of blood and screams when Gerta curled beside 
me on the pillow, purring loudly. 

I spent the next day getting to know my neighbors. It turned out I 
had been right to ignore them all the years before. They were rude 
people. Even the woman who lived in the darling yellow house with 
the swag of autumn leaves draped around the door sneered, as if I 
wore garbage for perfume, when I asked if she knew anything about 
the little red-boot wearing witch. 

"She comes every year," I said. "Her name is Alice." 
"Well, what do you want with her?" Ms. Yellow House asked. 
"I don't know exactly," I lied. "I suppose to make sure she is all 

right." 
"Why wouldn't she be?" the annoying woman asked. 
"She hasn't grown. Not an inch." 
Ms. Yellow House began slowly closing the door, as if one of us 

might become violent at any sudden movement, but I stuck my foot 



in to stop it, which caused her eyebrows to jump halfway up her 
forehead, and her mouth to drop open. 

"Also, her guardian appears to be a goat," I said. 
"I'm going to call the police." 
"Good idea," I said, and removed my foot. I sat on the front step 

to wait, remembering a time when folks didn't leave visitors to chill 
on their stoop but, clearly, that was not the time I was in. 

Several gold leaves spiraled down from the neighbor's oak when 
a crow landed in the branches with a harsh caw, soon followed by 
the piercing wail of sirens that screeched, from various directions, to 
a central point that sounded close. So many crows arrived, the gold 
became thoroughly tarnished. I knew what that meant. 

I followed the trail of bloodred noise until I could go no farther 
because the policewoman blocked my way. I peered down the road 
at the scene of an accident involving one car and an electric pole. 
Halloween candy littered the street around two piles of bloody 
clothing, which I thought made no sense until I realized they were 
bodies. The police appeared focused on administering aid to the 
source of screams from inside the vehicle. When a paper blew over 
my shoe, I looked at it long enough to note schoolwork before 
releasing it, pausing on my way home to pick up a few pieces of 
wrapped chocolate for solace. 

It was several days before anyone followed up on Ms. Yellow 
House's call. The policewoman looked familiar but it was a few 
minutes before I realized she was the one who had blocked me from 
the accident where four teenagers died. 

Unlike my rude neighbors, I invited Officer Sharon inside. When 
she told me to call her that I wondered if it was the best approach for 
a woman doing such serious work. "Sounds more like a school 
crossing guard," I said. To my surprise, she laughed and then bent 
low to pet Gerta, who shamelessly wove between the officer's legs 
as if lacking affection. I apologized for the black hairs she shed. 

"Don't worry about it," Officer Sharon said. "I love cats. I would 
have a whole house full of them if my hours weren't so erratic." 



"Oh, you live alone?" I asked, but she did not appear to hear the 
question and, after a moment, stood up. 

"I suppose you wonder why I'm here. We've received some 
concerned phone calls." 

"Well, isn't that nice?" I said, surprised to discover my neighbors 
more attentive than I'd imagined. 

"Several people wanted to let us know you seem interested in a 
little girl." 

"Yes, she comes every Halloween and hasn't grown an inch." 
Officer Sharon nodded. "Well, you know, some people don't grow 

the way others do." 
"Yes," I said. "But I worry she isn't being fed enough." 
"What makes you think that?" 
"Every year she takes more candy than I say is allowed." 
"We11-" 
"And her guardian is most peculiar." 
"Peculiar in what way?" 
"She never lets me see her face. Well, she did once: the first 

time, when I wasn't really paying attention. She was almost friendly 
then, but now that I am onto her, she isn't. This year she was a 
goat." 

"A ghost?" 
"No. What sense would that make? A goat." 
Officer Sharon spent an unusual amount of time looking at me. I 

became quite uncomfortable but, at last, she spoke. 
"You do know some of the parents enjoy dressing in costumes for 

trick-or-treat, right?" 
It was then I began to accept I would have to take matters into my 

own hands. 
"Please," I said. "Won't you join me for tea?" 
She seemed hesitant, but soon followed me into the kitchen, 

where she pretended to be friendly yet watched everything I did with 
unnatural interest from a comfortable seat at the breakfast table 
across from Gerta, curled in her favorite chair. I made a careful 



selection from my herbs, a little of this and a little of that. The jars 
were unlabeled, but I was not confused. 

I noticed, however, that while Officer Sharon stirred and stirred, 
and even brought the steaming mug toward her mouth, she never 
took a single sip. I had been visited by the dead many times before, 
but never one so corporeal. Such power was harnessed from either 
great evil or great good. I proceeded with caution. 

"What else can you tell me about this child?" she asked. 
I waved my hand over Gerta, encouraging her to move. 
"One of the neighbors said you mentioned a name." 
I lifted the edge of the chair cushion, tugging it until Gerta finally 

jumped down and trounced out of the room with nary a backward 
glance. "I don't remember," I lied as I swept the cushion to the floor 
so I could sit without becoming covered with hair. "But I am very old," 
I said. "My memory is not what it once was." The table in my small 
kitchen was flush against the window, and the light fell across my 
guest with a pall. 

"Look," I said. "Snow." 
When she turned to peer over her shoulder, I was able to study 

her closely, noting the way her skin was speckled with gray as if 
whatever glamour she wore had begun to shred. 

"You need to be careful," she said. 
I understood it as a threat, though when she turned to face me, 

she assumed a friendly demeanor. "I always am," I said, going along 
with her game. "A woman my age has to be. I've hired a professional 
service to do the shoveling. They are very good. I mostly stay inside 
in winter. It doesn't bother me, really. I enjoy telling stories by the 
fire." 

"I want you to make me a promise," she said. 
I crossed my fingers over the mug of tea and nodded. 
"If you have any other concerns-any at all, about the child or 

anything else-you call me. Okay? Here." She toggled in her seat to 
reach in a back pocket for a wallet she opened to reveal the gold 
badge, though that wasn't what she was after. Instead, she pulled 



out a card she slid across the table. "Put this someplace where you 
won't lose it." 

I escorted her to the front door, and watched her walk down the 
steps to the police car parked at the side of the road. I was old 
enough to remember when the veil between worlds was not so 
tattered. I would never have imagined, when I was young, that the 
dead would hold positions of power. I raised my hand high in 
imitation of a friendly wave as she drove past, her smile wickedly 
bright beyond the glass. 

When I returned to the kitchen I found Gerta sitting on the table, 
dipping her paw into Officer Sharon's tea. Not usually given to 
drama, I screamed and grabbed the mug. Gerta reached to swipe 
me as I passed, which I found endearing even in my distress. I 
flushed the tea down the toilet, and tossed both mug and spoon into 
the trash, along with Officer Sharon's calling card, which I tore into 
tiny pieces to lessen its effect. 

Still, when I woke up the next morning, Gerta was not on the 
pillow beside me, nor on her favorite chair, nor on the couch or the 
rocker, but curled into a ball beside the cold hearth as if she'd 
suffered an unbearable chill in the night. She looked like her old self, 
yet when I reached to pet her, she was more rock than animal. 

It took me several hours, working in shifts, to dig her grave, 
positioned so I could keep an eye on it from the kitchen table. The 
ground was hard, though not yet frozen, the flurries that fell the day 
before mostly melted by the time I finished. I collected my tears in a 
small cloth cut from my quilt to wrap Gerta in. Several mornings I 
saw her sitting on that mound of dirt, but then winter fell in earnest 
and her cold little spirit moved into the house, where I spied her 
watching from dark corners. Poor thing. She regularly appeared in 
the kitchen, crying for food, but when I placed a handful of dry 
kernels into her bowl, only looked at me as if insulted. This 
happened with water too, and the small puddle of cream I poured 
into the primrose dish, and her favorite treats shaped like fish, and 
the little bit of tuna, untouched until the stink became unbearable. 



That was a particularly long winter. I mailed so many checks for 
snow removal I began, for the first time, to worry about the viability of 
my account. Still, it was a relief to watch it being done, and done 
well, from the comforts of my warm little house, without ever having 
to engage the workers who arrived dressed in dark snowsuits with 
hats drawn low over their brows. I rather liked the anonymity of the 
whole exchange. 

I ordered groceries to be delivered as well, sitting at my small 
desk tucked in the corner, scrolling through the choices, Gerta's 
ghost often curled in my lap. I clicked on whatever food I might want 
and the next day it appeared on my front step. 

Spring arrived with a riot of blossoms as if taking the long winter 
to task. My daffodils had never been a bolder yellow, my dandelions 
never more wild. When summer tripped in, she dropped a curtsy of 
bountiful green and wore a perfume that lingered well into the night, 
seeping through the open windows, making sleep difficult. 

In all that time I did not forget the little witch. After a cold snap, 
the leaves turned afire, and I stood beneath the branches of my 
neighbor's oak, watching red and yellow flames swirl around me like 
an omen. 

That night was warmer than usual, so I sat on my front step with 
the candy by my side, watching the creatures that meandered past 
my house, refusing to stop: a superhero, a soldier, a warrior, a 
jellyfish, and a monster-all accompanied by large creatures mostly 
disguised as adults. 

"That's right. Just keep going. I'm not here for you anyway," I 
mumbled from my place on the step. 

At one point, a little fireman broke free of his keepers to run to 
me, sporting a splendid smile until a harsh voice told him to stop. So 
thorough was their control, he did. He ran back to them and asked, 
"Why?" over and over again as they walked away until a woman's 
voice said, "She's a witch. You'll get lots of good candy tonight." 

I waited until the pleasant air became unpleasant, and the 
zombies, dinosaurs, and wizards dwindled to bands of wild-eyed 



teenagers, bloody from recent wrecks. Occasionally, one began to 
make their way toward me but inevitably another would pull them 
back. Eventually the street was quiet again, glowing beneath a 
hunter's moon. 

I left the treats on the top step and went inside to take care of my 
nighttime rituals. Later, when I retrieved the bowl, it remained full of 
candy. I brought it with me into the house, and fell asleep with sorrow 
in my eyes, so old I had no tears left. I awoke from a very deep 
sleep, startled by the figure beside my bed. 

"Hello, Alice," I said. 
"You remember." 
"What are you doing here? Where's your goat?" 
"Do you have any more candy?" 
"I have a large bowl of it. But where's-" 
"I ate it already." 
"All of it?" 
She shrugged so vigorously that her cape fluttered open behind 

her like wings. 
"That's an awful lot of sugar for a little witch to eat in one night." 
"Not awful. It was good." 
"Yes. WelL" 
"And I'm not little." 
"Oh? What are you?" A light, pale as the tears I could not shed, 

suddenly poured 
through my bedroom window, causing the little witch's face, 

beneath her conical hat, to glow. "Would you like some toast?" I 
asked, and she nodded. 

It usually took me so long to step out of bed that I often mused I 
was doing the business of turning into a skeleton while I slept-all 
bones, jangling and sharp-but that night's excitement must have 
fired up my endorphins because I sat up easily, slipped into my 
clogs, donned my sweater, and followed the little witch out of my 
room until she unexpectedly stopped to slip her small dry hand into 
mine. 



"The bird in my chest is beating really fast," she said. 
"Well, that's all the sugar," I replied. 
"Oh," she said. "I thought I was afraid." 
I asked her what she might be frightened of, but she only shook 

her head. I decided 
not to turn on any lights. My neighbors had given me no trouble 

since the phone calls to the police, but the disturbing behavior of the 
trick-or-treaters led me to suspect I had a reputation that was not 
wholly positive. A person should be free in her own home, of course, 
but I wasn't certain what might happen if mine were suddenly all lit 
up at an unexpected hour. 

Alice seemed perfectly happy to eat her marmalade toast by 
candlelight and, when she got to the third piece, I noticed how her 
little legs in the striped stockings and red boots had begun to swing 
happily beneath the kitchen table. 

"Sorry I don't have any milk or butter. I'm lactose intolerant." 
"Me too," she said. 
"Should I prepare another slice?" 
She shook her head no. When I pulled out Gerta's chair to sit 

across from my visitor, I noticed, by the flickering light, a splatter of 
red across her face. 

"Did you have an accident?" I asked. 
Her hand darted from the toast to pet her own cheek. Similar 

spots dotted her fingers. 
"Maybe a problem with paint?" 
Rather than answer, she bit into her toast. Tired, I rested my 

elbow on the table and made a fist to lean my cheek against while I 
stared at the moon-bathed yard. When I returned my attention to 
Alice I saw her eyes had begun to droop, and she was in danger of 
falling asleep with the point of her hat in the flame. 

As her head nodded nearer to the table, I slid the plate away and 
blew out the candle, leaving her to make a pillow of her arms while I 
checked all the locks, which were drawn as I remembered. When I 
checked the windows, I found one that, while closed, had not been 



bolted. It was several feet off the ground, however, and did not make 
sense for such a short creature's portal unless she had a broom 
somewhere I had not yet discovered. 

I carried her upstairs, careful not to bang her head in the narrow 
passage, stepping with caution since Gerta had emerged to 
accompany us. In my bedroom I gently removed her boots, but 
chose not to touch the stockings for fear that would disturb her. 
When I reached for the hat her little splattered hand shot up, so I let 
her keep it. I tucked her under the covers, then whispered I would 
not be far away. 

"I'm in the next room. Just call if you need anything." She 
mumbled a sleep-slurred response. "What?" I asked. 

"Be careful," she said, clear as the sound of bells on a winter's 
night. 

I thought for a moment that she was playing a trick of some kind 
-after all, it was the season for tricksters-but her eyes were 
closed, her breathing heavy, and I decided she was just a child 
talking in her sleep. I clicked my tongue for Gerta to follow, but she 
curled on the pillow beside the little witch's head, like a traitor. 

I slept in the guest room beneath a pile of old coats I had been 
meaning to mend for a while. The room was cold, and the 
atmosphere unpleasant overall. How long had it been since I'd used 
it for actual guests? The answer was never. As long as I could 
remember, it had been a dumping ground, a holding space for things 
I meant to fix, which every so many years I boxed up to bring to the 
Goodwill. The irony was not lost on me how, on that night, I was in 
the room of discarded things-an old woman whose own dead cat 
had lost interest in her. It was difficult to sleep with the pins that 
poked from the half-attended mending while the hunter's moon shot 
its arrows through the window onto me as if I were the hunted. 

Yet sleep I did. Confused when I awoke in the strange space, I 
fumbled my way through jumbled thoughts until I remembered the 
little witch. She was not in my bed or, upon further inspection, 
anywhere in the house. Finally, standing in my kitchen, I spied her in 



the backyard. Seeing her for the first time in daylight, I observed dark 
hair tangled beneath the hat's brim, the sheen of her cape like that of 
an otter, a black dress with the hem frayed above red-and-white 
striped stockings, and those boots. She probably wasn't dressed 
warmly enough but I was loath to interrupt her as she frolicked 
about, waving her arms, twirling and talking to the air. Charming, I 
thought, and right then noticed Gerta, looking much more embodied 
than she had for a long time, sitting on her own grave. 

When I called Alice inside for breakfast she ran across the yard 
(so young, so free) with Gerta following along in her new 
manifestation, leaping like a kitten. 

"My goodness, Alice," I said. "Haven't you had enough exercise 
already?" 

She looked up at me with rosy cheeks and bright eyes, all splatter 
gone from her face. Perhaps I had imagined it. We discussed what 
she might enjoy for breakfast, and she had quite a bit to say about it, 
surprising me with her babbling discourse about the cereal she 
preferred (round) the deficits of all dried fruit (raisins look like eyes), 
etc., until I began to feel irritated, and invited her to look through the 
pantry. 

I poured a cup of tea, then sank into my chair and returned to a 
sort of mindless morning state, staring blankly into space until it 
became occupied by Gerta pacing across the floor in a distressed 
manner. 

"You know you can't eat a bite, you silly thing," I said. "You died 
some time ago." 

"Oh, you have bloodroot!" Alice exclaimed from the pantry. I 
jumped out of my chair, so quickly I almost tripped over Gerta as she 
tore out of the room. 

"Don't touch that," I scolded, arriving just in time to see she had 
unscrewed the lid and was reaching inside the jar. Her hand was so 
small it fit easily. 

She looked up at me with a wounded expression through which 
flashed, for just a moment, the cold gaze of a much older person. 



"Come on now, Alice," I said, snatching the jar from her. "Let's be 
serious. How about toast? You liked it well enough last night." 

She deigned to agree. I scooted her out of the pantry and then 
set the jar back in its rightful location on the highest shelf, puzzled at 
how she had been able to reach it. I reminded myself I would have to 
be careful now, with her in my house. 

"Gerta is crying," she said. "She's hungry." 
Perhaps it was just as well I'd never had children. I was not in the 

mood to be bossed about. People often complained about how 
exhausting parenthood was, and I was surprised to discover how 
quickly I agreed. 

"I'm sorry to say, she cannot eat. She's dead." 
But I emerged from the pantry to find Alice pouring cat food from 

the small plastic pitcher I'd kept it in, into the little blue bowl, working 
around Gerta's head as she leaned into the dish, opening her mouth 
wider than I'd ever seen before. 

"What are you doing?" I asked. "What have you done?" 
Again she looked at me with a direct gaze, older than her years. 
"This isn't natural," I said as she walked past me to sit at the 

table, her hands folded before her. 
"Toast, please," she said, staring straight ahead. I made her toast 

and spread the marmalade across it to the accompaniment of the 
once-pleasant morning noise of Gerta's chewing, then slid the plate 
across the table until it pressed against Alice's hands, which she 
unfolded. 

I drew a glass of water for her and placed it beside her plate, 
leaning over her shoulder as I did to whisper, "You be careful." She 
was turning toward me when the doorbell rang, pealing through the 
house so loud all three of us jumped: Gerta, Alice, and me. In all my 
years it rang so rarely I always forgot the vow I made each time it 
did. "I need to replace that with something less violent," I said. "You 
stay here. Be still. Don't move." 

The woman standing at my door was familiar to me, but I couldn't 
place her, even as she introduced herself as Mrs. Iyler from down 



the street. "The yellow house," she said. "You spoke to me last year? 
About a little girL" 

"Did I?" 
"You were worried about her?" 
She had pinkish hair, perhaps once red, that bushed out at the 

sides of her head from beneath a brightly colored knit cap. Her eyes 
were small and very blue. She wore no makeup that I could see, 
which gave the impression that she had no lashes at all. She was 
unadorned but for the small gold cross affixed to the collar of her 
tweed coat. 

She sighed loudly. "Well, she came to my house last night." 
"Who?" 
"The little witch. The one with the red boots." 
I shivered in the damp air. 
"I haven't been able to get her out of my mind," she said. Just 

then, a clatter emanated from the kitchen. I began to close the door. 
"Well, thank you for stopping by," I said. 

"I was hoping we could talk." 
"Yes, but right now I have to go to the bathroom." 
Her blue eyes widened, her pale lips parted, and she nodded 

without enthusiasm. "Oh, well. I'll stop by later, if that's okay?" 
"Yes, that would be fine," I said, then added, "Be careful crossing 

the street." I wanted to take it back immediately, but that's not how 
these things work. 

I found Alice sitting where I'd left her, with one hand holding her 
toast aloft, the other rested on the table, so still she looked like a 
mannequin. 

"You can move now," I said, and her body deflated like a pin
pricked balloon as she bit into her bread. "You are a most peculiar 
child," I said, not meaning to cause alarm, but she paused in mid
chew to look at me. "I like that about you," I added, and she smiled, 
revealing crumbs, marmalade, and tiny teeth splattered with red. 

I gave her a lesson in dental hygiene, which I tried to execute 
without inducing shame. Who amongst us has not occasionally 



missed spots of blood when brushing? I did notice, as I guided the 
process, that the blades of her little teeth were unusually sharp. I 
wondered if that was why she seemed to resist smiling, although
from any distance at all-their peculiar cut was not apparent, and 
they polished to the sheen of selenite. 

When I offered to comb her hair she looked at me as if I had 
suggested pulling it out, so I told her we were finished with grooming 
for a while. I was just escorting her from the bathroom, experiencing 
pangs of doubt about what I could offer as entertainment, when I 
heard the sirens. We rushed through the hallway already spinning 
with red to the window overlooking the street. 

"Oh, an accident!" I exclaimed. 
I debated letting her come outside with me for the obvious 

reasons, but decided that, since it was only the day after Halloween, 
her attire would not arouse suspicion. Besides, everyone was quite 
distracted by Mrs. Iyler, splayed on the road, almost bloodless but for 
a deep gash on her forehead. I wondered what had become of the 
knit cap until I located it on the bumper of a car parked nearby at an 
angle. The woman I assumed was the driver sat on the curb, 
weeping and rocking, and ignoring the police officer who suddenly 
turned to lock eyes with mine, then broke the gaze to look at my 
young companion. 

I gently spun Alice around and guided her back inside, where she 
immediately crouched to pet Gerta, who had come running to greet 
her. 

"What do you know about dead people?" I asked. 
She paused in her petting as if pondering the question. "Be 

careful," she said, which I felt, while not directly responsive, might be 
just right. 

Sure enough, it wasn't much later when the doorbell rang through 
the house, once more causing all three of us to jump. Gerta tore out 
of the room and Alice followed. 

Using a trick I had begun to employ several years before, 
greeted Officer Sharon as though she were a stranger by assuming 

I 



a pleasant, not overeager smile. 
"I'm sorry to bother you," she said . I pretended to study her face 

as though I had no recall of her earlier visitation, and 
then pretended the subject didn't interest me much anyway. 
"Mrs. Iyler?" I asked, not forming the entire question, as one who 

found it too horrible to consider might do. 
"My understanding is she stopped by this morning?" 
Again I instructed my face to remain untroubled, even as my mind 

raced through the options, finally landing on truth. "Yes, she did." 
"Why?" 
"Welllllll ," I said, dragging out the last consonant while I worked it 

all out. "She wanted to talk. I wasn't clear what about. We agreed to 
do so later. She was behaving oddly, I will say." 

"Oh, yeah?" 
"Not completely cognizant." I tapped my own temple right at the 

spot where I'd seen the gash on hers. 
"Huh. So she seemed confused?" 
"Well, either she was or I am," I said, and smiled as if I didn't 

understand the revelation of my own remark. 
Officer Sharon closed the small pad of paper she had not written 

in. "I noticed you with a child?" 
"My granddaughter." 
"Not quite ready to give up the ghost, huh?" 
"Excuse me?" 
"She was still wearing her costume." 
"Yes," I said, and struggled with what else to add. "She really 

enjoys being a witch." 
"You ever find anything out about the one you worried over last 

year? The child you thought wasn't getting enough to eat? Did you 
see her last night?" 

"No," I said. "I didn't see anyone. I mean, I saw them. But no one 
stopped at my house." 

"Oh?" Officer Sharon's expression softened. 
"Cause I'm old, I guess. They find me frightening." 



"Well that's not- Hey, I remember you." She crouched down to 
pet Gerta, who suddenly appeared out of the nowhere she resided 
in . Officer Sharon did not linger, however, but stood up abruptly, 
reminded of the somber nature of her mission by the brief yelp of a 
siren, as if to summon her. 

"Is Mrs. Iyler going to be all right?" I asked, and the officer shook 
her head as she walked down the steps. Gerta seemed to intend 
following but made it only to the end of the walk before she 
disappeared, and I found her curled on her old chair, glowering up at 
me, when I shuffled into the kitchen, feeling quite pleased. I poured 
myself a cup of mugwort tea and sat at the table to stare out the 
window the way I liked to do in the early morning, though by that 
time it was already late. 

She was out there, of course. Many witches quite appreciate 
nature. I watched her for several minutes, waving her arms and 
talking to the wind before I realized her feet in the red boots did not 
touch the ground but floated above it. I did a quick scan of the 
borders of my yard to reassure myself that all the years of neglect 
had provided a nice barrier of overgrown bushes and trees which did 
not allow for neighbors' spying. It was then I noticed Mrs. Iyler 
herself, standing in the east corner, almost obscured by shadows 
and pine trees. She did not look happy to be there, but I didn't expect 
her to cause any problems when already she was drifting apart, like 
a cloud formation following its natural course. Sure enough, by the 
time I finished my second cup of tea, she was gone. 

What I remembered that winter was how quickly one can adjust 
to change. What seemed so foreign the first morning soon became 
routine. Alice regularly enjoyed a breakfast of marmalade toast, 
followed by outdoor play. Her boots withstood all kinds of weather, 
her hat never drooped-even when wet-her cape was apparently 
warmer than it looked, but her hands turned white as frost one bitter 
morning, so I made her stay inside while I knit a pair of red mittens. 
She was unhappy until I made a game of it by taking turns telling 
stories while I worked. I sat beside the fire, but Alice sat across the 



room. She did not like to be near the flames, I had noticed, though 
she agreed the warmth was nice. Gerta curled beside the hearth, 
much in the place where I'd found her when she died. Alice liked the 
bloody stories best and shouted her recitations, which I found quite 
effective, so I began to shout stories back at her, and we did this until 
the room had filled with shades of terror and fancy, we both had 
hoarse throats, and she had a new pair of mittens. She surprised me 
very much when she threw her little arms around my neck and 
squeezed. I think she meant it as an affectionate gesture. 

She resisted baths and showers but came to accept the indignity 
of the warm washcloth I handed her every Saturday night before 
leaving her to her privacy. She never took off her hat, even sleeping 
in it, but her hair did not appear to grow any more than she did, and I 
agreed with her that tangles were nicely wild. 

One morning in mid-December, Alice surprised me with a pine 
tree dragged into the kitchen. When I asked where it came from she 
pointed outside and I saw a gap in the border where the tree had 
once stood. I felt relieved that other branches reached across the 
space, keeping the yard's shelter secure. 

"But how did you cut it down? Do you have an axe?" I asked, to 
which she responded by looking up at me from beneath the wide 
brim of her hat, giving the appearance of an eye roll. 

She was very strong, that little one, and carried the tree into the 
living room while I stood puzzling the whole thing out. Her voice, 
when she called, surprised me with its tenor. She could be quite 
bossy at times and occasionally-as then-sounded almost like a 
man. 

"Bring me the tree stand," she said. 
I found it in the basement with the ornaments and lights I hadn't 

used for decades. We had quite a day of decorating and, later, I 
ordered a bag of oranges, which we sliced and dried to hang with 
string from the branches. Another day we made gingerbread. I used 
the heart and star cookie cutters while Alice employed a paring knife 
to cut out indefinite shapes she insisted on hanging in a particular 



order as if they were hieroglyphs. On Christmas Eve we had our 
dinner of soup and bread, and later ate some of the ornaments with 
hot cider. Alice helped me carry the quilts and blankets from the 
bedrooms to place on the floor so we could sleep under the tree. 

We awoke Christmas morning to falling snow and presents. Alice 
received new mittens that looked exactly like the ones she had, 
because she loved them, though they were worn so regularly they 
did not always dry out. She also received a box of small glass jars 
with hand-painted labels, which contained a variety of roots and 
herbs. 

I was moved-almost to tears-by a sculpture made of sticks and 
a stack of blank paper that looked very much like one I had recently 
misplaced. Even Gerta received a gift of a mouse that had been set 
aside and frozen for the occasion. 

Later, after we'd eaten our toast, when I showed Alice her 
stocking stuffed with candy canes, oranges, and nuts, she looked up 
at me and said, "It feels like there is a flower opening in my chest." 

"Well," I told her, "that's happiness." 
It was a perfect Christmas followed by a perfectly bitter January, 

bleak February, and muddy March. We worked and played and got 
along quite well, and then it was spring and the daffodils began to 
insist we notice their silent bells before they were briefly subdued by 
a late snow which quickly melted, leaving in its wake puddles and 
buds and sprigs of green. We opened the windows and began to 
take walks after dark, dropping into shadows at the sight of any 
person's approach. 

"I'm sorry for all this, dear Alice," I said on one such occasion. "I 
just worry they will take you from me for not putting you in schooL" 

"What's school?" she asked. 
"It's a place they send children," I explained. "To make them 

normaL" 
She began to shake her head no, rather violently, which caused 

her to lift from the ground, but I quickly grabbed her little hand and 
pulled her to me. 



"It isn't going to happen," I said. "I won't allow it." 
That summer the flowers were intoxicating. I think I might have 

said it every year, but that summer it was true. Neither of us could 
think clearly for the perfume that wafted through open windows on 
the humid air. Dark came so late we often grew grumpy waiting for it 
but, once it arrived, we took to the streets and hills and neighbors' 
yards to steal blossoms we brought home by the armful to place in 
glass jars and old vases throughout the house. Several times we 
brought in bees by mistake, but Alice was quite good at catching 
them, and considered them a treat. 

"How do they taste?" I asked. 
"Good," she said. "Hairy and sharp." 
Which did not sound appealing to me, but each of us must serve 

our own appetite. 
Between the sun-soaked rooms and late start to our walks, we 

were both relieved by fall's arrival, though it came and went several 
times before it made up its mind. At last, it did. Our neighbors' 
gardens began to sport jack-o'-lanterns, grinning in spite of the 
severed nature of their existence, and ghosts and spiders dangled 
from porches. Occasionally we saw what was supposed to be a 
witch, mashed against a tree, but I told Alice to just ignore it. "Look at 
the skeletons, instead. That's what happens to normal people after a 
while." 

"Even you?" she asked, and I shrugged. I did not want to alarm 
her or reveal my own concern. Lately, I had been having pain in my 
scalp and when I rubbed the area, discovered hard lumps. I wasn't 
going to let it ruin our season. 

By the second week of October, we walked wherever we might 
want, whenever that might be. I was prepared with an answer for any 
authority. "My granddaughter," I'd say. "She is staying with me for a 
while." 

No one asked, though early in the month, several people did 
comment on Alice's attire. In response, I told myself stories about 



someone tripping down the stairs, or burning the birthday cake, or 
being falsely accused of murder. 

Although in that season, as no other, Alice had the run of the 
town, she seemed to enjoy it only for a while and most often played 
in the backyard with Gerta or some roadkill she found. I liked to 
watch her from the kitchen while I drank tea with a hot salve on my 
head, though the pain did not stop, nor the growing protrusions. 

I ordered pumpkins and set them out with knives but they 
remained unviolated and, in the end, we agreed to place them on the 
porch as a reminder of Jack's origin story, which Alice told me one 
night to distract me from my pain. I thought she didn't understand 
what was happening but one morning she paused on her way out 
the back door to say, "I'll miss us when you are gone." 

At last our night arrived! I filled a large bowl with candy and wrote 
a note advising visitors to choose two, adding that should anyone 
take more I would put a hex on them, which I knew was very wicked, 
but in keeping with the season. 

Alice didn't wear a costume, of course, but I searched through the 
pile of old coats I'd meant to mend to find the one that looked like it 
was made of hair, an ugly thing I quite liked. After I turned off the 
light to leave, I briefly mistook my reflection in the mirror for a 
frightening creature, some kind of horned beast, which was an effect 
I approved of. 

It was a cold night under a dark moon, perfect for celebrating the 
dead. I had not walked amongst them since I'd been a girl, myself, a 
very long time ago, and was pleased to see how alive the holiday 
remained as we begged from house to house, in and out of 
unfamiliar neighborhoods, part of the horde of ghosts and zombies 
and princesses and those who pretended they were from the other 
side, and those who pretended they weren't. 

We stayed out so long that my feet began to hurt, porch lights 
blinked off, and the sidewalks were sparsely populated but for a few 
lost spirits and a werewolf trapped in transition. 



"Well, Alice, this has been a spectacular night," I said. "And you 
are very good at trick-or-treat. Look, your pumpkin is so full you are 
spilling candy! I like the way you always take too much. But it's time 
to go home now." 

She refused in her charming manner, stamping her feet and 
shaking her head. I clasped her hand to stop her from floating away 
and asked what would soothe her greed. She looked down the 
strange street, so far from our own, and pointed at a small white 
house with green shutters, its yard overgrown. 

"All right," I said. "But it looks abandoned." 
She kept her hand in mine as we traversed the crooked walk 

lined with mullein and dead asparagus to ring the bell. I listened to 
the sound echo through the house as if all the rooms were empty, 
then noticed a small paper wasp nest in the eave over the door. Just 
as I suggested we should go, it popped open, and a woman stood 
there, smiling broadly. 

"Look at you," she said, offering a bowl filled with candy. "Aren't 
you the perfect little witch?" 

Alice thrust her hand into the bounty and the woman turned to me 
with a bemused expression. 

"Officer Sharon," I said. 
"So you remember." She crouched down to place the bowl on the 

ground. "Take as much as you like," she told Alice. 
"She's already very strong," I said. "And really quite safe." 
Officer Sharon nodded. "One can never learn too much about 

power," she said. "I'm sure you agree." She did not wait for my 
answer, but extended her hand, which Alice took without hesitation. 
Together they walked into the house, leaving me alone with the 
empty bowl at my feet. While I stood there, trying to decide how to 
proceed, Gerta came running up the walk, sprinting right past me 
and through the closed door. I heard shouts of greeting. Joyful 
shouts, I had no doubt. 

I told myself a little story. Officer Sharon taught Alice how to 
negotiate with the dead and defend against the weapons humans 



use, while Alice taught her how to conjure, and Gerta found that they 
both made cozy laps when they sat, at the end of the day, munching 
on bees and chocolate. 

It was then I felt the blossoming in my own heart and, for every 
petal, a thorn. 

When that was finished, I walked away, and just kept walking. It 
wasn't long before all the houses were dark and the night mostly 
returned to its regular occupants, the dead and haunted, the drunken 
revelers who cowered at my approach then laughed at my back 
when one exclaimed, "Jesus Christ, I've been hearing about that 
witch for years; I never thought I'd see her!" 

I told myself a story about the stream that runs through the park, 
and the bearer of the voice with its drunken slur taking a shortcut 
through water, and I saw the way the world can feel so firm and then 
suddenly be liquid and how we can believe we know enough, but 
don't really know anything at all, and how lonely that feeling is when 
it arrives and also how powerful. 

I walked past houses with leering pumpkins, and ghosts hung by 
the neck, and houses that had none of that. I walked past yards 
devoid of leaves, and those smothered by them. I smelled 
wood smoke and the perfume of dying gardens and I just kept 
walking into the dark until, at last, I found myself far from town, fallow 
fields on either side and, in the distance, a farm. I was weary by 
then, my feet stiff as hooves, so tired I could go no further. A ravine 
by the side of the road offered a cleft for me to rest in, which I did. I 
told myself a story. In a corner of the house I once lived in, an errant 
cinder festered and, before long, the whole place was engulfed. I 
closed my eyes and inhaled the scent of winter's approach, but my 
coat kept me warm and I burrowed further until, at last, I slept, 
cradled by the earth. 
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